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ABSTRACT 

Application logic in e-commerce refers to features and behaviours unique to the 

application. Each application has its own specific handling of user inputs, user 

behaviour and communication with third-party components, while the weakness of 

component business logic is unique, there are significant web vulnerabilities that are 

common, impaction, and can be readily exploited. Usually, a logic weakness exists 

when an intruder violates legitimate application-specific functionality, against 

the intentions of developers. 

In this research, we will investigate and discuss design flaw / logical flaw that 

causes business logic attack in the service-component-oriented application, at 

the n-tier architecture. The purpose of this research is to explore the causes of 

application logical flaws in service component architectural- based applications. 

There is clearly a need for a methodology able to deal with the logical flaws that 

normally do not show attack patterns or signatures, which are thereby hard to 

discover through automated techniques. Recent techniques to secure component- 

oriented applications normally focus on technical vulnerability. This can rely on 

security analysis and detection tools for vulnerability identification. The auditors 

mostly follow such policies that are based on checking a limited list of security issues/ 

vulnerabilities. Therefore, we have observed that the technique of custom-developed 

business logic often falls short in its ability to discover vulnerabilities. We have 

also noticed a significant number of attacks recently classified as business logic attacks. 

Many security techniques have been introduced for service component-oriented 

architecture in recent years, but they are at the high level of service component- 

oriented architecture and do not address the middle-tier (business-tier) in component- 

oriented systems. The main focus is to research business logic vulnerability in 

the service component-oriented applications using security breach scenarios (case- 

study) in the banking domain, also examining the re-usability of design specification 

in the component. Furthermore, this approach is supported by a taxonomy of logical 

vulnerability in service component e-commerce, this taxonomy is validated by the 

proposed model in Chapter 4 B and event attack modeling in service component 

architecture in Chapter 5. It has a close relationship between the proposed 

taxonomy and the projected scenario of event attack modeling. Keeping in view 

this research further moves toward the logical solution of application logic. 
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Therefore, we propose a secure design method as a security assurance methodology, 

which uses social e-commerce as a modeling tool to demonstrate the features of this 

methodology. This method will be validated through Integration using UML modeling 

and system assurance process. This will be further reflected in a security feature- 

based UML. Sec modeling as an example B2c ATM model, demonstrated in 

social interactions of e-commerce component-based-application security modeling. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

1. Introduction

The field of software engineering has changed from using conventional enterprise 

software application techniques to Service Component Architecture (SCA) for 

distributed system applications. Over the last few years, this new age has evolved with 

the rapid growth of component-based methods for system design. Despite these 

advances, the implementation of existing protected technology software features in 

realistic e-commerce distributed systems will do little to deter intruders. While most 

studies have been carried out on web application services that largely use current 

software, middle-tier component-based software (which rapidly develops application 

logic), often introduces security risk opportunities (Wang et al., 2020). 

Social means public interaction, in terms of technology. Current social e-commerce 

practices are a subset of e-commerce that focus on security framework protocols such 

as secure transactional protocols, cryptographic frameworks, and standards for 

sanitization. These procedures are widely understood to ensure the security of social 

media e-commerce applications. In terms of interaction through banking channels in 

digital form by different mediums such applications are defined as mobile, internet, 

ATM and mobile ATMs, which are part of social Banking. The popularity of such 

applications in social e-commerce through e-banking made life so advanced and fast, 

which made life for people more convenient. This is the reason why this study is more 

interesting to researchers to focus on social interaction of people in the digitalized 

modern world. The factor of this is the technological impact in a new area of digital 

banking. On the other hand, the problems of such a domain are still a challenge for 

researchers, this makes this study more considerable. 

These are basic types of social e-banking applications medium, which is considered as 

a sub-set of e-commerce, also known as social e-commerce. 

The building blocks of such applications are software components, which are called 

business components, based on Java technology, which is very widely used for social 

banking applications. However, other technologies are also being used in the market 

such as Dcom, .Net, but the main reason for the use of Java is that it is platform- 
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independent, which provides more highly fast service in business application solutions 

in social banking. 

 
These applications are connected through the main Banking applications, which are 

integrated with other Banking services, such application solutions are based mostly on 

Java component-oriented services through loosely coupled contacts based on offered 

and used interfaces of every business component. This is the main integration process 

of such application solutions are based on component connectors as exemplified in 

Chapter 7. 

 
Therefore, each type of social e-banking medium is connected through a pre-defined 

interface, which is connected through the main service of the banking application. 

The organizational process consists of business components, which are java based on 

different technologies such as Java in the banking domain. The software composites 

are EJB session bean and entity bean components as referenced in Chapter 6 Figure 9, 

These are building blocks based on organizational processes. These have been defined 

as architectural models as displayed in the following figure in the banking application 

domain. This process is based on banking application integration, technology 

integration and based on trust management. 
 
 

Figure 1.1: Architectural model of banking application organizational process 
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The banking application-based system is based on an organizational model, which is based on 

the following process; as displayed in Figure 1.2. 
 
 

Figure 1.2: Organizational process of component-oriented service-based application 
 
 

The key concern in the use of these approaches centres on software component flaws in 

structure and integration, which are frequently ignored when considered for business use. 

These issues can nullify the integrity of current information security. The weakest link in 

social e-commerce banking applications is the logic subversion of the part on its server- 

side. This occurs when the developer overlooks the business process at the time of 

business component integration and reuses the design specification for the current 

business logic (Algharabat, 2020). 

 
Service-component-oriented social e-banking applications are being developed, with well- 

specified software components that are readily accessible. These are the building blocks 

used in-service component architecture to create services. It is necessary to follow an order 

in the design process of service-component-oriented applications in the social e-banking 

domain in which an application is designed as an organisational process once the design 

process is defined, which can be implemented using modular components. Each modular 

component is a service, which, by incorporating these services into a social e-banking 

framework, explains its interfaces (Wang et al., 2020). 

Service component-oriented banking domain applications are built or composed of 

software components that are readily available and well specified. These are building 

blocks in a service-oriented architecture for the development of services. Within the 

service component-oriented application design process in the banking domain, if an 

application's design process is determined as an organizational task, then tasks are 

considered a modular components, and they need to be incorporated. Each modular element 

is a service that explains its interfaces by integrating these services into the banking system. 

The current business process relies on the integration of modules, having defined modular 

components (Paik et al., 2017). 
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System integration is not easily understandable because it is one of the most complex 

software design processes for complex systems, such as the banking system. The 

complexity of banking system integration triggers the process of continual improvement in 

technological and business attributes provided by the bank to satisfy the requirements of 

its customers. Often developed and based on different component vendors, the banking 

system consists of multiple platforms and design/architecture patterns. This is also due to 

the additional difficulty of integrating a service-oriented component-based banking 

application (Riad et al., 2018). Defective integration causes an attack on the business logic 

underpinning the process of web-based banking and causes severe financial harm. This 

research mainly examines business logic weaknesses in service component-oriented 

applications, using a real-life banking security breach scenario while explaining the 

component's re-usability design specification in a banking application. 

 
The service-based architecture of components is a significant solution in modern banking, 

in particular, the re-use of components when developing new applications as part of 

distributed e-commerce systems, such as online banking services (Luhach et al., 2014). 

The separation of business logic (business integration logic) from implementation is the 

main purpose of service component architecture so that the developer can easily assemble 

integrated applications without knowing the implementation details. In order to achieve 

this, service components are constructed to allow the implementation of each service 

needed by business processes. Therefore, the architecture consists of 3 layers: the first is 

the business integration logic; the second is the service components, and the third is 

implementation. Business logic components are assembled independently of their 

implementation, even though the logic allows for implementation. In this way, the service 

interface remains open/available (Nurcan & Schmidt, 2015). Service component-oriented 

architecture infrastructure consists of the registry, a message bus, firewalls, web servers, 

application servers and a database. These items must be secured in a reliable service- 

oriented banking system. An application builder can build from existing services by using 

a service broker. In this process, the application builder needs to focus on the business 

logic, rather than the programming logic or implementation (Amirpour et al., 2016). 

 
The service-oriented architecture is a module software development approach, whose basic 

artefacts are distributed, replaceable and loosely coupled components that communicate 

with each other using a standard contract interface, and are implemented as web services 

(Janssen et al. 2014; Gbaffonou et al., 2015). For security purposes, an authentication logic 

is not normally reusable, especially when operating with another application logic (Karimi, 

2011). 
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Figure 1.3 a: Service Component Oriented Application Layer Model (Gbaffonou et al., 
2015) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.3 b: Component-based Java service-oriented architecture layer model (Amirpour et al., 
2016) 
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Figure (1.3 b) explains the service component-based architecture model that clearly 

expresses each layer function and java beans-based business application logic. This 

defines the business rules, which makes application-based business logic. 

 
As explained in the above paragraph, security is the foremost issue within the service 

component architecture environment. It needs to be considered carefully because 

components are loosely coupled. While there are several existing approaches and 

technologies for service security, such as WS-Security, and SAML, none of these 

addresses security assurance requirements for all layers within the architecture, 

especially at the business layer, where business logic components reside (Paik et al., 

2017). 

 
A service component-oriented architecture causes more security problems at the 

architecture level. Security is always a concern in the deployment of new 

applications, while reusability of service (components) from an existing logic of 

service-oriented distributed system at lower levels of system design is nevertheless 

always considered. However, security risks such as “design flaws” are always an 

issue. Security aspects are too often ignored during the development of reusable 

service component integration and application, causing design flaws (Amirpour et 

al., 2016). 

 
Service-oriented architectures use XML-based web services, which are vulnerable to 

XML Signature Wrapping Attack, Coercive paring, Oversize payload, SOAP Action 

Spoofing, and XML injection into SOAP middleware Hijacking. All security 

configuration and deployment are done at the highest level of the application. Many 

security tools widely in use validate the security configuration at the highest level in 

service-oriented online web-based banking distributed systems. In an n-tier service- 

component-oriented architecture, security is deployed at the client-to-web server 

layer, using cryptography schemes. This allows secure access control and SSL /TSL- 

based secure transmission of data from client to web service, but at the business layer 

in the middle-tier, where application logic resides. It is therefore completely lacking 

in systematic protection or security assurance (Luhach et al., 2014). 

Current techniques are based on XML Key management specification, web services 

trust, XACML, Web services security, XML Digital Signature, and XML encryption. 



 

They do provide strong security at client-server level (web-tier), that is, at layer 1 to 

layer 2 of the web server. They nevertheless fall short of providing a methodology 

that can secure middle-tier service-component oriented application logic at the 

business/application layer, where components are coupled, and where open contracts 

and designed interfaces using component offered and used interface contact design 

based on application logic (Wang et al., 2020 ; Nabi et al., 2020). 

 
These security techniques (addressed above) offer only high-level service 

component-oriented architecture. The service component architecture has strong 

features like loose coupling and reusability that allow modification at run-time, while 

changing its system components. The drawback is, however, that services are not 

secured and therefore not reliable at a low level (Wang et al., 2020; Nabi et al., 2020). 

 
The composability (CAUSE) is the best security feature provided by service- 

component-oriented architecture but is not secure. Therefore, any non-secure use of 

a service increases the risk of a security incident (Malohlava et al., 2013). 

 
In loosely coupled services, a component or application’s logic is, in practice, widely 

reused at the enterprise level 9 (Nabi et al., 2019). However, security becomes a 

significant challenge at the application server level where business components offer 

services: each service is its own unit of logic. The components are in a tighter and more 

direct coupling, which in return offers a high level of performance, as compared with the 

services; those are loosely coupled and usually communicate through a network, using 

standard protocols such as SOAP (Jiang & Willey, 2005). 
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Figure 1.4: Architecture consists of components & services (Jiang & Willey, 2005). 
 

Service component-oriented architecture opens many access points for enterprise systems - 

and increases vulnerabilities to the site because many of these points can be accessed through 

the internet. As enterprise-level security standards have changed with the advancement of 

security technology, the need has increased for mechanisms or methodologies that can cover 

core service logic security at application servers where components reside as independent 

services (Nabi et al., 2020). 

 
The main example of a component-based application logic flaw is given in Chapter 6 and 

Chapter 4 in the form of published papers. However, subversion of logic in component-based 

applications may vary subject to the application domain. In banking applications, especially 

in social e-commerce and e-banking, the flaw is mostly caused by the reuse of component 

functional logic a classical example is given in Chapter 6 through a published paper that 

shows a real-time application logic case. 

 

1.1 The Scope of Research 
 
 

This research has significant scope in the field of a component-based banking application 

and security architecture, focussing especially on the middle tier where application logic 

security uses (SCA) design pattern. Security violation in the middle tier is a real concern and 

is based on a mismatch of component-design specifications within the existing logic of 

banking application, which may cause of subversion attack while re-using the component 

from existing logic to build new services (Ghassan et al., 2020; Nabi et al., 2020). It indicates 

 
8 
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a serious violation of application integrity & security. Service-oriented component software 

uses two sorts of components to develop web-based banking application logic. These two 

components are Custom-Developed and commercial off the shelf (COTS). It is possible that 

they may have flaws in the design of software applications, that became apparent during the 

business logic integration. The CBS-based solution causes software risks that lead to logical 

vulnerabilities such as a component’s logic subversion attack, misuse of application logic 

and circumvention of a component’s business logic flow. All these factors together temper 

the application’s functionality steps. In light of the research problem, we will focus on 

security breach subversion in an attack scenario (using the case-study method in the context 

of social e-commerce) related to web-based banking systems that re-use design specifications 

while developing new services from existing service component logic based on integration 

SOI methods, causing business logic vulnerability in the middle-tier of the banking 

architecture (Nabi et al., 2021). 

 
1.1.2 Research Philosophy 

 
The philosophy of research is drawn from applied science. We apply current scientific 

knowledge to technology, specifically, component-based software engineering theory. To 

ensure it is state-of-the-art, the research uses theory, knowledge, method and technique 

(Yaghmaie, 2017). The research philosophy also describes and explores state-of-the-art 

technology in component-based software design. In formulating it, we have adopted the 

solution for business logic weakness from applied science philosophy. At this stage, it is 

very important to recognise that, in the light of the research philosophy, design questions 

help direct research in the field of e-commerce security by ensuring that the work of the 

researcher is moving in the right direction and that their work is thorough and informative. 

 
Why is a case study used as a philosophical paradigm? 

The case study method is useful as a philosophical paradigm in e-commerce and it’s a subset 

social e-commerce security studies (Laukkanen et al., 2018). This single research paradigm 

is particularly helpful in narrowing down a specific topic and its scope, thereby supporting 

philosophical investigation (Hassard & Kelemen, 2012). We have taken this approach in our 

research philosophy by using as a bank case study as a single research paradigm. The method 

used in this process is exploratory research-based case analysis as a technique to formulate 

the solution to business logic vulnerability phenomena. The research philosophy also 

improves the quality of research work. 
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1.2 Motivation and Problem Statement 
 

In the service component-oriented application or enterprise approach, the application can be 

a combination of components that are integrated to form a particular business service or 

function. In service component-oriented applications, Business Process Integration (BPI) 

consists of business functional concern for component logic; therefore, it cannot be handled 

only through technical considerations, because the integration is not only based technical in 

nature, and mostly refers to a specific component model. However, the issue identified is the 

business process of component functional logic-based design solution, which is related to 

business components and their integration. At this stage, the focus is to consider the logical 

structure, where the logical problem takes place. Poor attention to design-based detecting 

flaws for logical structures is called business logic vulnerability (Nabi et al., 2021). We 

propose secure application functional process logic for e-commerce component-based 

applications based on security requirements of e-process and security assurance logical 

component behaviour specification approach to formulate and design a solution for business 

logic vulnerability phenomena. The first section of the methodology follows security risk 

analysis in the CBSD rapid business logic and defensive strategy. In addition to this, we also 

propose in the second section, “A security Assurance Model process” to deal with logical 

component-ware reusing risks in the application logic that cause logical vulnerability in e- 

commerce systems to encounter in such situations while reusing components from its 

existing application logic. This would contribute to solving identified problems. Application 

logic represents the translation of domain business logic that, in component-based developed 

application logic interoperates business processes for particular domain problems. 

 
Therefore, it is imperative to design a solution-based methodology that will tackle and work 

as a security-by-design method approach for service component-oriented e-commerce 

applications, while considering a social e-commerce banking case study, and using a 

modeling methodology that helps to generate and automate vulnerability through attack 

scenario modeling (UML Sec & Uppaal Tool). 

 
1.2.1 Research Objects and Aims 

 
 

What sorts of problems is the research finding, in line with the research philosophy? Why is 

this project important, and worth doing? 

 
The main research objects are in defining CBS-based application logical flaws in the banking 

system, especially when existing components-based business logic is reused. 
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Hence, design specification of component behaviour at the time of integration process. 

Main Question: The thesis examines how to detect whether an online-based banking 

application service contains logical flaws in its component integration design specification. 

 
This highlights the main object and aim that leads to the scope of this research study is to 

focus on investigating software application logic problems and identifying vulnerabilities 

that are due to a mismatch between business process specification and component ware 

specification at the design/architecture level while using rapid development business 

component-based-software approach for business application logic in e-commerce systems. 

Our attack patterns are more specific to what components can pinpoint vulnerability in a 

system design. We will only target business application Logic vulnerabilities, as explained 

given below questions. 

 
Sub-Questions: 

Question 1 asks how to detect design flaw-based subversion attacks in banking applications, 

which cause business logic vulnerability and which weaken the security of social 

e-commerce systems in the banking domain. 

 
Question 2 asks how to classify and characterize two different categories of vulnerability: ie, 

logical and technical, that leads to a taxonomy. 

 
Question 3 asks how to define and classify an event-attacking method revealing logical 

vulnerability-related flaws in service component applications at the business logic layer. 

 
Question 4 what is the level of social interaction in component-based application logic when 

component design specification is reused. 

 
Question 5 social interaction in banking application logic when subversion occurs based on 

black-box techniques especially social banking mediums such as ATMs? 

 
This research addresses a burning issue in component-based service-oriented application 

logic security. The questions outlined above define areas, which need to be explored, yet 

have not been researched elsewhere, thereby indicating a clear research gap. Noting the 

technicality of the proposed work, findings will offer significantly increased integrity in the 

domain of components and service-based solutions, and therefore increased levels of 

assurance in security-by-design. 
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1.2.2 Research Gap 
 
 

This research will allow us to improve the security of application business logic (Design 

Flaw) in-service component-oriented e-commerce applications, composed of integrated 

components, and responds to the research gap identified in recent research reviews (Wang et 

al., 2020; Nabi & Nabi, 2017; Seinturier et al., 2017). The research highlighted the 

significance of application logic vulnerability (allowing subversion attack, caused by design 

default), and the inability of vulnerability analysis or detection tools to automate this 

vulnerability. This project is therefore worth doing because there has been no identification 

of the development of a taxonomic structure of logical vulnerabilities in the middle tier of 

service-component oriented service. The absence of this structure often causes flaws, which 

COTS or home-made software components (these components are java oriented service 

based entity bean as shown in Figures 2.1a and 1.3b) for service integration do not address. 

We will investigate the problem of business logic vulnerability in the component-based rapid 

development of e-commerce applications while reusing the design specification of 

components. We propose secure application functional processing Logic Security technique 

for component-based e-commerce application, based on security requirement of e-business 

process and security assurance logical component behaviour specification approach to 

formulate and design a solution for business logic vulnerability phenomena. This is justified 

in Chapter 2 - Literature Review to explain the problem of design flaws in component 

integration. Moreover, the problem statement also explains the main issue in this domain to 

explain the extent of the research gap in service oriented business logic security. 

 
1.2.3 Research Contribution 

 
 

The research will propose a security assurance methodology for service-component-oriented 

business logic while reusing core service logic. The research will bridge the difference 

between conventional perspectives and security requirements of e-process in component- 

based banking systems in the context of social e-commerce. Adopting such practice will 

enhance security assurance embedded in the design of service component-oriented 

applications within the e-commerce domain, by using currently available components 

through the deployment of business logic into service-based systems. The second point of 

research contribution is to identify and propose a new classification based on the taxonomic 

structure of logical vulnerabilities in service component-based service in the middle-tier, 

which often cause design flaws due to COTS or in-house software components for service 

integration. The third point of contribution is to offer attack modeling in the scenario of a 

logical attack through event-based attack trigger component detection. The fourth 

contribution is to use the Sec UML modeling technique to test the methodology outlined in 
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Paper 5. The fifth contribution is to be further reflected as a security feature based on UML 

Sec modeling, exemplified by a B2c ATM model demonstrated in the context of social 

interaction during e-commerce software security modeling in Paper 6. 

 
1.2.4 Structure of the thesis 

 
Chapter 1 includes the research introduction and literature review, in the context of the 

analysis, the problem statement, the research gap that the thesis discusses, the aims and 

questions for research, the scope of research and the research contribution. 

 
Chapter 2 is related to the literature review which is connected with the upcoming chapter 

in the sequence of this thesis order that has been demonstrated in the flowchart at the of this 

thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to highlight the main issue in-service component 

architecture-based rapid development application logic and related loopholes. Therefore this 

chapter provides ACS-based event attack connectivity with application logic. 

 
Chapter 3 is a book review article that provides details of service component architecture 

(SCA) based application logic design and event-based attack in-service composite 

applications. This goal is accomplished by investigating and evaluating security concerns, 

and modeling techniques in the application of service modules, when applications create, 

consume and process a particular event in the application logic. 

 
Chapter 4 is a research article that details a group-attacking method and classifies two 

groups of vulnerability (Technical vs Logical) in e-commerce component-based-application. 

This chapter consists of two sections - parts A and B, and this Paper validates the proposed 

model in Part A (publication). 

 
Chapter 5 is a research article that addresses event-attack modeling in the scenario of a 

banking application domain. The proposed approach is based on an event-attack modeling 

technique that uses the Uppaal Tool to detect design flaws in e-commerce component-based 

applications while reusing the design specification of an existing application logic of the 

system. 

 
Chapter 6 is a Paper, a research article providing a detailed case study based on problems 

and solutions in the context of social commerce. This is done through the use of a case study, 

which is a tool that allows us to reach our specialized targeted audience, and the banking 

case study and proposed methodology is tested through a modeling technique related to the 

application logic. 
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Chapter 7 is a research article that is designed in the context of a research-based paper that 

targets the modeling technique by using and incorporating security-modeling features into 

component service architecture in relation to expanding the research work in Paper 5. This 

will be further reflected as a part of security feature-based UML Sec modeling for an example 

B2c ATM model demonstrated in the context of social interaction of e-commerce software 

security modeling that justifies the secure application logic. 

 
Chapter 8 provides the discussion and conclusion of the thesis and sets out the research 

findings. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.5 Flowchart of Thesis by Publication 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
 
 

In social e-commerce (a subset of e-commerce), security and privacy issues are 

important topics for discussion between users. E-commerce capability is one 

requirement of the business model of information system architecture, and its use has 

become increasingly prevalent. Users may, however, find themselves somewhat 

reluctant to engage, due to security and privacy risks. Social e-commerce has prompted 

a new era of information security in the banking industry (Nabi et al., 2021). Business 

logic development, which reuses component design specifications, is a real concern in 

e-commerce applications in this domain because it is mostly based on service 

component architecture (SCA) (Paik et al., 2017; Nabi et al., 2019; Nabi et al., 2020). 

 
There is no clear difference between service component architecture and component- 

based software architecture in terms of their implementation. They both contain 

enhanced components, in the sense that single components have service capability, and 

are connected to develop new business logic (Agirre et al,. 2012). 

 
In service-component-oriented systems, the business process layer is less secure 

because the focus is on high-level abstraction security. This gives intruders the chance 

to bypass security checks in vulnerable business application logic. The service- 

component-oriented application contains at the middle-tier layer two building blocks: 

business logic & process logic (Nabi et al., 2019). 

 
A business application is decomposed into a number of services, each of which wraps 

a reusable business components function and has a well-defined interface that specifies 

how the service may be used to perform an operation (Paik et al. 2017). 

 
The term “business logic” refers to a particular “service”. This service can be a 

withdraw-payment service. The service is defined by the business component class 

“withdraw-payment”, which is handled through the component class business logic. 

Each component has business logic offered by a business component that resides 

within the business domain. A logical component can be defined as a sub-component 

or part of a sub-system; in both cases, the component keeps its own integrity. Certain 

steps need to be followed in order to perform a predefined action by application logic 

to operate the business process (Malohlava et al., 2013; Nabi et al., 2020). 
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The logical component-ware supports the process of application logic and of each 

component’s business logic to develop a set of functionalities, which are then further 

translated into the component’s business processing logic when these components are 

integrated into the n-tier architecture (Jiang & Willey, 2005; Agirre et al., 2012; Nabi 

& Nabi, 2017). 

 
The service component architecture is a way or method by which software can be 

designed, in which services are provided to the components by application 

components. A web-based banking system is basically constructed /developed using 

two sorts of components at the business logic layer of the application. These two kinds 

of components are (1) business processing components, and (2) business entity 

components. The first category of components deals with a service requested by end 

users through the published user interface (Agirre et al., 2012; Nabi & Nabi, 2017). 

 
They determine which function of business entity components will be called or 

invoked and operated. They are persistent components that keep their state stored by 

the application and are part of the application domain (Rodriguez et al. 2016). The 

coupling influences interoperability because integration impacts distributed 

functionality (Kalantari et al., 2013). 

 
The research explains that recent models of web-based banking systems critically lack 

security properties, such as logical security. The key reasons for this are poor design 

and the threat of highly skilled intruders. 

 
Recent security reference models (such as IBM’s service-oriented architecture 2021) 

also fail to provide comprehensive security to business processes at the layer of 

business application logic, where services are developed through the business 

components (each component contains core service logic). This security model only 

provides authentication before gaining access to business service components, which 

normally occurs through the HTTP web server. Current security techniques used 

include model authentication, sanitization, database encryption, (IDS) and (IPS). 

 
Service-oriented component software uses two sorts of components to rapidly develop 
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application logic. These two components are custom-developed and commercial of the 

shelf (COTS) (Jakoubi et al. 2011). It is possible that they may have flaws within the 

design or software application. The CBS-based software solutions can lead to logical 

vulnerabilities such as component’s logic subversion attack, misuse of application 

logic and circumvention of the component’s business logic flow, all of which temper 

the application’s functionality (Nabi et al., 2020). 

 
There are three categories of software practice vulnerability in service-component- 

oriented web-based banking applications (Woody, 2015; Novak & Švogor, 2016): 

(1) Flaw in design 

(2) Coding-based fault or weakness 

(3) Integration Faults of components. 
 
 

Our research considers the operational vulnerabilities (middle tier) of a service- 

component-oriented banking application, based on the composition of components, 

rather than on traditional techniques of software development (Nabi et al., 2021). As 

we have noted, within the categories of operational vulnerability, the focus of 

consideration is business application logic vulnerability (which may cause design- 

based weaknesses), and integration faults which often circumvent a component’s 

business logic flow operation (Nabi et al., 2020). 

 
Unfortunately, a single flaw within sophisticated middleware can allow an intruder to 

bypass a strong security authentication scheme. However, we have noticed that most 

front-end & back-end systems contain COTS packages. Therefore, it is necessary to 

custom-develop software packages in middle-ware, in order to design secure business 

application logic (Nabi, 2005; Bentounsi et al., 2016; Nabi & Nabi, 2017). The custom 

developed and commercial of the shelf components example is presented in java EJB 

session bean and entity bean components, which are mostly made of Microsoft and 

Sun Java technology these, are mostly the middle tier consisting of business logic. 

However, such component packages are beads on the functional logic of each 

component that develops business logic. 

 
The above-mentioned Diagram 2.1 depicts and illustrates the process of the 

functionality of java bean in business processes, as stated above in the introduction, 
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(Figure 1.3 b). 
 
 

In recent years, we have observed that the weakest link in the server-side systems is 

middle-ware. A secure component-based platform regulates programme execution and 

manages events, while the security of interactions between application components 

must also be ensured. A component-based approach that addresses a variety of 

information system application requirements also supports the entire lifecycle of such 

applications, including the design, and execution phases, with a focus on their security 

and safety requirements, which the application integrator can define during the design 

phase (Nabi et al., 2019; Raed & Nripendra, 2020). 

 
Recent innovations in the field of e-Commerce-based social media software 

technologies, according to Nabi et al. (2021), have offered many benefits; however, 

design processes often lead to a variety of challenges, from the design phase to the 

implementation phase. Software flaws and faults exacerbate reliability and security 

issues. 

In component-based banking applications, banks compete by using social e- 

commerce-based e-banking to boost customer loyalty, gain market share, improve 

services and offer value-added services, increase efficiency, and cut expenses. At the 

same time, they must deal with security and privacy concerns relating to consumer 

relationships (Laukkanen et al., 2018). 

When connecting with component-based banking applications, for these services 

security considerations are sometimes overlooked, potentially allowing unwanted 

access to the service. Another factor to consider is that the re-use of service logic can 

occasionally result in security failure (Ghassan et al., 2020). 

Over here, it is important to discuss the function of components in the application logic 

forming state that refers to the re-use of existing logic of any component within the 

application in the banking domain and its security issues, especially in the context of 

social e-commerce-based banking. 

 
The current development method in CBSE is a software development process that 

advocates building software systems from existing software components rather than 

creating them from the ground up. CBSE's mission is to reduce costs while delivering 

higher quality, systems that are more reliable. “A unit of composition with 
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contractually established interfaces and explicit context dependencies only,” is called 

the software component (Alrubaee et al., 2020). 

 
A component model in CBD defines a set of programmes called component and 

composition mechanisms that combine smaller components to form larger composite 

components. The composing mechanism determines the behaviour and structure of 

this larger unit. If the composition process is algebraic, that is, the composition of two 

or more components, a larger system can be constructed (Chicote et al., 2018). 

 
To define a component in containment, at least two components must be combined for 

the composite. A composite is defined by combining the behaviour of two or more 

existing components (Chicote et al., 2018). 

 
The interactions between two components are defined by a connection mechanism; a 

connection can be used to pass messages directly or indirectly. A third coordinated 

component is used to construct a composite of two components (Rana & Baz, 2020). 

 
Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) tries to encourage software reuse 

in order to drastically save development time and costs. Existing solutions are wrapped 

in well-defined components with clear (needed and given) interfaces that allow them 

to connect to and interact with one another. When putting together a system from 

components, it is important to consider both functional and non-functional factors 

(Rana & Baz., 2020; Chicote et al., 2018). 

 
Timing, dependability, safety, and resource consumption are examples of non- 

functional qualities. Despite their relevance, only a few component models explicitly 

support non-functional property specification and administration throughout the 

development process (Chicote et al., 2018). 

 
In most circumstances, this assistance is limited, and unlike the well-established 

approach of incorporating functional qualities into interfaces, no consensus has arisen 

on how to manage non-functional attributes at the component and system levels 

(Rana & Baz., 2020). 
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One of the most significant characteristics of a software component is that it can be 

considered a sub-system that can be directly installed and run. To do this, a component 

must adhere to the standards of a component model and meet the requirements of a 

specification. Commonly acknowledged standards to explain composition and 

interaction are required to enable composition between separately generated 

components to develop application logic (Rana & Baz., 2020; Lau & Cola, 2017). 

 
The effort required for design and execution is minimised when existing components 

are used in CBSE. Additional processes, such as component assessment and 

adaptation, are introduced to the development process. Searching for candidate 

components that may satisfy needed characteristics, selecting the most acceptable 

components from these candidates, and confirming their functionality are all part of 

the component evaluation (Johan & Mishra, 2019). 

 
In software engineering, the reuse of existing work is greatly desired to save 

development costs and achieve high-quality software. CBD develops basic and 

composite components for reuse, and reuse creates composite components and systems 

(Johan & Mishra, 2019). 

 
Interactions between components in a CBD system are an essential factor that can aid 

in the discovery of new ways to combine components. CBD-based development, 

which uses and reuses secure components, requires the most up-to-date development 

approaches for CPS building. These systems may be made up of a variety of soft and 

hard components that are dispersed throughout the system (Alrubaee et al., 2020). 

 
Due to the rising scale and complexity of component-based systems, developing high- 

quality, dependable and on-time secure software systems is difficult. Because 

traditional software development methodologies are not up to the task, numerous 

alternatives have been proposed to boost productivity and reusability during the 

software development process and security, but still lack automated security at the 

design phase. This targets the gap in security research techniques that follows a 

methodology for secure designing of component-based applications in the banking 

sector. That is free from design flaws (Johan & Mishra, 2019). 
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The main problem in this context is referred as a design flaw in component integration, 

which mostly consists of COTS and custom-made components. A real example of 

such binding is based on the interconnection of business components. Therefore, as a 

solution to this problem, service-oriented component integration places emphasis 

systems through the use of reusable components. The main problem of components 

integration is created in this architecture to solve a specific business problem. Java 

business component integration example is presented given below. 
 

Figure 2.1 (a) reusable component integration pattern 
 
 

Figure 2.1 (b) reusable components are binding in service integration 

They provide some generic functionality. These components can then be threaded, 

linked, or integrated into a specific order or configuration to meet a specific business need. 

There is no need to create a new computer programme if the business 

requirement changes. Instead, the system can be reconfigured to meet the new business 

requirement. 

 
The functionality of software systems is heavily reliant on software components. The 

current and reusable components of a software system that has been previously 

debugged, validated, and rehearsed are referred to as software components. Using such 

components in a newly designed software system can save time, effort, and a lot of 

money. Security is on the rise as a result of the habit of using components in new 

projects. For the researchers to understand the approaches, they must first learn about the 

existing approaches and techniques employed for security purposes to address this problem 

(Migault et al., 2017). 
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Since no taxonomy is developed related to the business logic flaw in component 

integration, it is represented in Chapter 4 as a publication, which gives a 

comprehensive contribution to the validity of the design flaw problem in application 

business logic. 

 
2.1: Current banking CBS-based system analysis 

 
 

The current banking industry is getting benefits from this medium by using social e- 

commerce component-based applications. On the other hand, the re-use of component 

business logic is always a concern in terms of its capacity to cause logical vulnerability 

in such systems. 

 
The design flaw, which causes application logic vulnerability in such systems always 

attracts the attention of intruders. The main reason for this is that application logic 

design flaws cannot be automated through traditional approaches (Nabi et al., 2020; 

Raed & Nripendra, 2020; Jürjens et a.2019: Rotella, 2018). 

 
Any component-based software system's design must be well thought out and certain 

aspects must be taken into account from the start. There is a better chance of the system 

being successful if specific quality attributes of component specification match with 

the system application logic based on business process and designed into the 

architecture. There are several important characteristics to consider when designing a 

bank system. First and foremost, the system's performance must be excellent. Bank 

employees, ATM users, and bank administrators will all interact with other systems, 

so the new system must be fast enough to allow everyone to complete their tasks. 

Furthermore, the system's dependability and security are two of the most important 

considerations. As a result, the system must be dependable. According to NIST USA, 

2021, the recent cases that have emerged about this issue that is being faced by the 

banking industry, while getting benefits from social interaction in component-based 

banking applications (NIST, 2021 https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/ssdf). 

 
Therefore, component-based software security, especially in the case of reuse design 

specification, while reusing existing application logic. On the other hand, there is a 

serious need for such a methodology that can tackle these issues, while considering 

https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/ssdf
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social e-commerce in the context of a sub-set of e-commerce component-based 

applications (Nabi et al., 2020; Raed & Nripendra, 2020) 

 
Therefore, it is necessary to plan for strong risk management that particularly provides 

in-depth software security assurance, which also deals with middle-ware software. 

Software security problems start from design flaws, which cause system integration 

faults. Such flaws allow security bypass by the user when the software maliciously or 

accidentally gives system access that the programme does not permit (Nabi & Nabi, 

2017; Ghassan et al., 2020; Nabi et al., 2021). 

 
Security and privacy issues in the field of social media-based e-Commerce are 

important topics for debate among the users concerned. E-Commerce is one part of the 

information system architecture business model and its use has become increasingly 

common. However, the users may find. 

 
The applications themselves are somewhat unwilling to suffer from risks to their 

security and privacy. In the banking industry, social media-based e-Commerce has 

prompted a new age of information security. However, the risks associated with these 

issues make e-commerce banking difficult. There is also no customer trust, and no 

visitor shops on the website and these sites will not function unless these privacy and 

security risks are removed. Security and privacy have social, organisational, 

technological, and economic implications (Raed and Nripendra 20202020: Wang et al. 

2020). 

 
Service-oriented applications in the social e-banking domain are developed with well- 

defined, readily available software components. These are the building blocks used to 

develop the services in service component architecture. It is important for the design 

process of service-oriented applications in the social e-banking domain to follow an 

order where once the design process of an application is determined as an 

organizational task, and then it is considered as modular components that need to be 

integrated. Each modular component is a service that explains its interfaces by 

incorporating these services into a social e-banking system. 

 
New business processes rely on the integration of modular components that have been 
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identified (Nabi et al. 2020). 
 
 

Researchers and developers can clearly understand that system composition and 

integration are the most difficult processes in software design, especially when 

devising complex operations such as the integration process into the social e-banking 

system. The complications that arise during the integration of these e-banking systems 

may result in a process of continuous change in the technical and business attributes 

provided by the bank to its customers in order to] meet their needs (Nabi et al. 2019). 

Social e-banking systems are frequently designed and built on a variety of component 

vendors with varying platforms and design/development capabilities patterns in 

architecture. Ongoing changes can introduce additional complexity when integrating 

banking applications based on service-oriented components, as design flaws in the 

integration process can open the door to business logic attacks, and cause severe 

financial damage (Nabi et al. 2020). 

 
Therefore, there is a clear need for a methodology that is able to deal with the logical 

flaws that do not show attack signature and patterns and are therefore hard to discover 

using traditional techniques and security software tools. A modeling methodology is 

therefore needed that helps to generate and automate the vulnerability through attack 

scenario modeling (UML Sec & Uppaal Tool). This will help to deal with component 

design specification-based business logic and identify any design flaw that may cause 

a security breach in banking applications while the re-use of component business logic 

and avoid duplication. 
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CHAPTER 3: A SECURITY REVIEW OF EVENT-BASED APPLICATION 

FUNCTION AND SERVICE COMPONENT ARCHITECTURE 

 
Introduction and Findings: Logical Relationship between Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 

 
Introduction to Chapter 3 

 
Chapter 2 features an introduction to the research and its background in the context of the 

analysis that follows, the problem statement, the literature gap that the thesis discusses, the 

aims and questions for research, and the scope of research, targetting the main question posed 

by the thesis. Chapter 3 covers and provides details of (SCA) service component 

architecture-based application logic design and event-based attacks on in-service composite 

applications. The purpose of this chapter is accomplished by evaluating, investigating 

security concerns and modeling techniques in the application of service modules when 

applications create, consume and process a particular event in application logic. This chapter 

fits logically into the thesis, because it provides the base for further research chapters that 

support this thesis. It explains the (SCA) service component architecture-based application 

logic design and event-based attack in-service composite applications. 

 
Findings: 

This chapter’s findings are related to previously conducted work in component-based 

software rapid development that considers the security concern which put the foundation to 

the above title chapter and provides connectivity in terms of event-based attack modeling as 

a technique that is explained in the next chapter. 

 
This paper is published in the International Journal of Systems and Software Security and 

Protection Volume 11 • Issue 2 • July-December 2020 IGI. 
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ABSTRACT

The term service component is derived from SCA (service component architecture) for event
baseddistributedsystemdesign.Althoughservicecomponentpatternofferscompositeapplication
development and support application reusability functionality. However, security in event based
communication incomponents interactionmodelmostlydiscussedonupper layer inSCAwhile
developingserviceorientedcomponentapplicationlogic.Thislayeriscalledapplicationbusiness
processlogiclayer,whichproducestheapplication’srenderinglogic,havingbeingauthenticated
fromACL.Theneedforsuchacomprehensivesecurityreviewisrequiredinthisfieldthatcould
possiblyelaboratetheissuesincompositeapplicationandEventbasedattackinservicecomponent
architecture model. The paper achieves this target by analysing, reviewing the security issues,
modellingtechniquesinservicecomponentapplicationfunctionality,whileapplicationcomponents,
thatproduces,consume,andprocessingevents.

KEywoRd
Business Processing Logic Layer, Event Attack, Reusability Component, Security, Service Component Architecture

1. INTRodUCTIoN

TheArchitectureofServiceComponents(SCA)frameworkoffersacomponent-basedmodelwith
aconsistency,designandefficiencyapproachtoloosecoupling,(ServiceComponentArchitecture.
https://www.osoa.org/display/Main/Home). A SCA part has two types of interfaces, interfaces
supportedanddemanded.Theseareusedfortheincorporationoftheserviceintoothercomponents
andinter-serviceeventbasedcommunication.

Component construction takes place by service interface and reference wiring. Design
(DevelopmentofIndividualComponents),Structure(CompositionofComponents intoSystems)
andAssembly(StructureofCompositeServicesorServiceNetworks)arethekeyelementsofSCA
thatprovidedesignstabilitytoshapestructureofcomponentsandservicenetworks.

The event-based communication model is being used more and more commonly for the
developmentoflooselyconnected,distributedsystemsformanydifferentindustrydomains,suchas
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compositeapplicationsbasedonSCA.TheEvent-basedsystemsrangefromdistributedsensor-based
systemstoComprehensivebusinessinformationservices,OASISServiceComponentArchitecture/
Assembly,SCA-Assembly(2018).Comparedtosynchronouscommunicationusingremoteprocedure
calls(RPC),forexample,event-basedcommunicationbetweencomponentsoffersmanyadvantages
suchashighscalabilityandextensibility,OASISServiceComponentArchitecture/Assembly,SCA-
Assembly(2018).Beingasynchronousinnature,itallowsasend-and-forgetapproach,i.e.,acomponent
thatsendsamessagecancontinueitsexecutionwithoutwaitingfortherecipienttorespondtoit.In
addition,theloosecouplingofcomponentsachievedthroughthemediatingmiddlewareframework
leadstoincreasedsystemmodularityascomponentscanbequicklyadded,removedorreplaced.

Thedevelopmentofevent-basedsystem(EBS)hasbecomeoneofthepopularmethodinterms
ofservicecomponentarchitecture,therearenumberofreasonsuchasthehighqualitypliability,
scalabilityandqualitytobeingabletoadjustpropertiesofnewcondition.Thecommunicationsystem
makessuchadvantages—impliedinvocationandinferredcompetitionbetweencomponents.The
eventmanagementisnon-determinismonthebaseofcoordinationstructureineventmanagement
thatispossiblycausetoproducerelativelyinbornvulnerabilitiesinaprocessofeventattack.

Incompositeapplicationfunctionality,theEventAttacksaremostlysomedifferenttypeofattacks,
whichbymanipulatingtheevent-basedcommunicationmodelofthesystem.Thiscanmisuse,trigger
andaffectatargetmodel.TheEventAttacksarehardertopreventbecausetheyaretreatedinaway
thatisnotdifferentfromtypicalnormalconditionsinevent-basedcommunication.

Thereisextensiveuseofevent-basedsystemsthatareintroducedutilisetheMOMframeworks.
VarioustypesofMOMframeworksincludingPrism-MW,JavaMessageSystem,JavaMessageService
(JMS),(2016),introducetheseandCarzaniga,Rosenblum,&Wolf,(2001),inapplicationssuchas
webbasedapplicationsorserviceorientedarchitecture-drivensystems.EBSshavebecomepopular
becauseofitshighversatility,scalabilityandadaptability.Suchbenefitsareallowedbyrelyingon
componentcallbyinvokingimplicitlyandimpliedcompetition.Inaparticularlycasespecifically,
componentsinevent-basedsystemspossiblynotbeawareoftheeventstheypublishbycustomers
ortheymaynotnecessarilyknowproducers.

Inservicecomponentbasedcompositeapplicationthecommunicationmethod,however,itis
consistonnon-deterministicinthehandlingofevents,whichmayintroduceinherentvulnerabilities
inasystemcalledeventattacks.Forinstance,developerscancreateEBSsusingexternallydeveloping
maliciouscodecomponentsanduserscanusemaliciouscodecomponentEBSs.Inthoseinstances,
maliciouscomponentsmaycauseunintendedbehaviour, suchasby sweepingevents inorder to
obtainunauthorizedinformationorbymanipulatingdataineventstocompromisethefunctionality
oftheevent-basedsystem.

1.1. Motivation
Existingsystemanalyticsfocusedontheservicecomponentdonotconcentrateoneventattacksor
correctlyidentifyvulnerabilitiescomponentbycomponent,explainedbySonarQube,(2017).OWASP
_Orizon_Project,(2017)andXanitizer,(2017).

Li,Bartel,Bissyandé,Klein,Traon,Arzt,Rasthofer,Bodden,OcteauandMcdaniel(2015)showed
thatinspecific,currentsystemflow,analysismethodsdonotspecificallycallforcomponentsorare
notfeasibleinordertoevaluatevastquantitiesofcomponentsinstructure.Itisfurtherinvestigated
by the researchers thatvulnerabilities thatuncoverAndroidapplications toeventattacksarenot
specificallyapplicabletootherEventbasedsystemstylessinceAndroidisusingsystem-specific
models,suchasAPIs,andlife-cyclecomponents(Lu,Li,Wu,Lee&Jiang,2012,p.231).

TheResearchneeds for suchacomprehensive security review that couldpossiblyelaborate
theissuesincompositeapplicationandservicecomponentarchitecturemodel.Thiscanbederived
throughthereviewingsecurityissuesofservicecomponentapplicationfunctionalandreusability
modellingtechniques.Thoseareusedinsystemdesignfromexistingapplicationcomponents,that
produces,consumeandprocessingevents.
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1.2. Problem Statement
Inthisresearch,itisfoundthatcurrentsecurityeffortsdonotconcentrateoneventattacksorcorrectly
detectcomponent-by-componentinter-communicationeventmodel.Thisistherequiredapproach
simulationandmodellingtechniquethatisneededforcompositeapplicationandservicecomponent
architecturemodel.

1.3. Research Method
The research consists on the empirical review of security methods in Event-based application
functionality.Thismethodanalysisandreviewcomprehensivesecurityissueintheservicecomponent
architecture,whichisbasedonexistingmethods,toexaminethecontributionofsuitableapproach
foreventbasedattacksolutionthroughthethreemodellingtechniques.

2. RESEARCH BACKGRoUNd

There is no clear difference between service component architecture vs component-based
softwarearchitecturebecausebyruleofimplementation,itisenhancementofComponents,
where single components are represented as service, which is connected to develop new
business logic (Agirre, Marcos & Estevez, 2012, p. 19). In Event based service oriented
systems,businessprocesslayerismoreunsecurebecausethefocusisonhighlevelabstraction
security, this is reason why intruders get chance to bypass security checks and vulnerable
businessapplicationlogic.TheservicecomponentApplicationcontainsatmiddle-tierlayertwo
buildingblocks,BusinessLogic&processlogic,whichproducesEventstocallcomponents
inter-communicationprocess.ThegivenbelowFigure1explainstheprocessofapplication
servicefunctionthroughtheinterfacethatserveinthecaseofatrigger/flowtoassigninternal
behaviour,intheresultofthistriggeredflowtheapplicationEventisgeneratedthatcorrespond
thecomponentapplicationlogicasoutput.

Figure 1. Events call application inter-communication process
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Thetermdefinebusinesslogicistoreferaparticular“service”,thatisgeneratedthroughan
Eventprocessthisservicecanbewithdrawpaymentcomponent,inwhichanEventcallbusiness
process.Thisisdefinedbythebusinesscomponentclasswithdrawpayment,thatishandledthrough
componentclassbusinesslogic.Eachcomponenthasbusinesslogicofferedbybusinesscomponent
thatisresidedinbusinessdomain.Theconceptoflogicalcomponentcanbedefinedassub-component
orpartofsub-system,inbothconditionscomponentkeepsitsownright.Therearesomecertain
stepsneedtobefollowedorrequiredinordertoperformapredefinedactionbyapplicationlogicto
operatebusinessprocess(Nabi,2011,p.32).Thelogicalcomponent-waresupportstheprocessof
applicationlogicandeachcomponent’sbusinesslogictodevelopsetoffunctionalities,whichthen
furthertranslateitintocomponent’sEventprocessinglogicbyintegratingthesecomponentsinthe
n-tierarchitecture(Nabi,2011,p.32),(Nabi&Nabi,2017).

Theservicecomponentarchitecture(SCA)isawayormethodbyusingthatasoftwarecanbe
designed,inwhichservicesareprovidedtothecomponentsbyapplicationcomponents.Webbased
e-commercesystemsareconstructed/developedusingtwosortofcomponentsatbusinesslogiclayer
inthecompositeapplication.ThesetwokindofcomponentsareBusinessProcessingcomponents
andBusinessEntityComponents.Rodríguez,ZalamaandGonzález(2016)demonstratedthatthe
firstcategoryofcomponentsdealswithservicethatisrequestedbyend-usersthroughthepublished
user-interface.Theydecide the functionofbusinessentitycomponents,whichdefinitelywillbe
calledorinvokedandoperatedthroughinter-componentEventbasedprocess.Theyarepersistent
components,whokeeptheirstatestoredbytheapplicationandpartofcompositeapplicationdomain.

2.1. Service Component Architecture
Servicecomponentarchitectureoffersaprogrammingmodel,basedonaservicecomponentmodel,
forbuildingapplicationsandsolutions.Itisbasedontheideathatbusinessoperationisdeliveredas
asetofresources,whicharecombinedtocreatesolutionsthatmeetaspecificbusinessneed.Such
hybridprogrammescanincludebothnewservicescreatedspecificallyfortheproductaswellas
businessfunctionfromexistingsystemsandreplicatedsoftwareaspartofthesynthesis.SCAincludes
ablueprintforbothprogrammedesignandservicefeaturedevelopment,includingreuseofexisting
applicationfunctionwithinSCAcomposites.(Memon,Hafner,&Breu,2013)andOASISService
ComponentArchitecture/Assembly(SCA-Assembly2018).

Therefore,SCAalsooffersablueprinttocoordinatemodulesthatproduceandconsumeEvents
andprocesstheEvents.

TheSCAassemblymodelconsistsofasetofobjectsthatcharacterisethestructureofanSCA
environmentintermsofcompositescomprisingservicecomponentassembliesandartefactsconnected
totheinterfaceexplainhowtheyarelinkedtogether.

TheSCAmodelcontainsfollowingproperties:

• Inservicecomponentassemblymodeltheservicesare,bothtightlyandlooselycoupled;
• Amodelforthedeploymentofinfrastructurecapabilitiestoservicecommunication,including

securityandtransactions;
• Apattern forEventmanagement includingPublishedandSubscribed–aparticular styleof

groupingcomponentsthatproduceandconsumeEventsinwhichtheprocessingcomponentis
decoupledfromtheconsumingcomponents.

2.2. Specification of the Service Component
Componentinteractionsmayalsobedefinedbyonecomponentandusebyanotheroneservice,one
componentprovidesforoneservice(functionorcomputation)totheother,servicesrequestedfrom
theothercomponentandinteractionsdetailsonwhichtheseprovisionsandrequestsarerenderedcan
bedescribedasComponentServiceSpecifications.Theassumptionsthataprovidercomponenthason
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itscontractualobligationstouseitsservices,aswellasthepreconditionsorcontingentspecifications
thatitintendssuchcomponentstoenforceuponit,areexplicitlystatedintheservicespecification.
(Denney&Fischer,2009).

2.3. Security Properties in SCA
Inordertobeconsideredreliable,Servicecomponentbasedsoftwaremusthavethreeproperties:

1. Dependability:Dependablesoftwareperformsreliablyandfunctionscorrectlyinallconditions,
evenhostileconditions,suchaswhenthesoftwareisattackedorrunsonamalicioushost;

2. Trustworthiness:Trustworthysoftwareincorporatesfew,ifany,vulnerabilitiesorflawswhich
maybedeliberatelyexplicit.(Kung-Kiu&Ukis,2007).

Therefore,tobecalledtrustworthy,theprogrammemustnotincludeanymaliciousreasoning
thatallowsittoactinamaliciousmanner;

3. Survivability (also referred to as “Resilience”): Survivable — or resilient — software is
softwarethatisadequatelyrobustto(1)eitherwithstand(i.e.,secureitselfagainst)oraccept
(i.e.,continuetofunctionefficientlydespite)thepluralityofknownattacks.

3. RELATEd woRK

InEBSs,defencewasbasedonvariousapproaches(Aniello,Baldoni,Ciccotelli,Luna,Frontali,
&Querzoni,2014),(Petroni,Querzoni,Beraldi&Paolucci,2016),(Shand,Pietzuch,Papagiannis,
Moody,Migliavacca,Eyers&Bacon,2011),(Srivatsa,Liu&Iyengar,2011)and(Xenitellis,2002,
p.149).SimeonetalhavestudiedandidentifiedthevulnerabilitiesinEBSthatcauseofsecurity
concerns.Systemsbasedonevents,typically,existingsolutionsforEBSsecurityuseencryption,
staticcodedetectionand/orexecutiveaccessevaluation.Encryptionisnotonlyacommonsoftware
systembutalsoEBSsystemsusedwidely forsecuringEvents.Srivatsa,LiuandIyengar (2011)
mentionedthatGuardprovidessolutionthatstatesthecomputesencryptionsystemsinawaythat
eachcomponentencryptseventsthroughnetworkofeventbroker.

Theprocessofsignandencrypteventsismadeviarandomtoken,whereassignatureitselfis
authenticatedandaddedtotheeventwithauniquesubjectaddress.Encryptionstrategieshowever
decreasetheriskofkeystobestolenandcancontributetoinacceptableoverheadefficiency.Inaddition,
whenthecomponentofthesystemisnotdetermined,itisappropriatetoprovideakeydistribution.

Staticcodeanalysis is apopularmethod foranalysingsecuritydefectsof the target system.
Reimer,Schonberg,Srinivas,Srinivasan,Alpern,Johnson,KershenbaumandKoved(2004)stated
thatSABERisatoolforstaticanalyticsthatidentifiesrecurringdesignerrorsbasedoninstantiation
oferrorpatterntemplates.(Tripp,Pistoia,Cousot,Cousot&Guarnieri,2013)statedthatAndromeda
reviewsthepropagationofdata-flowondemandbyJava,NETandJavaScriptsupportprogrammes.
Xanitizer(2017)usessoftwaretodefects,likespikesandprivacyleaks,toautomatouslydetectthem.
OwaspOrizonisacomputercodedetectorthatusesatemplatetofindbugsforJ2EEweb-based
applications.InordertoidentifysoftwarevulnerabilitiesSonarqube(2017)isanopen-sourcecode
qualitycontroltool.AnotherpopularmethodforprotectingEBSsisruntimeaccessmanagement.
WunandJacobsen(2007)havesuggestedtheregulationmodelandmechanismforcontent-based
publishing/subscriptionschemes.

Pietzuch(2011)mentionedthatDEFConisasoftwarefunctionality thatusesaflowcontrol
model to monitor the dynamic, heterogeneous event processing system and prevent unintended
eventflows,whichmayviolatesecuritymeasures.Nonetheless,theaboveapproachesrelymoreon
securityissuesotherthanincidentattacks.Infact,becausethoseapproachesdonothelpevent-based
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interactionsstructuresintheirentirety,thestudyoflargewebappswithanumberofcomponents
mayhaveunreliableandscalingissues.

4. EVENT ATTACK IN SERVICE CoMPoNENT ANd CoMPoSITE APPLICATIoN

Eventattacksarethesecurityissues,whichexploitthemodelofevent-basedcommunication.Sofar,
theworkhasreportedthefollowingtypesofattacks.(Lee,Nam,&Medvidovic,2019):

• Spoofing:Aneventthatspoofsatargetcomponenttomanipulatethefeaturesordataofthat
objectmaybesentbythemaliciouscomponent;

• Interception:Amaliciouscomponentmayinterceptaneventtobesentbyothercomponents
andmayreturninappropriatemessages;

• Eavesdropping: An incident with sensitive data that should be available only to specific
componentsmaybeevokedinamaliciouscomponent;

• Confused Deputy:AMaliciouscomponentscanindirectlyaccessatargetcomponentthrough
accesstotheothercomponentsthatcanhaveaccesstothetargeteventconsumer;

• Collusion:Morethantwomaliciouscomponentsmaybemergedtotakeadvantageoftargets
componentfunctionalitiesorservices.

4.1. Security Features of Event-Based Systems
TherearefourTypesofEventbasedcommunicationsecurityfeaturesthatfocusonsecuritychallenges
inservicecomponentapplications:

• Event Communication Channel Analysis:TheImplicitreferencingandvagueinterfacesin
EBSobstructtheextractionofchannelsofeventcommunicationthroughwhicheventsareshared
betweencomponents.Inparticular,itisdifficulttodeterminewhereeachoccurrenceflowsinto
animplicitrequest,andambiguousinterfacesaredifficulttoidentifyexplicitly.SinceeachMOM
systemoffersdifferenttypesofeventinterfaces,acomprehensivereviewisneededtoidentify
thechannelsofevents;

• Extendable Flow Analysis:Analysesofcontroldataflowsoneachvariablearenecessaryto
checkifsensitivedataleakoraccidentalaccesstosensitiveoperationscouldoccur.Nonetheless,
flowanalysisoneachcomponentmaynotbescalableforEBSsconsistingofalargenumberof
componentswithanumberofmethods.Accordingto(Safi,Shahbazian,Halfond&Medvidovic,
2015)totalEBSsonaverageincludemorethan35methodstobeevaluatedandstudiedforafew
hours.AlthoughseveralmethodsofflowanalysisforAndroidappshavebeensuggested,given
thatmobileplatformsrestrictapps(https://developer.android.com/google/play/expansion-files.
html,2017),EBSmaybelargerthantraditionalmobileappsinsizeandcomplexity;

• Irregular Sensitive APIs:ThestudyofinsecureflowsreliesonagivensetofAPIsthat
can handle private data or sensitive features. Although prior work has defined a set of
sensitiveAndroidAPIsbasedonthesupervisedmachine-learningapproach(Lee,Nam,&
Medvidovic,2019),thesetisnotequallyvalidinotherEBSdomainsaseachframework
canusedifferenttypesofAPIs;

• Irregular Trusted Boundaries: The trust boundary between components is defined
accordingtothetrustlevelofeachcomponent(i.e.allcomponentsofthesametrustboundary
have the same trust level)andeventattacks takeplace throughdifferentconfidenceand
trust,(Lee,Nam,&Medvidovic,2019).ManyEBSsmaybeusingaconstanttypeoftrust
boundary(i.e.,Androidapplication),butdependingonthesystemconfiguration,EBSsmay
havetypesoftrustboundaries.
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5. A REVIEw oF EVENT BASEd SECURITy ModELING

Therefore,keepinginviewtheabove-mentionedscenariotheresearchreviewpresentsthreemodelling
techniquestoanalysethebestsolutionthatdealwithEventAttackModeling.Thefirstapproachis
Event-BasedControlModellingtechnique.ThismodelhelpstocontroltheEventbasedattackin
servicecomponentdesignedcompositeapplications,whichfollowssecuritybydesigntechnique.

Moreover, also discuss the second approach of security component composite in service
componentarchitecture.Thisillustrativethelayerbasedsecurityforauthentication,authorization
andauditingsecuritycomponentservicestocompositeapplications.

It is further, reviewedwithmost recent third researchapproach in the fieldofEventAttack
modellingrelatedtobusinesslogicsubversionlifecycle,duetoflawincomponent-basedsoftware
integrationorientedbusinessprocesslayer.

5.1. Security by design Event Control Modelling
Overthelastdecade,event-triggered-controlinreal-timesystemshasbeengainingincreasedattention.
OneofthemoststrikingfeaturesisthatEvent-TriggeredControlprovidesastrategyforexercising
controlonlyifrequired.Comparedtotraditionaltime-controlsystemsETCcancutthenumberof
controltaskseffectivelywhileretainingtheoptimalclosedloopoutput.

Asimulation techniquebasedonthefiniteautomatenotationcanbecomparedto theEvent
ControlSystemmodellingwithUMLasshowninFigure1,suitabletointegratecertainlogicforms
thatrequirepotentialtransformationsbetweendifferentstates.Everyoccurrenceisthedefiningin
timeandspaceforanimportantevent.Thenecessityreceivesitforasmallnumberofentries,trigging
asetofelementarymeasuresandproducingastatechangeasaresult,canbecalledaninvitationto
aprogrammeortaskmodule(Bastos&Castro,2008).

Figure2demonstratesabanksysteminteractionthroughthe’DemandOpenAccount‘event.
Theprogrammereturnstheresult“openedaccount”afteraseriesofbusinesstransactionshasbeen
processed.CustomerProfileTransactionscanbetriggeredbythe“DemandOpenAccount”event
withtwootherbusinesstransactionsoftheaccountcontrolmodule:the“ProcessOpenAccount”
andthe“ProcessDepositAccount.”Noticethatthemoduleofthecustomer’sbusinesstransaction

Figure 2. Event request transaction diagram
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“Profileofthecustomeroperation”canbetriggeredbytheevent“Profileofthecustomerrequest”
ortheevent“Openaccountrequest.”

TheEventControltechniqueinvolvesthestaticanddynamicfeaturesofaprogramme,suchas
theEventreflectingafinancialmovement;theItemdecidingthecollectionofproductsofthebusiness
(e.g.,checkingaccount,bankingaccount,localproperties,orinvestment);theuserrepresentingthe
personorderingortriggeringtheEvent(e.g.,aclientorabankbranch).TheBusinessPrincipleused
todeterminebehaviourpatternsforeachmovementofevents;andtheBusinessTransactionsthatare
commoditytransactions,identifiedassystemprocedures,carriedoutwheneveraneventisdischarged.

Hence,theproductivityofthismodelenhancethesecuritybydesigntechniqueandcomponent
serviceoriented feature for reuseof componentbasedapplication functionality.Figure3clearly
illustratethebusinesseventfunctionalcommunicationamongtheinter-componenteventproduce
andconsumesuchaprocessingevents.

ItisderivedthemodellingexampleasshownabovethatEventControlModellingtechnique
promotes the service component oriented application functionality and reusability of service
components while system design from existing application components. The security by design
techniqueimprovestheideaofreusabilityofservicecomponentandinter-componentevent-based
communication process model. This model enhance the security engineering at design stage to
maintenanceofservicecomponentorientedsystem.

5.2. Security Component Based Modeling SCA Approach
AccordingtotheMemonHafnerandBreu(2013),approachtothedesignofthesecurityComponent
Authorizations,andAuditingaddressestheincorporationofthesecomponentsintoasecurityservice
composite.ServiceComponentArchitectureforsecuritycomponents.Forinstance,theSingleSign-
onAuthentication component implements theSign-onprotocol, and theAuthorizationProtocol.
Apache-TuscanyrecentlyprovidedanAPIforapplyingtheSCAforwritingcompositesfromJava
orC++components,ServiceComponentArchitecture.https://www.osoa.org/display/Main/Home.

Figure 3. Event based business functional process
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OpenSOAoffersaSCAPolicyPlatform.Thearchitectureprovideselementswithsecurity
services,usingSecurityIntents.Ourapproachtoprovidingsecurityvariesfromthatintroduced
through the SCA-Policy Framework of open SOA. Because the components referred to these
requirements,provide functionality for theapplication,whereasweareusingcomponents that
provideprotectionfunctionality.

TheSCA-PolicyFrameworkalsoconsiderstheimplementationofsecuritypurposeasWSPolicy
only.Alternatively,wefindtheimplementationsbestsuitedtothetargetprogrammeandruntime
environment(i.e.WS-SecurityPolicy,J2EEDeploymentDescriptor,etc.).Safetycompositesmay
bewritteninServiceCompositionDefinitionLanguage(SCDL)basedonXML,(MemonHafner
&Breu,2013).

5.3. Event Attack Modelling Approach
Nabi,YongandXiaohui(2020)proposedtheideaofEvent-AttackModellingTechniquebased
on Uppsala Tool. Faisal modelled the Event oriented subversive attack life cycle showing a
small inter-component communication application model that dependent on chain of business
component’sprocessinglogic,triggeredbycomponent-basedsoftware(CBS)faults.TheEvent-
orientedsubversionlifecycle.

Figure 4. Service component architecture based security component composite, (Memon Hafner & Breu, 2013)

Figure 5. Event based subversion attack modelling, Nabi (2020)
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Figure 5 indicates an example for an attack event model; the class is a subversion
attackbasedoncomponentfunctionalitythatcouldbefaultyinCBS.Thisfaultcouldaffect
servicecallsand the functional flow that isdependingonevent-basedcommunication to
otherobjectsinthesystem.AsshowninFigure4,Cisastate,whichmustsuitcomponent
D in order to proceed with the E before processing to the standard flow logic. The D
componentisthereforealogicflaw,whichdoesnotallowtheservicetoruninaccordance
withthenormalflowoftheCBScallservice,whichiswhytheautomatedcode&system
vulnerabilityScantoolscannotfindsuchdefectsandthesedefectsorfaultsfallwithinthe
logicalvulnerabilityclassification.Thismethodwillhelpdetectweaknessat(SDLC)early
onduringthedesignstage.

5.4. Comparison of Modeling Technique and discussion
Duringthesecurityreviewoftherepresentedtechniques,itisnoticedthateachtechniquehas
avalidreasontojustifytheclaimthatcorrespondstheissuementionedinthispaper.Analysis
ofsecurityflawsarediscussedinthissectioncoversthebasicideaofcurrentproblemsolutions
(Event based attack), which is being faced by the security auditors and administrator. The
critical analysis of these three approaches describe the different techniques, such as Event
ControlmodellingwithUMLthatdiscussestheEventbasedsystemcallbehaviour,especially
whenmodulesareinteractedinaneventcallprocesstocompleteatask.Thisapproachismore
likelybasedondesignbysecurityconcept.However,theotherdescribedtechniquesaresecurity
components deployment in SCA while designing the security of service component based
applications.Thedrawbackofthistechniqueistocovertheauthenticationlayerforapplication
accesssecuritytovalidatetheauthenticationprocessofapplicationbutnottocoverthebusiness
component inter-communication layer. This presents the very slow process of solid defence
againstthevulnerabilityidentificationthroughoutthedevelopmentlifecycleandwhilereusing
existingapplicationfunctionality,whereEventsareproducedandconsumedinprocessofinter-
component-communicationmodel.

Therefore,inthelightofabovepresentedmodel,itcanbeconcludedthatacombined
methodofthesethreeapproacheselaboratethedifferentwayofprovidingEventbasedsystem
designsecuritythroughoutdifferentlayers.However,inrecentpracticesthemostefficient
techniqueisthirdtechniqueEventattackmodellingbyFaisalNabi2020ismoreappropriate,
whiledealingtheEventsbasedinter-componentinteractionprocess,thatmodellingsystemor
applicationdesignonearlystageofSDLCorre-useofEventapplicationfunction.Therefore,
Event Attack Modelling Technique is a useful tool, which may helpful for developers to
integratecomponentstodevelopcompositeapplicationsinservicecomponentarchitecture
method.Themostimportantfunctionorfeatureofthistechniqueisbasedongraphicalnote
presentationwhiledepictingthecomponentfunctionalsystematicattackgraphandservice
attackflow.

5.4.1. Attack Analysis Model
TheFigure6illustratestheeventthatprocesstheattackhavingbeinginfected,thetechnique
ofEvent Attackprocessmodelasdefinedgivenbelowdiagram.Thispresents thesystematic
processofthevulnerabilityinfectsCBSapplicationthatreferstothefaulttreeanalysis,which
proceedstowardstheattackplanconstruction.Thisisfollowedbymodelcheckingandgenerates
theattackscenariothatistracedthroughfinalanalysisofanattackprocesssuchasDDosbase
attackEventprocess.Thistechniquehelpstomodellingvulnerabilityintheservicecomponent
architecturebasedapplications.
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6. CoNCLUSIoN

Theresearchpaperhasreviewedthecomprehensivelysecurityupdatesinthefieldofcomponent
inter-communicationEventbasemodelforservicecomponentarchitecture.Theresearchwillhelp
tounderstandthethreatsandtypesofattackthatmayasitecanfacewhiledealingonlineeventbase
systems.OurresearchhasputabenchmarkforthecurrentresearchinEventbasesecurityparadigm,
whichhelpstodesignevent-basedsystems.Thecontributionofthisworkishighlightingthecurrent
securityeffortsthatdonotconcentrateoneventattacksorcorrectlydetectcomponent-by-component
inter-communication event model and produced the solution of the problem through the three-
dimensionalapproachesanalysisandcomparison,whichisakeycontributionofthisresearch.It
alsoopenfutureworktobedoneinthisdomainbytheresearchers,sothatEventbaseddistributed
systemcanbemoresecure.

Figure 6. Analysis attack event process model
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CHAPTER 4 A: CLASSIFICATION OF LOGICAL VULNERABILITY BASED ON A 

GROUP ATTACKING METHOD 

 
4B: ORGANIZING CLASSIFICATION OF APPLICATION LOGIC ATTACK IN 
COMPONENT-BASED E-COMMERCE SYSTEMS 

 
Introduction and Findings: Relationship between Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

 
Introduction: Chapter 3 covers and provides details of (SCA) service component architecture- 

based application logic design and event-based attack in-service composite applications. 

Related to this, Chapter 4 covers and provides the detail about the classification of security- 

related issues, and further research findings in Chapter 4B, which were then proposed into 

groups and made into a taxonomy. This categorized the group attacking method and 

classification of two groups of vulnerabilities (technical vs logical) in e-commerce component- 

based applications. Moreover, the model presented in this chapter is validated in the Paper that 

is presented as 4 B. This chapter addresses the sub-questions 1 and 2 in this thesis. 

 
Findings: This chapter provides valuable findings regarding a taxonomy in the field of 

component-based application logic that focuses on logical and technical vulnerabilities as 

explained in the publication shown in Chapter 4A. This also provides validity of the proposed 

model which is part of the published papers at 4A and 4B. It also validates the attack pattern 

in component-based software application logic. 

 
Paper 4A was published in The 10th International Symposium on Frontiers in Ambient and Mobile 

Systems (FAMS 2020) held April 6-9, 2020, in Warsaw, Poland, Procedia Computer Science 170 (2020) 

923–931, Elsevier. 
 
 

Paper 4B, which was published in the Journal of Computer Science Q3, and validated the proposed 

model in Chapter 4, developed a taxonomy for developers of J2EE platform. This helps to improve the 

CVC database which is used for vulnerability reporting and information gathering. Journal of 

Computer Science 17(11):1046-1058 DOI:10.3844/jcssp.2021.1046.1058.. 
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1. Introduction

The growing complexity of modern e-commerce software based on component architecture is creating many benefits 
for e-commerce industry. However, at the same time critical process of different available commercial of the shelf 
components may cause of software application logic faults and defects during the plug and play phase of application 
new functionality development that increases the issues of reliability and security [3]. Therefore, an approach is 
required to classify the issues on the base of component-based software faults and flaws categorization scheme, which 
then classify each attack into group attack ID through attack method. The characterization of the attack method is 
based on vulnerability that may cause of fault logic into an application design. The design faults or flaws are system 
design phase issues those cannot be mitigate through modification of few lines of component code or interface 
connection code [10].The security of such problems are discussed through security dimension which reflects the 
system aspects and attributes. This may be affected by risk of loss in the event of cyber-attack through group attacking 
method. The security dimensions are divided into categories of problem where attacking method that may cause of 
logical vulnerability into a system. This help to the developers understand the design issues of security related system 
attributes. The security dimension is based on further attributes of the security system, such as security group 
knowledge, attack group knowledge, vulnerability category and attack boundary, and group attack method in system. 
These all attributes perform a major role in identifying and classifying the logical vulnerabilities based on group attack 
method. A group attack method explains the type of vulnerability and its attacking parameters that trigger an infected 
component in the case of particular event within the system. This process exploits the system security dimension. 
Therefore, such a scheme is needed to be developed that could characterize the two different vulnerabilities, logical 
and technical into groups and classification. 

1.1 Objective 

The research focuses the progress towards the highlighting different security dimensions of categorized vulnerability 
into classification of each attack with parameter that cause of triggering an exploitable event within the system. This 
will help to understand the further attributes of security dimension related to a system. 

1.2 Method 

Our research methodology focuses on a classification that separates or orders of main objects and specimens related 
to classes. The classifications can be derived by a priori or a Posteriori Empirically by considering the CVE 
vulnerability database for security breach cases [11]. 

2. Related work

Samaila te al .2017, classified the vulnerability into three units by intersection each of these three units: First Units 
is (i) a system’s weakness that cause of a flaw, Second Units is (ii) Attacker approach of attack the flaw, and Third 
Units is (iii) Being able to exploit the Flaw by an attacker [1] but did not proposed any classification based on these 
three units or categorized them into attack cause. 

Krsula, 1998, defined the classification of software vulnerabilities related issues which is based on fault that is in case 
of faults specification, development / configuration related to software. For example execution can violate clearly 
defined security policy [2]. This can be mitigated through the elimination of these problem in a numerous ways, such 
as software patches and re-configuring the devices [5]. Krsula; s classification is more likely about environmental 
fault which describes given below exampled figure of taxonomy of software. However, the shortcoming of his 
research is, proposed scheme limitation to the software fault related environmental condition .Joshi and Singh 2014 
has proposed the classification five dimensional vector of vulnerability and defined the defense, method and its 
impact related to target attack [3]. However , his work most likely cover the network vulnerabilities , which shortfalls 
about design flaw in architecture of software base application in case of component-based development. Software 
vulnerability occurs due to the existence of software bugs, faults and errors, which cause an unchecked buffer or 
race condition [4]. 
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 By the date now, there have been many different classification schemes [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] proposed targeting various 
parameters related to technology could affect the software production process specially in the phase of (SDLC), 
revelation process and attack pattern [6]. 

Modern classification of vulnerability models mostly targets the vent of software vulnerability, that is a single cause 
specially concentrate on domain specific application. It is also possible that a single vulnerability may not cause of a 
single reason [8]. Many different reasons can cause of a single vulnerability in a system [9]. Therefore, a single 
cause can be reason of different vulnerabilities in different sort of applications based on class of domain. So it is very 
much clear that such presentation does not classify the classification models in a holistic way or presentation. 
Moreover, present schemes do not provide any detail about logical vulnerability-based attack classification and 
group attack method. This paper covers the research gap between present classifications as stated in related work 
and the approach adopted in this paper “Classification of logical vulnerability “and group attack method. 

3. Proposed Vulnerability Classification Model

The security dimensions are considered as aspects of system and attributes or related process that leaves its effects 
on security group to know system and delivers the changes to the system. This is based on understanding of the class 
of vulnerability and its category. The security dimensions directly impact on security group knowledge to evaluate the 
at tack vector  related to the security in network or system. This can be both logically and technically, each aspect 
of                           both can be categorized and a classification is given before mitigating the security issues. 

Security Dimension 

Security Group Knowledge Attack Group Knowledge 

Vulnerability Category 

Attack Boundary 

Group Attacking Method in System 

Fig. 1. The Proposed Vulnerability Classification Model 

The attack group knowledge also refers to attack pattern that depends on rigorous methods of exploitation by attacker. 
This dimension of security based on process or set of system attributes that may be exploited in an action by attacker 
with means of gaining access to the system related information. The next fourth element of security dimension is 
vulnerability category .In this stage having evaluated by the first two process of security group and attack group 
knowledge gained, a vulnerability is classified and the categorized into its class of group based on exploitation 
technique  and parameters.  Once a  vulnerability  is categorized  its attack  boundary profile  that  is designed 
keeping in view the level of impact on the system in case of exploit the security function. This helps to understand the 
level and scale of infection or impact onto the system that became target of attack propagation.  
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An attack boundary is basically defined through a set of systems under attack that is controlled as a single 
administrative control. At this level boundaries are various, and vulnerabilities can become obvious as data object is 
input boundary race condition. 

The group attacking method consist on attack ID, classification and attack group that simplifies the vulnerability and 
attacking technique, whereas group classifies the attack dimension fall under the category. The purpose of this 
model is to simplify the attack dimensions and way of attack fall under the category, where each vulnerability is 
subdivided into attack class and method, as defined in the model. Presentation of model is depicted through the table 
of Grouping Attack Method ID & Logical Vulnerability Classification. 

Table 1. Group Attacking Method ID and Vulnerability Classification. 

SN Attack Classification Attack method & Parameter Attack Group & pattern Category 

1 Application Logic attack Logic Design Fault Exploitation of 
Functionality 

Web Application 

2 Application Logic attack logic diversion error Anti-Automation Web application 

3 Application logic 
attack 

control flow error web function exploit Web application 

4 Application Logic attack programme logic flaw Subversion of Logic Web application 

5 Application Logic attack functional flow Fault exploit the sequences 
of logic order 

Web application 

6 Application Logic attack Design logic flaw web Copy Cat Web application 

The logical attacks are different types of attacks with different attack methods because logical attack has to exploit 
the functionality that is specific to the application and its logic .This is what, defined in the above mentioned table 
of Grouping Attack Method ID & Logical Vulnerability Classification. 

As mentioned above the main scope of this study is to focus on “application logic based vulnerabilities” problem that 
is because of a design flaw or fault that mismatch between design & architecture while developing component –based 
software application. We have classified the six vulnerabilities in the application logic and then developed the attack 
group and vulnerability classification to be categorized by proposed model of classification and security dimension 
in the light of vulnerability model that is cause of design flaw in application logic and functionality. 

3.1 Classification of Logical Vulnerability VS Technical Vulnerability 

In the light of our research, the proposed model would turn into be a classification & characterization of two 
distinctive categories of vulnerability issues /problems “Technical vs Logical Vulnerabilities”. These vulnerabilities 
are classified based on the attack method as mentioned in the above table of vulnerability, this classification relates 
to attack pattern technique. Therefore, keeping in view the proposed model of classification falls under the two 
categories of vulnerabilities, which have been drawn into classification tree model dividing into sub-class of attack at 
the application layer of ecommerce component-based software application. This depicts the detailed classification, 
having characterized each vulnerability by their unique signature of indemnity in the proposed scheme. 
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                                   G r o u p  &  C l a s s    ∎C a t e g o r y    ∎  G r o u p  c l a s s                           

 Authentication  ACL & web site     Input Command Execution 

                            

Fig. 2. Classification of Vulnerability Scheme 

The proposed contribution of the classification is characterized by attack pattern and target agent in each kind of attack 
as mentioned in given classification scheme of application logic-based attack pattern method, vulnerability class and 
event triggering logical element. This is further put into attack pattern technique to classify each vulnerability in the 
light of attack method, such classifications are characterized in groups of attacking parameters which defines nature 
of vulnerability. Therefore, in the light of our detailed classification and characterizing of vulnerabilities into groups 
and their attacking methods, as it is defined in the above-mentioned table. It is derived that logical vulnerabilities are 
such vulnerabilities which cannot be mitigated through traditional approaches such as web scanning tool and 
vulnerabilities detection tool those are based on static analysis because web scanners only detect the implementation 
bugs, programming error conditions, and fault. Whereas logical vulnerabilities are based on design phased flaw of 
software-based application [17].Therefore, our proposed scheme is based on classification and categorization of each 
logical vulnerability based on attack method, which is explained through the parameters of attack logic in above 
presented table. The classification with defined detailed information about each attack and related attack pattern will 
be helpful for the developers, having knowledge of the different attacks with technique to design new applications 
based on the idea of security by design technique. 

3.2 Layer Based Software System Scenario Attack Modeling 

Figure 3 depicts the software layer based system attack scenario to validate the above-mentioned proposed model. This 
figure clearly explains the role of software and service into different layers and relationships between actors of 
organizations and that face threats. This model help us to understand the three-dimensional layer model of software 
system, service, information and event; the attacker affects those and the attacks must be mitigated through defender 
actions.  

Classification of Vulnerability 

  Technical Vulnerability Logical Vulnerability 

Brute Force 
Insufficient Authentication 
weak password recovery 
Validation 

Credential session 
Prediction 
Insufficient Authorization 
Insufficient Session 
Expiration 
Session Fixation 

Exploitation of Functionality 
Anti-Automation 
Web function exploit 
Subversion of Logic 
Exploit the sequences of logic order 
Web Copy Cat 
Force Browsing 

Authorization web application 

Business Logic Attacks web application

 Buffer Overflow 
 Format String Attack  
 LDAP Injection 
 OS Commanding   
 SQL Injection 
 SSI Injection 
 X-Path Injection 

Information Disclosure 
 Directory Indexing 
 Information Leakage 
 Path Traversal 
 Predictable Resource  
 Location 

  Client-Side   Content Spoofing  
 Cross-Site Scripting 
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 Fig. 3. Layer Based Software System Attack Model 
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This model classifies the vulnerability lifecycle in the layer based software system attack model. The method and tool 
for such modelling is UML and the aspect oriented modelling languages that support the event attack modelling through 
the attack surface,  have been demonstrated in figure 3. 

3.3 Classifying and Categorizing Logical Vulnerabilities 

The group attacking parameters based nature of logical vulnerability and attack technique classification are defined 
according to each type of attack and characterized according to attack method based on incident reports as mentioned 
in method section. 

This vulnerability class identifies the category of this 
attack pattern as business logic or application logic, 
where the attack falls under the logic design fault in 
the web server side target agent and the method of 
avoiding it is encoding circumvents access controls. 

This class of attack falls under the classification of 
insufficient anti-automation attack pattern technique. 
The category of this vulnerability falls under the web 
application that is identified as application logic and 
the method is process logic flaw classification. 

This vulnerability falls under the web application 
category where the attack method is web function 
exploited with the technique of application logic  
fault classification and insufficient process validation 
technique. This comes under the business application 
of logic vulnerability. 

This vulnerability class programming logic fault falls 
under the category of server side application target 
agent, where subversion of application logic diverts 
the control flow of the entire application logic, the 
method of attack is to exploit the workflow. 

This class of vulnerability falls under the functional 
flow fault classification of attack, web logic is the 
target agent, and where the entire function of web 
logic diverts service. The method of this attack is to 
exploit the sequences of logic order. 

This class of vulnerability is classified as web 
copycat attack target agent is design logic flaw at 
the web software application that exploit the 
business logic through application logic flow 
diversion as an attack cause. 
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4. Discussion

Therefore, we have detailed the classification and characterization of vulnerabilities into groups and the methods of 
attacking them. From this research, it may be understood that that logical vulnerabilities cannot be mitigated through 
traditional approaches such as web scanning tools, and vulnerabilities detection tools that are based on static analysis. 
Web scanners only detect the implementation bugs, programming error conditions, and faults whereas logical 
vulnerabilities are based on the design-phased flaw of software based applications [17].Therefore, our proposed scheme 
is based on classification and categorization of each logical vulnerability based on the attack method, which is explained 
through the parameters of attack logic in each case presented above. The classification with defined detailed information 
about each attack and the related attack pattern will be helpful for the developers, having knowledge of the different 
attacks with technique to design new applications based on the idea of security by design technique.    

5. Conclusion

The idea of security development process is based on a proper classification of the vulnerability. It is very useful to 
have knowledge about the attack and its parameters, target agent, method .Since with the passage of time new 
technologies emerges, and the more security attacks occur software application server side , in this scenario researcher 
has made an effort to classify the logical vulnerabilities those are never given consideration by the research 
community. The proposed vulnerability classification model contributed the new classification related to group 
attacking method ID and vulnerability classification , which is never been done this before. The proposed model will 
cover the gap between previously design taxonomies based on different areas of system domain and security 
classifications of vulnerabilities. This will be very useful for developers to understand the two different sort of 
vulnerabilities, specially logical vulnerabilities, while designing applications or security by design based idea adoption 
by them. This model will cover the gap of logical vulnerabilities and related attack patterns, technique, method. This 
is a significant improvement to taxonomies a class of vulnerability that is not given much consideration by the 
academia. 
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Abstract: This research paper addresses the topic of application logic 

attack taxonomy that is due to unclear and incorrect implementation in 

component-based applications. The issue addresses the detection and 

classification of two separate types of vulnerabilities in component-based 

applications. The paper completes this aim through organising the 

classification of each attack and then proposes the classification of 

logical vulnerabilities and discusses the two distinct forms of weakness 

and coding faults in the application software found in the mid-level of 

the framework. The most important argument is to desegregate awareness 

of attack patterns with boundary profile status relevant to an application 

logic vulnerability and possible threats. Having review of two different 

types of attack taxonomies, a logical vulnerability classification based 

taxonomy is proposed. 

Keywords: E-Commerce, Web Software Application, CBS Design Flaws, 

Logical Attack, Vulnerability and Taxonomy, Software Security Flaw 

Introduction 

The implementation of advanced mechanisms for 

managing asynchronous events in web browsers and the 

advent of many frameworks for rapid prototyping of 

server-side components have been stimulated by the 

growth of emerging technologies and the shift from 

'conditional' applications to Internet-based platforms 

(e.g., mail readers). Although new technologies have 

given significant funding, development, productivity and 

interoperability advantages, little has been done to fix 

security concerns. As a consequence, the web applications 

become more complex, the risk of abuse is increasing 

(Firesmith, 2005). The risk of violence also increases. An 

overview of the CVE vulnerability database, for example, 

reveals that web-based attacks rose from 25% in 2017 to 

61% in 2018. The fact that component-based applications 

are typically accessible through designer firewalls makes 

it possible for developers with insufficient software 

protection to build server-side logic more widely under 

time-to-market pressure. As a result, web applications that 

are unsafe created and made available over the Internet, 

making it simple to exploit (Nabi and Nabi, 2017). 

The use of best practises in industrial fields such as 

firewalls, encryption (SSL/TSL), vulnerability scan, 

security monitoring, etc. (e.g., intrusion, white box and 

black box) has historically been promoted by security 

engineering in existing systems to insure proper security. 

Many security papers and books are unable to provide 

much detail on the e-commerce framework's security 

specifications and most of what is written seems to stress 

the concept of ambiguous security objectives or 

concentrate on architectural constraints. Usually is either 

the amount required of a stated particular type of 

security or the safety implications of non-security 

Normally, either the amount appropriate to a given 

security form or the safety effects of non-security 

specifications are addressed in security processes. Cyber 

attacks are essential to any component-based security 

assessment of e-commerce application. In this context, 

the characteriszation and classification of vulnerabilities is 

one of the most important fields of study. Several models 

suggest defining them; such models usually generally 

describe attacks (Nabi and Nabi, 2017) In addition, 

experience shows that attack profiles are highly dependent 

on multiple frontier conditions. This study addresses the 

problem of the absence of coherent vulnerabilities and 
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taxonomies to identify and classify two distinct 

vulnerability classes in the CSB's web-based e-commerce. 

This is achieved by organizing the critical 

classifications that suggest the classification of logical 

vulnerabilities centred on design faults versus 

technological faults focused on web application 

deficiencies and defects at the implementation level from 

a security evaluation perspective of component-based 

software applications. Our research methodology relies 

on grouping that separates or orders the component-based 

software applications Classifications can be established as 

either a priority (i.e., non-empirical from an abstract 

model) or Posteriori Empirical by evaluating the CVE 

vulnerability database for security breach cases. 

Research Background 

A taxonomy of recurrent vulnerabilities may contribute 

to the organisation of today's safety-enhancing knowledge. 

To detect possible attacks on web application software 

before it is published to consumers; advanced awareness of 

vulnerabilities can be useful. We reviewed 25 taxonomies 

from 1974 to 2017 and analysed different levels of 

vulnerabilities, property taxonomies, web application 

vulnerabilities, network vulnerability taxonomy and 

software vulnerability taxonomy of e-commerce threat 

classifications before restricting the main scope of this 

study to address the logical problems of the web software 

application due to mismatch between design and 

architecture. However, it depends on web software 

application during development. Our attack patterns are 

more detailed to which components could recognise a 

device design vulnerability. 

Most taxonomies have four hierarchical groups within 

the taxonomy: Structural flaws, environmental 

deficiencies and codes. We contrasted our taxonomy with 

the environmental defect class, which is intended to 

infringe the environmental standards of programmers and 

their software weakness. 

Since most (Nabi and Nabi, 2017) researchers did not 

find any information on the design vulnerabilities in real-

time, they could not provide any information on this 

vulnerability and its attack classifications.  

Research Methodology 

Our main objective is to develop the taxonomy of 

logical weakness in the application layer of distributed 

multiple-tier e-commerce systems, as stated in the 

introduction. There are several methodologies to assess 

the security of information communication technical 

infrastructure that are developed in various papers and 

texts, which provide a launchpad into an e-commerce 

system. We have selected Masera and Nai methodology 

2005 as a guide to support our methodology. The authors 

present in Masera et al. (2005) a risk management method 

for the assessment of complex ICT systems. This 

approach accepts the fact that a description of the 

function, components, properties and the relationship 

between components, assets and the outside world should 

be first given for the safety evaluation of a system. This 

can be used to identify defects that influence the system 

as a whole systematically. 

Our research methodology is also focused on the 

Posteriori Empirical study of CVE vulnerability database 

data from various levels of e-commerce categories of 

web-based applications and systems (B2B) and (B2c) 

from 2002 to 2017. Specific groups of single 

characteristics are used with a set of taxonomic characters 

that meet the classification needs of subjective decisions. 

These classifications are simplest and require a clear 

selection criterion for individuals to be grouped. For 

instance, group programmes use encryption or not in their 

language of programming. The evaluation of potential 

damage to the components, their propagation to the 

sys-tem and subsequent attack patterns can be extracted 

from the evaluation of this information. 

As described above, web applications and systems for 

e-commerce and those elements that form the basis of our

methodology are strongly linked to a set of traditional

computer security principles, particularly the "five

pillars." We also developed a Security Vulnerability

Evaluation Model focused on "Five Pillar" Computer

Security Elements for component-based e-Commerce

software applications and systems. This enables

vulnerability to be identified and attacks to patterns that

lead to our main goal of classifying logical vulnerabilities

(Moore et al., 2001).

In the other hand, technological flaws are due to 

mistake, fault and bug coding at implementation level 

for a software development framework. During such a 

process, they can be patched. Furthermore, the use of 

vulnerability analysis software and web application 

scanning tools is difficult to repair or identify faults in 

design. Therefore, no taxonomy provides details on the 

logical danger of the application layer targeting attacks 

and patterns related to vulnerabilities and attacks in the 

mid-level business application logic (the n-tier 

e-commerce system).

In component Web Applications and Systems, we

propose the SVAM for the main computer protection 

attributes 'Five Columns,' as mentioned, showing the life 

cycle of the vulnerability and classifying the key point 

where the vulnerability covers two or more delicate 

vulnerability classes, such as 'Technical and Logical., as 

defined in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1: SVAM model 

Related Research Work and Taxonomic 

Properties 

The theoretical analyses are categorised into 

taxonomy (Simpson, 1945; Moore et al., 2001; 

Masera et al., 2005), including their base, principles 

and procedures and standards. The grouping and/or 

arrangement of objects (or specimens) into groups is a 

classification. Non-empirically generated 

classifications are known as priori classifications. 

Empirically generated classifications are called 

subsequent classifications by analysing the data. 

Objects, Attributes and Constraints of a System 

Object: An object is an "entity" that provides or 

receives information and possesses a unique name and a 

collection of operations on it (Longley and Shain, 1990). 

Attribute of Object: An object attribute is an object's 

data component and a derived attribute from another 

attribute is a later attribute's data component. 

Property of Attribute: The attribute property is a 

property of the attribute, which can be obtained from the 

attribute by applying a function to the attribute. 

Attribute refinement: An attribute refinment is a final 

refining of attributes wherein larger attributes that 

contributes to the identification of attributes with 

assumptions. The refinement attribute can-not contain an 

attribute element. The refinement attribute can't contain 

an attribute property. 

Attribute Constraint: The Constraint attribute defines 

the ownership or collection of assumptions regarding this 

particular attribute. 

Table 1 defines attack pattern properties.
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Table 1: Attack pattern properties 

Pattern name and classification A unique, descriptive identifier for the pattern 

Attack prerequisites What conditions must exist or what functionality and what characteristics must the target 

Software has, or what behaviour must it exhibit, for this attack to succeed? 

Description A summary of the assault including the course of action 

Related vulnerabilities or weaknesses What specific vulnerabilities or weaknesses. 

Method of attack Which sort of attack vector utilized (e.g., malicious data entry, maliciously crafted file, 

Protocol corruption)? 

Taxonomic Characters, Object Attributes or Features 

The basis for determining a positive classification is 

the taxonomic character (Simpson, 1961; Glass and 

Vessey, 1995). These are the characteristics or attributes 

of the objects. These characters are sometimes referred to 

as characteristics, attributes or features (Simpson, 1961). 

Asserts the readiness and objectivity of these properties 

from the relevant objects. 

Concept of Attack Pattern 

An assault pattern is the abstraction mechanism to 

describe how an assault is carried out. It also describes the 

context in accordance with the pattern model where 

appropriate and then proposes, proposed ways to mitigate 

the attack rather than conventional patterns. In other words, 

a pattern of attack is an inference. In a pattern of attack, the 

following information is typically given. 
With regard to the above-mentioned theory and 

concepts, discussion and references are based on 
principles, procedures and rules concerning the 
taxonomic classification of system objects, attributes, 
properties and characteristics. We want to first describe 
clearly the vulnerability of web software applications 
before moving towards a taxonomic contribution focused 
on classification and characteriszation of two separate 
vulnerability categories (Technical vs Logical). 

Web Software Application Vulnerability 

"The weakness of the Web application software 
includes misalignment between the application logic and 
environmental assumptions taken up in 
development/execution (code written) and the environment 
within which it is run," we define vulnerabilities in Web 
Application software (Nabi, 2011). 

Taxonomy of Computer Program Security Flaws 

A flaw can be defined as malicious or not. 

Malicious Flaws 

Implemented to cause a breach of the protection 

deliberately, such as viruses, worms, Trojan-based horses, 

time bombs and coded trap doors (Landwher et al., 1993). 

Non-malicious Flaws: Incorporated due to missing 

specifications or design logic mistake. 

During the software life cycle, programmes are graded 

by the time they are incorporated into the programme. 

Defaults during development, repair or service are part of 

the implementation time. 

Flaws are concerns that arise in software design. A 

vulnerability may be a flaw in the software runtime 

environment. In general, mitigating a defect requires 

much more work than just a few lines of code. The 

concern is not just about implementation; the idea behind 

it is flawed and that is why it is not implemented For 

example, a design flaw that does not mitigate a simple 

action such as changes in array boundary (Nabi, 2005) is 

a sensitive business logic for an untrusted customer 

application (Nabi, 2005; 2011). 

A Taxonomy of Security Faults 

Many classification schemes for security faults have 

been suggested that categorise faults by different criteria 

as shown in Fig. 2 (Krsul, 1998; Aslam, 1995): 

 Coding faults are composed of faults in the software

development process that are introduced during

software development. These faults are the cause of

errors in programming logic and missing or incorrect

requirements

 Operational faults Operational faults are called

incorrect software deployment. In most situations,

failures can be categorized as operational faults

(Aslam, 1995)

 Environment faults occur when a programmer does

not completely understand the limitations of the

usable right modules or the interactions between

them (Krsul, 1998)

A Taxonomy of Security Error, Faults and Failures 

Error: An error is a developer mistake. It could be a 

typographical error, misinterpreting a specification, misu

nderstanding, etc. (ANSI/IEEE, 1990). 

“An error can be the cause of one or more faults” 

Fault: Defects can be found in the software code. In 

particular, the discrepancy between incorrect programming 

and the correct version (ANSI/IEEE, 1990). 

Failures: Faulty code execution can lead to null or 

more failures when the failure is the [non-empty] 

difference between the incorrect and correct programme 

results (ANSI/IEEE, 1990). 
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Fig. 2: Taxonomy of Software Vulnerabilities causes 

Previous Research Work and Classifications 

A detailed understanding of vulnerabilities can help 

to detect possible attacks on a software programme 

before they are published to customers. A taxonomy of 

recurring vulnerabilities can help navigate the details 

required to increase safety awareness. Between 1974 and 

2018, we analysed 21 taxonomies and assessed various 

levels of vulnerability, classified property taxonomies of 

e-commerce risks, web application vulnerabilities,

network vulnerability taxonomy and software

vulnerability taxonomy before restricting the key scope

of the analysis to logical attack problems. This is due to

a flaw between design and architecture when designing

an application with web software.

Taxonomic Classification and Review based 

Comparison 

McPhee (1974) proposed the classification of 

vulnerability that falls under the category of Design flaw 

vulnerability, the object of the vulnerability is targeting 

operating system flaws. 

Abbott et al. (1976) focus on Layered operation and 

features that also consider the reason is based on operating 

system flaws. So this taxonomy is operating system-oriented. 

Bisbey and Hollingsworth (1978) Taxonomy is also 

single dimension targeting operating system based 

abstract pattern from flaw and automated search flaw. 

This taxonomy is also operating system-oriented. 

Aslam (1995) explained the UNIX security flaw that 

targets the database vulnerability organization. Overall it 

is operating system-oriented vulnerability. 

Landwher et al. (1993) explain the taxonomy of 

Operating System Flaws categorized vulnerability based 

on Genesis, Time of introduction and location. 

Bishop (1995) explained the UNIX System and 
Network Vulnerabilities that focus on Effect, Minimum 
number of components, Source of ID. 

Gray (2003) explained the layer-based vulnerability in 

network operational system. 
Jiwnani and Zelkowitz (2004) explained the software 

flaws in the software development process. This 
taxonomy is three dimensional. 

Pothamsetty and Akyol (2004) explained the Layered 
based vulnerability targeting the network operational 
protocol vulnerability. 

Tsipenyuk (2005) multi-dimensional coding error-
based vulnerability that causes software errors. 

Weber et al. (2005) focused on also a layer-based 
software flaw that generates coding analysis and tool-
based detection. 

Kjaerland (2006) four-dimensional taxonomy 
explaining the Method of operation and impact of 
intrusion and its detection. 

Bazaz and Arthur (2007) explained the Hierarchical 
vulnerability taxonomy targeting computer sources and its 
relation to vulnerability. 

Igure and Williams (2008) explained the vulnerability 
class multi-dimensional attack on computer system 
resources and process of vulnerability. 

Simmons et al. (2009) explains five-dimensional 
network taxonomy focusses on the attack vector, 
operational process and defense. 

Cebula and Young (2010) Hierarchical taxonomy 
explaining the cyber-attacks and its process to generate 
vulnerability that cause attacks in the system. 

Scott and Angelos (2013) this Hierarchical Network 

Taxonomy explains the Explore the relationship 

between events. 

Joshi and Singh (2014) five-dimensional taxonomy 

focusing on attack entity, defence method and target, 

impact, which explains the nature of the attack. 
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Joshi et al. (2015) review the existing taxonomies 
related to computer attacks and vulnerability in the 
system. This mostly, targets the network-based 
vulnerability detection method overview. 

Li et al. (2017) represented the software-based 
vulnerabilities and propose the model to mitigate the 
software vulnerability issues. 

Chen et al. (2018) explained the Taxonomy of 

Internet-of-Things Security and Vulnerabilities that 

address that internet of things security wholes and related 

vulnerabilities in the system and applications. 

Overall Review and Comparison 

There is a number of vulnerabilities and attacks noted 

previous taxonomies which most do not concentrate on 

logical software vulnerabilities. This difference clearly 

identifies the needs for a systematic model and 

classification of these groups into class vulnerability 

against technological vulnerability. Therefore, through 

the vulnerability life cycle in background software 

process model, we introduced a new taxonomy and its 

implementation life cycle. This model demonstrates 

clearly the birth and life cycle of vulnerability. 

Classification of Security Threats in e-Commerce 

Generally, structural analysis allows a phenomenon to 

be classified. In particular, a formal e-commerce threat 

classification would allow managers to develop less 

fragile system (Álvarez and Petrović, 2003). The 

following classification properties are recommended for 

reporting accidents to incident response teams. 

 The categories should be mutually exclusive

(maximum one for each category) and collectively

complete (each specimen should be at least one

category). The various categories should be mutually

exclusive (one category should be the most suitable

for all specimens) and uniformly exhaustive (all

specimens should fit in at least one category). In 

addition, the types should be mutually exclusive 

 In each category should be included specific and clear

criteria for the specimens to be included in the category

 Not only security experts but also less qualified and

seasoned users and administrators can benefit from

intuitive and useful taxonomy

 The terminology of taxonomy should comply with

existing safety terminology (which can not always be

defined easily)

Classification of Web Taxonomy 

Chirs and Frank (2005): Addressed a methodology for 

vulnerability taxonomization and an example of web 

services, WS architectural model of four components and 

their connections. It addresses two subclasses. 'Input 

Format and Input Origin' then contains attack flows based 

on a category of border state error, which is exceeding an 

unforeseenly long input that executes arbitrary code from 

an attacker (programme written in C or C++). (Format and 

Input Origin). The authorship is the proposed Result 

Matrix, which is the same that (Aslam, 1995; Krsul, 1998) 

classifications and almost a copy thereof. 

Álvarez and Petrović (2003): Entered the web attack 

taxonomy. Specific web categories are entry point, aim, 

HTTP verbs and HTTP headers, which are not covered by 

general taxonomies and are considered important for the 

precise classification of Web attacks. However, other 

types, such as vulnerability to site-specified values (e.g., 

code injection, HTML handling, etc.), will usually face 

taxonomies, canonicalization, overload and misspellings. 

Alvares differentiated & ordered the taxonomy from the 

point of view of the attacker. The author clarified that 

because of two vulnerability errors, an attacker might get 

access to a point that should be a web server or web 

application entry point looking for an attack. 

Fig. 3: Web attacks taxonomy (Álvarez and Petrović, 2003) 
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It reflects the widespread life cycle of a hacker attack 

based on the HTTP as shown on the Fig. 3. It is also 

incomplete taxonomy and cannot be called a classification 

scheme. Since attack patterns cannot be categorised, (Krsul, 

1998; Aslam, 1996), classified the classification of 

vulnerabilities and their characteriszation by their attributes. 

Proposed Classification and Types of Logic 

Attacks 

There are different types of logical attacks every time 

and a particular application function/method must be used 

for taxonomy. The logical attacks are designed to interrupt 

the application's logical flow. The logic of 

implementation is the logical flow that a certain procedure 

is supposed to be carried out. The software logic contains 

examples of password recovery, account registration, 

auction requests and transactions for e-commerce. A 

website may provide a consumer with a multi-stage 

process to carry out a certain action properly. An attacker 

can bypass or use these features to cause website or users 

damage. As previously stated, the study focuses on the 

problem of "application logic-based vulnerabilities" as 

design and architecture differ during development of 

web applications. In the application logic, we find 

seven faults/flaws as illustrated in Fig. 4 and then a 

case that endorse Taxonomy as a source of reference 

faults for design faults. 

In each type of attack, the attack pattern and target 

agent define the proposed taxonomy contribution. As 

above, graphical attack pattern methods and vulnerability 

classes based on application logic are logical presentation 

as defined in Fig 5. This is further used to categorise each 

vulnerability because of an attack process, characterised 

in-group of attacking parameters that determine the 

essence of the vulnerability. 

Case as a Reference: Mars Polar Landing Mission 

(NASA) Dec 3, 1999 

The case for component-based systems and their 

implementations is discussed here as a reference. The case 

describes one of the classifications identified above of 

system composition failures or defects while NASA, 

USA, takes the component-based approach for 

mission-critical system development. 

Reason of Project Failure 

Touchdown Monitor (TDM) component failed to co

mply with the requirements contrasted with its functional

 specification based on the specification integration via c

ontract interface, which led to an MPL device design def

ault and task failure. 

Requirement Modeled of TDM 

TDM component is an MPL system software which 

monitors three landing legs during two downward stages. 

Logical Component Information Processing 

The Multi-Task Monitoring Calls TDM module 

receives information from the second module on the leg 

sensors at 100 times per second. TDM software tracks the 

three touchdown legs during the first process, which 

begins at 5 KM above Mars’ Surface.  

Fig. 4: Application Logic Vulnerbility Graph 
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Fig. 5: Characterization of vulnerability 

Application Logic of Component 

Start reading at First Stage at about 5 km above the 

surface of Mars, TDM tracks the touchdown legs, 

one sensor per leg to assess touchdown. 

Processing Logic Design 

Developer assumed that a known possibility sensor 

could indicate wrong touchdown signals if-the legs locked 

in the deployed position. TDM software had to handle this 
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possible event with a-marking leg that generates a 

spurious signal with an inappropriate sensor on 2 

consecutive sensor readings. 

Second Stage 

TDM was to track the remainder of the good sensor at 

around 40 m above the surface. When a sensor had two 

consecutive Touchdown reading, the TDM programme 

was instructed to shut down the downwind engine. 

What Happened? 

One or more of the sensors had 2 consecutive readings 

in TDM Component Memory before 40 m, leg-sensor 

information was processed. When MPL crossed the 40 m 

level, during the first step of descent, TDM changed states 

and read the storage associated with the leg sensor. 

Shutdown Engine effect. 

Scientific Justification 

A developer can design and enforce the requirement in 

various ways, but the nature of a design failure is that 

components cause (pre-conditioning, post-condition and 

invariant) infringements in performing the condition of 

bad data held by software variables (Chen et al., 2018). 

Therefore, it has been shown that the problem is not in 

implementation logic but in design through the 

application logic technique related to the logical 

component and its requirement specification rather than a 

more functional interface specification integration, which 

resulted in a design defect in the MPL framework and 

task. This defect's classification is therefore defined as a 

design defect, which is a logical defect identified by our 

vulnerability classification through SVAM (Fig. 1). 

Logical vs Technical Vulnerability Classification 

In view of our study, we would like to suggest a 

classification and characteriszation of the two categories 

of vulnerability problems/issues mentioned above 

(Technical Vs Logical Vulnerabilities). These are 

categorised as stated above in the classification of each 

weakness on the basis of their attack process (attack 

pattern technique). Therefore, by retaining the 

classification of two separate vulnerability types, we have 

drawn up a classification tree where all sub-class attacks 

under each vulnerability class are included. A new 

taxonomy is shown here with a detailed classification and 

distinguished by its distinctive signature in the application 

layer of e-commerce systems. As it is stated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Logical vulnerabilities Vs technical vulnerabilities 
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Fig. 7: Vulnerability mitigating in context software design assurance phase process 

Mitigation Process in Context SDLC 

Attack patterns identify typical methods of software 

operation. They are derived from a model proposed by the 

design pattern framework (Li et al., 2017) that clearly 

shows the stages of two distinct life cycles of vulnerability, 

as shown in Fig. 7. The concept derived from (Joshi et al., 

2015) that one describes design and architecture, another one 

shows implementation level, each stage shows two separate 

causes of vulnerability, such as the design phase refers to a 

design flaw and architectural flaw and flaws, bugs & errors 

are seen in the implementation phase. By mismatching a 

collection of components in a system design that allows the 

sequence of events occurring in the attack pattern, allows the 

vulnerability detecting approach is achieved. The proposed 

model also presents extensive information on all protected 

system development processes at the design and 

implementation levels and describes both the two distinct 

types of vulnerabilities. This helps to understand two distinct 

life cycles of vulnerability and therefore points out the 

closeness as stated in the Fig. 7. 

Conclusion 

For software developers a taxonomy is the footprint 

for safe system design (Johnson et al., 1995). The 

approach taken in this article focuses in the 

characteriszation and classification of vulnerabilities of 
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component-based web-e-commerce applications and of 

logical vulnerabilities. As a result, safety awareness is 

increased at the outset of the development process by 

incorporating the proposed approach and procedure into 

the design phase. Risk management is required to begin 

early on so that the protection team can evaluate how the 

application logic has been strengthened. In the component 

development software model, we also categorised the two 

separate vulnerabilities and showed the birth of attack 

designs because of vulnerability at the various phases of 

the development cycle, which are helpful for developers 

in the adoption of protection through design technologies 

during software design. 
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CHAPTER 5: A NOVEL APPROACH FOR COMPONENT-BASED 

APPLICATION LOGIC EVENT ATTACK MODELING 
 
Introduction and Findings: Local Relationship between Chapters 4 and 5 

 
Introductory Note: Chapters 4 A and B. These cover and provide the details about a 

taxonomy which categorizes the group attacking method and classification of two groups of 

vulnerabilities (Technical vs Logical) in e-commerce component-based applications. Within 

this, Chapter 5 covers and addresses the event attack modeling scenario in the banking 

application domain. The proposed approach is based on the event attack modeling technique by 

using Uppaal Tool to detect the design flaw in the e-commerce component-based application 

while reusing the design specification of the existing application logic of the system. The 

research question addressed in this chapter is based on question 3. 

 
Findings: This chapter provides findings on the relationships with the previous two chapters 

as a sequence in terms of SCA and event attack modeling that is projected through case study- 

based modeling and projected subversion attack in banking applications while reusing design 

specification of reused components. 
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Abstract

An Event that targets a particular system is required to
identify through a novel approach of vulnerability mod-
eling. Current research does not support Event Attack
Modeling in component based application logic vulnera-
bilities. To find such vulnerabilities, it is important to
identify the component that triggered the Event to ex-
ploit the system. This research proposes the Event Based
Attack Modeling, especially in a scenario of component
based software subversion logic attack category Business
Application Logic. This will help to design and reuse of
component from existing application’s functional logic.

Keywords: Attack Modeling; CBS reuse; E-Commerce
Application; Event Attack Method; Security Modeling

1 Introduction

Event based inter-component applications interact
with each other through a passing message inter-
communication mechanism [12]. This controlled by a dis-
tinct component that is called the event dispatcher, which
performs its role as an intermediary between components
where condition s are set for the system or application. In
this process data communication is called an events that
is generated from input communi-cation between compo-
nents [11]. There are two more type of events, event pa-
rameters and event procedures that invoke the individual
procedure called the event handlers. In an application,
an event attack is occurred when any component of an
application is mismatched with its design specification at
integration stage. This may result of design fault, be-
cause of event-based interruption, which then can create
a loophole to exploit the particular system, generated by
an attack event during the inter-communication of event
parameters [2].

The security vulnerability can arise in the environment
that supports the event attack method. The source of the
vulnerability can be based on object (component) that is

able to generate the event send without any restriction
and can be easily crafted into an event sequence for other
objects (components) to circumvent the entire logic [9,27].

Event Interception is a phase of condition in which a
victim object is identified and intercept the events des-
tined to it. To be able to intercept the event sent to
an object permits the attacker to breach the confidential-
ity of one direction of object (component) communication
within the system [1,2,11,27]. In recent years there have
been many application attacks based on logical flaws, such
as logic flaw or design faults. There is a specific strategy
that is required to deal with logical vulnerabilities, such
logical attacks are classified as subversion attack. This
attack is occurred because of logical flaw in design com-
ponent based application and its interfaced based integra-
tion fault [4, 7, 25,27].

Figure 1: Component based application logic event attack
scenario

Therefore, we classify this problem as an Event Attack
View. In this case, specification refers to conventional
attack, threat, vulnerability. This classifies the attack
method, and attack model of identified vulnerability that
is known as a subversion attack. In the field of cyber se-
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curity Attack Event information is considered as at-tack
related data that is derived from various sources. An at-
tack event is defined as targeting assets by using attack
method, which then exploits the functionality of applica-
tion business process or circumvents the flow logic. It is
very hard to detect the design flaw based vulnerabilities
through traditional scanning tools; this is why such vul-
nerabilities never classified to deal with in terms of the
application logic [5, 7].

In this research, we propose Event Based Attack Mod-
eling for design flaw based vulnerability, called Subversion
Attack (Component based application logic flaw) by us-
ing a Banking case study. The purpose of this re-search
is to simplify the process of vulnerability modeling to un-
derstand the life cycle of vulnerability. This could help
the developers while designing and reusing design speci-
fication of business components from existing application
components and their underlining application logic. An
Event Attack refers to a security problem that exploits the
event based inter component communication model [5].
The definition of Event Attack: A malicious component
that generates an event of circumvention in order to ex-
ploit the target’s application logic or functionality. This
intercepts communication by forcing the targeted compo-
nent to send back an inappropriate call or calling away
from application functional logic [5].

2 Problem Statement

The focus of this research is to analyze the Event at-tack
model and the Subversion attack that falls in the category
of business logic vulnerability. Specially considering the
security breach scenario real life case study related to Bar-
clay bank, as well as the re-usability design description of
component.

The research question, how can Event Attack Model-
ing simplify the application logic vulnerability, subversion
attack? This question is answered by the example of real
time case study research method, using Event At-tack
Modeling technique.

This real-life case study is a good example of a design
flaw in application logic due to the reuse of a component
caused component subversion. In this example, the devel-
oper reused the same component that was already incor-
porated in the registration functionality elsewhere within
the application, violating the assumptions of the compo-
nent developer. This mistake lead to the introduction of
an application-level flaw that allowed an attacker to ac-
cess another client’s bank accounts. The approach taken
to be analyzed, this problem is one that the Event At-
tack Modeling Technique will be able to helpful to detect
design flaws and/or fault free component-based applica-
tion logic in the middle tier of the n-tier architecture as
depicted in Figure 1.

2.1 Research Philosophy

The research philosophy is taken as applied science that
is basically an application of existing scientific knowledge
to practical applications such as technology, concerning
the theory of Event of inter component-communication
model. It uses theory, knowledge, method and technique
for a particular state of the art [28]. This discussion about
Component-based State of the Art in relation to the phi-
losophy of its application & design pattern. The research
philosophy also defines and investigates about state of the
art technology in Event interaction between the compo-
nent software de-signs, which is adopted from an applied
science philosophy to formulate a solution for business
logic vulnerability. In this process, it is very important to
understand that design question in the light of research
philosophy, can help to conduct the research in the field
of Attack Modeling & Security domain by ensuring that
research-er‘s work is going in a right direction and their
work is rigorous and insightful.

2.2 Research Gap

In the light of current research and recently studied lit-
erature review, [6, 14, 18, 21] and [17] in the domain of
cyber and network vulnerability modeling. The research
Gap clearly finds an interest to improve the business logic
security, specially “Design Flaw” in a service oriented e-
commerce applications, that is composed with integrated
components. The research gap identified the significance
of application logic vulnerability class and category “Sub-
version attack” cause of Design Flaw, because automated
vulnerability analysis and detection tools cannot detect it.
This is reason why such vulnerabilities are always over-
sighted by the application developers. The developers are
always keen to reuse existing component core logic from
current business logic of the system. This may often cause
of mistake while integrating component code solution and
designing new functionality.

2.3 Research Design and Method

This research is based on exploratory method where
no scientific foundation is available for supporting tech-
niques. The current research and literature review high-
lights the gap between the current approach and previ-
ously designed models or frameworks for logical vulnera-
bilities. Therefore, we have proposed (Event Attack Mod-
eling) such a technique that could deal with application
level logic vulnerabilities. This would help to detect early
design faults at the time of integration of components and
design fault free new applications. The re-search design
also follow previous modeling techniques to justify the
newly proposed technique. This simplifies the problem
detection process and method.
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2.4 Current Approaches in Attack Mod-
eling

There have been several techniques used for vul-
nerability modeling. These techniques are Attack
Graph [26], Attack-Vector [22], Attack-Surface [22], Di-
amond model [13], OWASP’s threat model [13] and Kill
Chain [15]. Each technique has its own properties and
speciality to identify and model the attack process path
way through out the system and network. For example,
Attack Graph technique is used for network related vul-
nerability and system exploitation modeling based on sce-
nario of security issues. Through this technique one can
identify the process and pathway of security breach cause
within the network as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Attack graph with attack path against system

3 Studying Case Profile & Event
Attack Modeling

This real life case is a good example of a design flaw in
application logic due to the reuse of a component caused
component subversion. In this example, the developer
reused the same component that was already incorpo-
rated in the registration functionality elsewhere within
the application, violating the assumptions of the compo-
nent developer. This mistake leads to the introduction
of an application-level flaw that allows an attacker to ac-
cess an other client’s bank accounts (component code Fig-
ure 3).

Figure 3: C customer component code

3.1 Component Application Logic Design
Fault

The registration functionality incorporated with the
CCustomer component that consist of “(use case logic
+ Process and Entity Type Logic)” within the applica-
tion, including core functionally. This process allows the
user to authenticate and grant access to the application
components such as “My Account component”, “View
Balance component”, “Funds transfers component”, “Se-
lect Bank Account component, Debit Credit component
and other information component. After having authen-
ticated user itself to the application through the regis-
tration process, the same Object instantiate and saves in
the session key information related to the identity. The
components of application within functionally referenced
information related to the ?CCustomer(Component)?

object in order to carry out its actions because the
?CCustomer(Component)? object is candidate compo-
nent (Process and Entity Type logic) within the major-
ity of application — for example, account details shown
on the main page of the user was generated based on
the customer unique number that contained within this
component. In the way composition or reuse of the com-
ponent, code was already used within the application. It
clearly shows that the developer assumption leads to a
flaw in the reuse of application logic design. This caused
the birth of a vulnerability to subversion attack on appli-
cation business logic. It was a serious mistake and subtle
to detect and exploit.

3.1.1 Class of Vulnerability

The “Subversion Attack” characterization of vulnerability
flaw falls under the application logic, and attack method
is to exploit the workflow of business logic, this process
subvert business process. At implementation level it is
classified as design logic flaw, which then finally charac-
terized as “Subversion of logic” attack.

Subversion of logic. Class: Programme logic flaw;

Server application: (Target agent);

Attack method: (Exploit the work flow);

Subvert application logic: (Attack cause);

Implementation level: (Application design logic flaw
classification);

Vulnerability: Subversion of logic.

Therefore, we modeled the Event oriented subversion
life cycle that displays the logic diversion of business logic
in a small chain of inter-component based communication
application model, caused by CBS Flaw.

The above mentioned Figure 4 displays an event at-
tack model scenario, class is subversion attack that falls
under business application logic vulnerability, based on
component based software that may be flawed in CBS.
This fault may have effects on service calls and flow of
the function that depends on event based call to other
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Figure 4: Subversion attack event scenario

objects within the system. As it is shown in the above
Figure 4, C is condition that must correspond to com-
ponent D before processing to normal application logic
flow to proceed the E. Therefore, D component is a logic
fault that does not let the service flow according to nor-
mal flow of CBS call service,this is reason why such faults
cannot be detected by automated code & system vulner-
ability scanning tools,and such faults or flaws fall under
the classification of logical vulnerability.

3.2 Case Scenario Based Experimental
Study

We have further investigated the scenario of this attack
keeping in view the above mentioned example related to
a security breach of Bank case study. This is caused by a
logical design flaw within the system while reusing compo-
nent from existing application logic. This is called “Sub-
vert Event based Attack” on the banking application. The
developers always oversight such attacks on the applica-
tion’s business logic, even though it is a serious vulner-
ability. It is hard to detect through code scanning and
automated detection tools. Therefore, such a technique
is required that could simplify the projection of this vul-
nerability, through the approach of Event based Attack
modeling. The proposed technique seems to be a new
and effective technique for early detection of such attack
at design level of application.

The above-mentioned Figure 5 displays the complete
life cycle of the Event Attack Model. In the model C
indicates to a condition, If sign-in, Pass log in to My
Account Condition to allow access into the system, Else
Failed sign in. This is the general case of scenario sys-
tem logic for sign in. However, the major mistake is done
by the application developer of the banking system reused
same component that was already incorporated in the reg-
istration functionality elsewhere within the application.
This mistake causing subversion of logic and by pass the
condition that is set on My Account (component) this
violated the assumptions of the component developer and
caused the system under attack. This attack also subvert

Figure 5: Event attack subversion logic scenario

the other components of the application service flow as
shown in Figure 5. Any intrusion detection tool cannot
detect this sort of attack known as a class of application
logic subversion attack. Therefore security scanning au-
tomated software, fail to discovery and un-automate this
class of vulnerability. The reused component in the appli-
cation is spotted in Red Color, which reflects the service
flow diversion and allow an Event to trigger a logical at-
tack by passing session and controls security mechanism
of an application related to other service components as
displayed in Figure 5. Therefore, above model cycle of
an attack is modeled through a Event Attack Modeling
technique in scenario of Component-based Software sub-
version logic Fault.

3.3 Theoretical Analysis of Proposed Ap-
proach

In the light of cyber attack theory a successful attack re-
lies on information to be processed by attacker, in case of
when an attack is underway and it is measured by modify-
ing as a result related to attack. Therefore, in-formation
is a most important element of any cyber at-tack the-
ory [25].

As, it is confirmed that in the theory of cyber attack,
first attack is defined and then attacker knowledge related
to information parameters and configuration parameters
are derived in order to mitigate the system from potential
damage [10].

Therefore we formalized the theory of cyber attack into
proposed approach event attack modeling.In this pro-cess,
first identified the attacker and then measured the at-
tack information parameters, through that an event is oc-
curred as a fault logic, service component triggered to flow
diversion and allow an Event trigger by passing session
and controls security mechanism. This is demonstrated
through scenario based event attack modeling Figure 5
that helped to diagnose the vulnerability life-cycle. This
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Figure 6: Cyber attack theory model

gives the knowledge related to information attack param-
eters, and component configuration parameters that de-
cides the attack vector related to vulnerability of applica-
tion logic class (subversion logic attack).

Therefore, it is concluded that above mentioned tech-
nique is very useful for attack modeling in the light of
cyber attack theory.

3.4 Systematical Comparison of the Pro-
posed Scheme

The current approaches of attack modeling are based
on attack graph and vector modeling techniques [22, 26],
these techniques models focus on the network or system
vulnerability based modeling that deals with the different
attacks targeting the network [10], but the lack of software
application scenario based modeling.In this, scenario an
approach is immanent for application based vulnerabil-
ity modeling technique. Therfore, the proposed scheme is
presented, event based attack modeling that targets the
service component triggered to flow diversion of appli-
cation logic in component-based system. The proposed
scheme is comparably sounder as compare to any other
modeling technique for software based application and its
core logic flow.

3.5 Discussion

We have seen that the proposed technique is very helpful
in detecting the event that triggered the subversion attack
within the application and its component at the integra-
tion level, which clearly depicts the vulnerability and its
effects on other components of the application and un-
derling business logic. We also have evaluated the other
techniques such as Attack Graph and Attack Vector. The
Attack Graph is use to identify the vulnerability in the
networks and system, and Attack Vector can provide the
path way projection through hacker exploitation attempt
which targets the network servers by payload or malicious
input. It is also modeled through Attack Vector Modeling
technique. It has been noticed that none of these tech-
niques meet the requirement of logical attack modeling
and simulation [18].

Where as proposed technique is useful to model the
case scenario of banking application through Event Based

Attack modeling. That is spotted in red color the com-
ponent with fault service flow, calling C condition My
Account component within the application that cause
exploitation.

4 Related Work

There are numbers of approaches target the security in
event based inter-component applications [3, 19, 23, 24].
For example, Simeon et al. [27] took into account the
security vulnerabilities in event-based applications and
systems, explained the conditions that can be made of
them,in result of inter-communication fault. In simple
term, current security solutions more rely on encryp-
tion, static code analysis, and runtime ACL techniques.
Whereas, on the other hand, there have been many tech-
niques adopted to attack modeling such as the Diamond
Model [13], Attack Tree [20], Attack Vector [22], Attack
Surface [16], Kill Chain [15] and Attack Graph [26]. How-
ever, all of these techniques fail to ad-dress the logical
vulnerabilities detection or modeling framework, because
these techniques are network vulnerability modeling and
address the network security issues related to the system.
Therefore, such a technique needs to introduce that can
deal with missing gap between application and system
level vulnerability modeling. This will fill the research
gap related to logical vulnerabilities in application logic
(Component-based Software) [8].

5 Conclusions

Attack modeling is a most useful technique in ana-lysing
the attacks and early mitigation of the problem. This is
why many techniques are introduced to deal with the at-
tack modeling in the system network domain. The logical
vulnerabilities are flaw in design or fault in logic. It is
hard to detect and modeled. Therefore such a technique
is required that could deal with the logical flaw based vul-
nerability. In this paper, we have introduced a novel ap-
proach of modeling called “Event Attack Modeling” that
used Uppaal Tool to model the vulnerability and its at-
tack flow through attack-triggered component within the
application in real time scenario. This will help the devel-
opers design their application free from logical flaws and
design faults, while reusing design specification of compo-
nent from existing application.
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CHAPTER 6: SECURITY ASPECTS IN MODERN SERVICE COMPONENT- 

ORIENTED APPLICATION LOGIC FOR SOCIAL E- COMMERCE SYSTEMS 

 
Introductory Note and Findings: Relationship between Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 

 
Introductory Note: Chapter 5. covers and addresses the Event attack modeling in the scenario 

of the banking application domain. The proposed approach is based on the event-attack 

modeling technique by using Uppaal Tool to detect the design flaw in the e-commerce 

component-based application, while reusing the design specification of the existing 

application logic of the system. Chapter 6 reveals a detailed case study based problem solution 

in the context of social e-commerce that is used as a tool to close down the subject of targeted 

audience in relation to banking case study and proposed methodology that is justified through 

modeling technique related to application logic. The research sub-question addressed in this 

Chapter is Question 4. This defines logical relationships while discussing the major problem 

in social -e-banking, which is the main focus of this thesis. 

 
Findings This Chapter provides a comprehensive solution as a finding that linked with 

previous chapter findings that social e commerce based application logic security through 

UML modeling and validated the research work. 
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Abstract
Modern practices in social commerce are a subset of e-Commerce focusing on security framework protocols such as secure 
transactional protocols, cryptographic schemes, and sanitization criteria. It is assumed that these practices will ensure stable 
social media-based e-Commerce applications. The main concern in utilizing these practices focus on software component 
composition, and integration flaws, which are often overlooked in their business application logic. These problems can ren-
der the effect of modern information security concepts null and void. The weakest link in social media-based e-Commerce 
applications is the component’s logic subversion on its server side, which is caused by developers overlooking the design 
process. This paper addresses a unique issue in aspects of information security in application logic vulnerability called 
subversion attack, which can be classified as a design flaw. This kind of security flaw cannot be prevented by many tradi-
tional security mechanisms commonly used in modern e-Commerce systems. To address this issue, we propose the use of 
security assurance methodologies in service component-oriented applications to be utilized through threat modeling and a 
novel technique component fault detection model. This idea is further extended to the modeling component and its applica-
tions using a UML secure design approach. To validate the technique, the methods applied in this paper are verification and 
validation for security by design testing to avoid the business logic design flaw problem in rapidly built component-based 
social media e-Commerce applications.

Keywords Design flaws · Subversion attack · Social media-based e-commerce system · Service component architecture · 
Assurance & security · UML-based modeling · Business logic attacks

1 Introduction

Security and privacy issues in the field of social media-
based e-Commerce are important topics for debate among 
the users concerned. E-Commerce is one part of the infor-
mation system architecture business model and its use has 
become increasingly common. However, the users may find 
themselves somewhat unwilling to suffer from risks to their 
security and privacy. In the banking industry, social media-
based e-Commerce has prompted a new age of information 

security. However, banking via e-Commerce is unfortu-
nately hindered by the risks associated with these issues. 
There is also no trust in the customer, and no visitor shop 
on the website, and these sites will not function if these 
privacy and security risks are not removed. The social, 
organisational, technological, and economic perspectives 
of these two problems, namely security and privacy (Raed 
and Nripendra 2020: Wang et al. 2020). Service -oriented 
applications in the social e-banking domain are developed 
with well-defined, readily available software components. 
These are the building blocks used to develop the services 
in service component architecture. It is important for the 
design process of service-oriented applications in the social 
e-banking domain to follow an order where once the design
process of an application is determined as an organiza-
tional task, and then it is considered as modular compo-
nents that need to be integrated. Each modular component
is a service explaining its interfaces through the integra-
tion of these services in a social e-banking system. Having
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identified modular components, new business processes 
depend on the integration of components (Nabi et al. 2020). 
It can be clearly understood by researchers and develop-
ers that system composition and integration are the most 
complicated processes in software design, while devising 
complex operations such as the integration process into the 
social e-banking system. The complications that occur in 
the integration of these e-banking systems may cause a pro-
cess of continuous changes in the technical and business 
attributes offered by the bank to its customers in order to 
fulfil their needs (Nabi et al. 2019a, b). The social e-banking 
systems are often designed and based on various compo-
nent vendors, consisting of different platforms and design/
architecture patterns. The continuous changes may cause 
extra complexity during service-oriented component-based 
banking application integration because design flaws in the 
integration process may allow business logic attacks. This 
is the main reason that subverting the operation of web 4.0 
social commerce-based banking application processes can 
cause serious financial damage (Nabi et al. 2020). The focus 
of this research is to investigate the vulnerability of business 
logic in service component-oriented applications using a 
security breach scenario real-life case study related to social 
commerce-based e-banking. This real-life case study is a 
good example of a design flaw in application logic due to 
the reuse of a component causing component subversion. In 
this example, the developer reused the same component that 
was already incorporated in the registration functionality 
elsewhere within the application and violated the assump-
tions of the component developer. This mistake led to the 
introduction of an application-level flaw that allowed an 
attacker to access other clients’ bank accounts. Therefore, a 
research question is raised here: How can the developer test 
if a Web 4.0 social e-Commerce e-banking application ser-
vice contains logical flaws in component integration design 
specification? At the same time, service component architec-
ture should be considered. Service component architecture 
is a solution in modern social e-banking, especially when 
it reuses components while designing new applications as 
part of social media distributed systems, such as online web 
4.0 social commerce-based e-banking application services. 
However, security aspects are not generally considered at a 
low level when interacting with these services, leading to 
possible unauthorized access to the service. Another issue to 
be considered is that sometimes, reuse of service logic may 
cause failure. A good network defence perimeter in modern 
systems, such as using firewalls, honey pot, intrusion detec-
tion and other network security components should ensure 
that legitimate users can access the application while, at 
the same time, preventing illegitimate users from gaining 
the opportunity to attack the systems through the abuse of 
vulnerable social media business processes (Ghassan et al. 
2020). The system logic and business process are based on 

two components: business logic and flow of information 
(Nabi and Nabi 2017). A large majority of researchers have 
focused on information flow as a way to build an approach to 
business process security. However, issues related to e-busi-
ness protection in the approaches fail to address the logic of 
a component’s business processing during the design stage, 
especially when components are developed based on their 
business logic (Agirre et al. 2018).

In this paper, we have discussed the security aspects of 
challenges related to design flaws that can cause subver-
sion attacks on component-based application logic, in n-tier 
applications. The paradigm of security by design technique 
draws attention to the complexity of the security. Security 
must not only be addressed retroactively by identifying 
and fixing security loop-holes, but must also be consid-
ered at an early stage of social commerce e-banking system 
development.

1.1  Problem statement

Social media is an increasing field of research activity in 
organizations. Social commerce is a subset of e-Commerce. 
Social media can be described as a phenomenon where; 
“a collection of Internet-based applications, based upon 
the ideological and technological fundamentals of Web 
4.0, which allow user generated content to be created and 
shared.” These applications can change how security in 
social commerce works by communicating, working with, 
interacting and exchanging information such as internet 
social commerce and e-banking services (Alalwan et al. 
2018). This paper will investigate and discuss the security 
aspects of challenges related to design flaw-based subversion 
attacks that cause reuse design specification while develop-
ing new services from existing service component integra-
tion SOI methods, causing business logic vulnerability in the 
middle-tier of the social commerce e-banking architecture. 
Therefore, there is clearly a need for a methodology to deal 
with the logical flaws that normally do not show attack pat-
terns or signatures, which is the reason it is hard to discover 
them through automated techniques. More recently, practices 
of future generation e-Commerce system development for 
social media, techniques to secure service-oriented appli-
cations, have mainly focused on technical vulnerabilities, 
which can consist of security analysis and detection tools 
for vulnerability identification. However, security analysis 
encompasses a very limited approach for service compo-
nent-oriented application design and implementation (Nabi 
et al. 2019a, b).

1.2  Objective and contribution

This paper provides three key contributions: The first 
contribution is the solution to the problem of system 
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integration-based component reuse from existing logic. For 
this we have used a model-based engineering approach. The 
second contribution focuses on how problems in a quick 
design approach based on the service component or Module 
specification misanalysis from the logical function in future 
generation social e-Commerce system can lead to a security 
breach at the system design logic stage. This problem is 
illustrated by the definition of a case study involving a social 
commerce-based e-banking application based on a reused 
component. A novel approach is developed for the secu-
rity assurance methodology for service component-oriented 
applications. The main points of this novel approach are: (1) 
The security risk analysis model; (2) Threat modeling; (3) 
The novel component fault detection technique that detects 
the faults in component-based design and application; (4) A 
UML-based modeling component and its application using 
a UML secure design approach. The third contribution is a 
novel technique of validity system integration testing (veri-
fication and validation method for security by design testing) 
to avoid the business logic problem customizing security 
assurance requirements from modern approaches for com-
ponent-based applications, thus helping to detect design flaw 
problems cause by subversion of attack.

2  Related work

According to Abdulrahman et al. (2017), in recent decades, 
Internet technology has grown rapidly, having become an 
important element in almost every social media-based busi-
ness. The social e-banking industry is one of the most impor-
tant developments. In the banking industry, social e-banking 
is a new business model in which fixed costs of operation are 
reduced through the provision of unbroken banking services 
(Abdulrahman et al. 2017). The number of social e-banking 
applications in companies used by internet users is expected 
to rise dramatically (Laukkanen et al.2018). Banks compete 
by social commerce-based e-banking to increase customer 
loyalty, acquire greater market share, improve services and 
offer value-added services, increase efficiency, and reduce 
operating costs. At the same time, they also face security and 
privacy issues customer relationship related matters.

According to Jiang et al. (2018) data security is a primary 
concern for both consumers and companies with the signifi-
cant success of the social commerce internet trade. While the 
generalization of data can provide substantial protection of 
the privacy of even a person, over-generalized data can make 
the data worth little to no value. In this research, researchers 
have developed techniques of generalization to optimize data 
usability and to minimize privacy disclosure (Jiang et al. 
(2018); Wang et al. (2020). Developers suggest a privacy-
aware access management model for web services in social 
media environments based upon the fact that the permissible 

degree of generalization leads to much more fine-tuned lev-
els of access monitoring. It also discusses how a trustworthy 
a decision to handle a legitimate access mechanism is made, 
and how access management policies are continuing (Jiang 
et al. (2018); Wang et al. (2020). Comprehensive experi-
ments with both real-world and synthetic datasets illustrate 
the realistic and efficient privacy control model proposed.

According to Raed and Nripendra (2020), the aim of 
this study is to build on the understanding and influence of 
social exchange on the emerging social commerce. Previous 
research on social media indicated that certain mechanisms 
such as social commerce structures, social support, social 
presence, confidence, flow interactions and group interac-
tion, should have a relationship with the online community. 
However, only some of the above-mentioned structures have 
already been used. This research has developed a conceptual 
model that considers structures from a range of theories. 
The results showed that building social commerce influ-
ences positive social support, confidence and social presence 
among community members. They also found that security 
and privacy are important concerns in a social commerce 
e-banking service, which needs to develop through new soft-
ware trends (component-based software) (Raed and Nrip-
endra 2020).

According to Nabi et al. (2020), the words ‘service com-
ponent’ come from the service component architecture for 
distributed system design based on events. While the pat-
tern for service components provides composite application 
development and reusability support. However, event-based 
communication in the interaction model of components was 
explored most within the upper SCA layer when designing 
logic for service-oriented application components. In this 
area, a robust safety evaluation is needed that could be used. 
This layer is called an application process logic layer that 
produces the application rendering logic and authenticates 
it from ACL (Nabi et al. 2020). Experiencing problems in 
composite application and event-based attack in the model 
architecture of the service component refers to event-based 
attack in application logic. This goal is accomplished by 
evaluating and reviewing security problems, modelling tech-
niques of the application functionality of service compo-
nents, and modeling applications that create, consume and 
process events.

In agreement with the methods of Zhang et al. (2018), this 
paper addresses a distributed approach that enables an effec-
tive and trustworthy composition of service with safe sensor 
network data transmission. The computation trust and data 
trust rules are suggested based on a model of a multi-level trust 
by evaluating relationships of dependence. An independent 
model-checker can then evaluate each target component opera-
tion. In addition, in a composite evaluation, an identity-based 
aggregate signature is added to ensure safe data transmission 
between different components. Results have shown that the 
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approach not only delivers efficient, reliable composition of 
service with complex invocation structures, but also lowers 
the cost of safe data transfer (Zhang et al. 2018). This can be 
considered as social commerce secure application service sup-
port but also limited in its approach.

According to Nabi et al. (2021), recent developments in the 
field of e-Commerce-based social media software technologies 
have brought many benefits; at the same time, however, design 
processes often lead to a variety of different issues, from the 
design phase to the implementation phase. Software faults and 
defects increase the problems with reliability and protection 
and, for these reasons, a solution for these issues is required. 
This paper addresses the issues of the lack of consistent clas-
sification of logical vulnerabilities in application logic relevant 
to components-based Web applications. The primary way to 
resolve these issues is to define the Group Attacking Method 
by categorizing two distinct forms of web-based component 
vulnerabilities. This research helps explain the creation of 
applications for social commerce through integration based 
on components and avoids design vulnerabilities (Nabi et al. 
2021).

Seinturier et al. (2017) explain that “New Business Pro-
cess” is supported by reuse of services, whether it is a busi-
ness component service or an existing service of component 
base solution, aligning IT with business functions. Reuse of 
services increases the chances of active solutions by amalgam-
ating new business process from existing services (Seinturier 
et al. 2017).

Current security practices are most likely to rely on tradi-
tional methods of security, which are based on a socket secure 
layer or a transport security layer and IDS, so deployment of 
these security methods targets network security problems and 
related issues (Nabi and Nabi 2017). Therefore, such practices 
are known as security functional techniques, but lack security 
assurance methods. Faisal also highlighted that traditional 
software engineering practices are not sufficiently up to date 
to analyze their vulnerability, including penetration of white 
Box and Black Box testing (Nabi and Nabi 2017). The authors 
further explained that traditional Intrusion detection tools or 
vulnerability analysis tools have often failed to detect design 
flaws (referred to as business logic vulnerability) through tra-
ditional security methods in social media system.

Therefore, in the light of the above-mentioned literature 
review and research, it is clear that there is a gap focus on 
improving the business logic security (Design Flaw), com-
prising integrated components.

3  Case study‑based research method

A case study-based research plan is also called an explor-
atory research case for experimentation (Yaghmaie 
2017). The exploratory research case study investigates a 

well-defined phenomenon (business logic vulnerability) 
classified by a scientific detailed research formulated event-
based attack modeling approach for test generation that can 
be tested within the research environment using an explora-
tory case study method. This sort of case study is very often 
applied as an exploratory research design in a completely 
new field of scientific investigation (Yin, 2016). In the light 
of the given explanation of exploratory case study method, 
the research design will be further extended by exploring 
a real-life case study. From that study, we take out the test 
design for a service-oriented social commerce Web-based 
banking system. The test design will follow further stages; 
for example, the component integration strategies at run time 
will be compared to its requirements and design specifica-
tions (as can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8), while modelling the 
component and its application. A further step is to consid-
ering attack event scenarios, which is based on connections 
between business components and their work flow, to ana-
lyze the security risk related to cases (as shown in Fig. 2). 
Therefore, considering the practice of component secure 
methods, multi-tier specification scenario modelling will 
be practiced using UML sec 2.0. The technique is further 
divided into 2 phases. The first phase represents a system 
tier, while the second phase represents a component tier. The 
first phase focuses on the design product, while the second 
phase considers the design, test and distinctive symptom 
specification for individual components that participate in 
system development (as projected in Fig. 9). The next phase 
is to consider the security assurance approach that helps to 
detect integration-based logical flaws from the system that is 
proved through the validation and verification (V&V) secu-
rity assurance process. This process is followed by the V &V 
security design testing model that is theoretically justified by 
the designed model for security by the design testing tech-
nique. This model will validate the proposed solution called 
the Security by Design approach for component-oriented 
service and its application.

3.1  The impact of flaws in application business logic

The complexity risks in social commerce web applications 
are caused by the fact that developers may introduce flaws 
that can easily be manipulated by intruders. The key problem 
that is noticed most in web applications is the integration of 
various diverse components from a different source, such as 
custom-built-purpose applications and COTS components, 
including third party Vander products (Agirre et al. (2016). 
The major issue related to integration of these components is 
that they are not easy to reuse, which may cause application-
level flaws. The presentation of this problem is more than 
code bugs like Buffer Overflow and is linked with business 
logic, for example, the right time for an authentication of 
canceled policies to enforce the overall security policy of the 
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application (Jones and Ashenden 2005). Examples like flaws 
that allow fraud to be committed for personal enrichment 
through their exploitation are shown in examples from the 
literature (Nabi and Nabi 2017). It is also noticed that most 
of the academic focus tends to be low level coding problems, 
even though these types of high-level software flaws account 
for 50% of all security software flaws.

The social commerce web application vulnerability may 
be described as the vulnerability of web application soft-
ware, which involves mismatch of application/design soft-
ware and environmental assumptions made while develop-
ing/implementing (code writing), running a system, and 
running the environment’. For example, the designers of a 
component may have built it with the assumption that all 
accesses are authenticated but that they can be reused in a 
context where pre-authentication takes place, and this rea-
soning is presumed to have taken place within a component. 
This is a simple example, but our presented case of design 
flaw issues of reusing components illustrates the condition 
when the user of the component makes assumptions that 
were not implemented by the developer (Xhafa et al. 2010).

3.2  Case study‑based research scope

This research has significant scope in the field of compo-
nent-based social commerce e-banking applications and 
security architecture in modern system generation, espe-
cially in the middle tier where application logic security 
is an important factor while using SCA design patterns. 
The violation in the middle tier is of real concern, based 
on the mismatch of component design specification with 
respect to the existing logic of the banking application, 
while re-using the component to build a new service, 
causing the subversion attack. The attack indicates a seri-
ous violation of application integrity and security. Service 
oriented component software uses two sorts of compo-
nents to develop Web-based social commerce e-banking 
application logic. These two components are Custom-
Developed/COTS. It is possible that they will have flaws 
in design or its software application. The CBS-based 
solution has caused software risks that lead to logical 
vulnerabilities such as the components’ logic subversion 
attack, misuse of application logic and circumventing the 
components’ business logic flow. All of these temper the 
functional steps of the flow of application.

In light of the research problems in Sect.  4, the 
research will focus on a security breach subversion of 
attack scenario (case study). This relates to the web 4.0 
social commerce e-banking systems that reuses design 
specification while developing new services from exist-
ing service component integration SOI methods, causing 
business logic vulnerabilities in the middle-tier of the 
social commerce e-banking architecture.

4  A practical example: social 
commerce‑based e‑banking case study

This real-life case of web 4.0 social commerce e-banking 
is an excellent example of a design defect in software logic 
due to the reuse of a component design specification that 
causes subversion elements in the application logic. In this 
case, the developer reused the same features of a compo-
nent code that had already been implemented elsewhere 
in the application for the registration functionality and 
violated the developer’s presumptions. This error led to 
an application level defect that permitted an attacker to 
access bank accounts of other customers.

4.1  A composite application functionality 
and business process

The application encourages its current customers, as well 
as those who have not already registered for online applica-
tions. For this purpose, new users are required to provide 
basic personal information, such as their name, address and 
date of birth but not any secret information like Passwords/
PINs, which would ensure a degree of assurance of their 
identity. When this information is processed, the applica-
tion sends back a registration request to be processed. Upon 
successful registration, an information pack is mailed to the 
registered user’s home address. This pack provides informa-
tion about the online activation access via a telephone call 
to the company’s call center as well as the use of a onetime 
password to log into the system.

The designer of the application believed that this mecha-
nism would protect the system from unauthorized access to 
the application. The process of security is implemented in 
the three way of protection mechanism.

1. At the initial stage, some modest amount of personal
data is required in defense, to judge a malicious attacker
or troublesome user to attempt the beginning registration
process behalf of other users.

2. During this process, a key secret transmitted out of hand
the registered customer’s home address. The attacker
needs to have access to the victim’s personal mail.

3. In order to authenticate himself, the customer is required
to phone a call center in the normal way, based on per-
sonal information and selected digits from a PIN. The
design is supposed to be well defended but the logical
flaw is in the actual implementation of design mecha-
nism. The personal data to be stored is based on being
able to correlate this with a unique customer’s identity in
a company database, and the developer needs to develop
the registration mechanism. The developer was eager to
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Fig. 1  Customer information handling & reused component social commerce in e-banking

reuse existing component code that was already used 
within the application somewhere else.

class CCustomer

{

  String firstName;

  String lastName;

  CDoB dob;

  CAddress homeAddress;

  long custNumber;

… }

After this process was completed, as defined in Fig. 1, 
this object was instantiated, inhabited with provided infor-
mation that is stored in the user’s session. In this process, the 

application verifies the user’s details; if they match, it then 
retrieves that user’s unique customer number, which was 
used within the company’s system. This number is added in 
the Object with some other personal information. This object 
communicates with the back-end system for completion of 
the registration request to be processed. The developer sup-
poses that using this code would be harmless and would not 
cause any security problems. However, a serious mistake 
caused a flaw in the actual design.

4.2  Exploitation

Figure 2 explains the registration functionality incorporated 
with the Customer component that consists of “(use case 
logic + Process and Entity Type Logic)” within the appli-
cation, including core functionally. This process allows 
the user to authenticate and grant access to the application 
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components such as “Account details component”, “State-
ment component”, “Funds transfers component”, “Debit 
component”, “Credit component” and “other informa-
tion component”. After having authenticated the user to 
the application through the registration process, the same 
Object is instantiated and saved in the session key informa-
tion related to the identity.

The components of the application within functionally 
referenced information relate to the *CCustomer (Com-
ponent)* object in order to carry out its actions because 
*CCustomer (Component)* object is a candidate component
(Process and Entity Type logic) within the majority of appli-
cations. For example, account details shown on the main
page of the user were generated based on the customer’s
unique number that was contained within this component.
In this way, the composition or reuse of the component code
was already used within the application. It clearly shows

that the developer’s assumption led to a flaw in the reuse of 
application logic design. This caused the birth of vulnerabil-
ity to subversion attack on the application business logic. It 
was a serious mistake but was difficult to detect and exploit.

To exploit this flaw in the logic, an attacker may need to 
perform the following steps as defined in Fig. 3:

1. The first step is the “log in” process into the application
using the customer’s own valid account information.

2. The result of an authenticated session, and access to the
registration functionality is to try to input the some other
customer’ personal information. This will result in over-
writing the original “CCustomer” (Component) object
in the attacker session with a new object of the targeted
customer.

3. After this process, it is important to get back to applica-
tion functionality and try to target another customer’s

Fig. 2  Event—attack—modelling & system exploitation social e-banking
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Fig. 3  Subversion attack mapped through social commerce banking service flow

account. It is hard to detect without clearly understand-
ing the application logic as a whole and the use of dif-
ferent kinds of components in the application logic layer. 
The flawed assumption by the developer caused the sub-
version attack class vulnerability.

While the above-mentioned vulnerability seems to be 
minor, it may cause dangerous results. In fact, intruders may 
be relatively subtle. Access to the key application feature 
was assured by multilayer access controls (channel level pro-
tection), and a complete authentication session was required 
to pass such monitoring; fraud detection was a second secu-
rity defense.

4.3  Security breach case summary

In light of the above-mentioned the question, we first 
addressed the problem and then, keeping the scenario of 
web 4.0 social commerce e-banking Application Case 
Study in view, proposed a security assurance methodology 
to overcome the problem. The vulnerability identification 
technique in the “Social commerce-based e-Banking Case” 
is accomplished by matching a sequence of components in 
the application development logic of the system and prob-
lem caused by overlooked integration of the business pro-
cess of components during the run time logic of the appli-
cation. Therefore, such a technique is necessary because 

logical defects do not reveal attack patterns or signatures 
and thus cannot be automatically discovered. In order to 
solve this problem, a Threat Modelling approach is used, 
to project the design flaw targeting subversion attack and 
attacks on application logic. This approach is supported by 
the practice modeling component and its application, using 
UML for a secure design approach with a valid technique 
for design flaw detection (V & V method for security by 
design testing). Using this technique avoids the business 
logic problem by customizing security assurance require-
ments from modern approaches for component-based 
applications.

5  Proposed security assurance 
methodology

A security assurance methodology is designed to over-
come the problem security aspects of challenges related 
to design flaws (service component-oriented application 
logic) in future generation social commerce-based Bank-
ing & e-Commerce applications. This methodology ana-
lyzes the security risks related to possible attacks on sys-
tem design and on the base of that, three stages have been 
defined to deal with design-based flaw problems. The key 
element of this methodology consists of the formulation of 
well-established existing approaches that help to design a 
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new methodology: First (1) Threat Modelling; Second (2) 
Taxonomy of software Vulnerability Model; and Third (3) 
Component Fault Detection Models. This methodology pro-
vides further support to Modelling the Application and its 
Components without Fault, which then leads to Designing 
Security by Design Application Modeling. This methodol-
ogy is proved through the validation and verification secu-
rity assurance process followed by the V and V method for 
security by the design testing approach, which is theoreti-
cally justified by the designed model. Please note that the 
contingency & probability models are out of scope based on 
Case Scenario, which is why they are not considered part of 
the solution strategy, as shown in Fig. 4.

5.1  Security risk analysis

The  key  step  in  security  risk  assessment  is  to  iden-
tify potential attacks on a systems design and its impact on per-
formance, such as the above listed instance of the Web 4.0 
software  application  based  on social e-banking-based 
e-commerce components case, and the conceptual weak-
ness in the business-tier application layer. The reasoning

given here focuses on a certain class of attacks on par-
ticular applications, so it will be very specific. One of the 
first steps in system design should be to consider potential 
assaults on a particular system and their effects, such as 
the above-noted case of the web software application based 
on social media-based e-commerce components, and the 
logical weakness found in the business application layer. 
The vulnerability identification technique is achieved by 
mismatching a sequence of components in the application 
design logic and problem caused by ignoring the business 
process integration of components. This is reflected at the 
time of the business process logic of the application (which 
can be mapped through scenario-based approach business 
process flow as mentioned in Fig. 3). The simple end-to-
end system feature is often decomposed into sub-scenarios 
that define the functionality of an important component 
of a subsystem enabling an evaluation of the definition 
described in the case study. A vulnerability attack pattern 
can then take place in the “Event Trigger” sequence in the 
attack pattern, revealing the occurrence, and which com-
ponent is used to exploit the vulnerability in the presented 
case.

Fig. 4  Security risk analysis model
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This  assessment  can  be  used  to  identify  the  neces-
sary  defensive  measures  and  later  to  evaluate  the  sys-
tem’s security.

5.2  Threat modelling of application logic 
vulnerability

Modeling  of  threats  is  a  technique  that  can  recog-
nize  risks,  attacks,  vulnerabilities  and  countermeas-
ures within the application scenario. In light of the above 
case study, we have examined a class of vulnerabilities in 
the application logic. These attacks, which we classified 
in this research as falling into the category of Design & 
Architecture Flaws, are based on the Logical, Design & 
Architectural divisions of application logic. We propose 
a Method of Threat Modelling approach to uncover the 
pattern of attack in the application logic from the root 
cause, integrating information from the case study of 
security breach. The threat model of an Attack Event and 

Attack Target method is defined as a flaw in logic and a 
flaw in design. At this stage, a logical attack is defined by 
some attacker having access to a targeted system under the 
attack that enacts an illegitimate action by using an attack 
method (Subvert logic/Circumvent logic). A specification 
of an event attack method will circumvent the logical flow 
of an application, which may cause two further steps: one 
is the subversion attack; the second is circumventing the 
actual application’s logic, resulting in a Business Logic 
Attack.

A major attack technique (logical error or design flaw) 
identifies the vulnerability and uses it to identify a threat to 
the components and the entire system. It must also be noted 
that software components and middleware from third par-
ties constitute one of the major changes in web application 
systems as a security protocol, and integrity is threatened 
due to the design flaws in development failures as mentioned 
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5  Threat modelling of subversion attack
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Fig. 6  Taxonomic classification of software vulnerability

5.3  Taxonomic classification of software 
vulnerabilities

In software, vulnerability defects can cause security breach 
problems which in turn result in software loop-holes. These 
are (DesignFlaw, Coding Fault, Configration Error).

In light of our research, we believe that a risk assess-
ment  in component  software web applications and  sys-
tems  is  firmly  linked  with  some  concepts  tradition-
ally  derived  from  computer  security,  especially 
the ’five pillars’: the concepts of risk, vulnerability, attack, 
and  assets which  are  attributes  of interest that must 
be defined (Nabi 2005).

According to Nabi (2011 and 2017) relates missing 
question to (Design & Architecture) of component struc-
ture + integration & interaction unclear model, reuse of com-
ponent specification related to functional logic. Given below 
classification explains about discovered software security 
issues by other researchers contribution as mentioned in 
Fig. 6.

The code issues that exist in the design of the software 
are considered defects. A flaw in the underlying software 
may or may not constitute a fault. Usually, the mitigation of 

a fault means much more than simply changing several lines 
of code (Zhang et al. 2018). The problem is not just within 
implementation; the underlying model is faulty. Therefore, 
the flaw would be included in every implementation fol-
lowing the model (Agirre et al. 2016). For example, in an 
untrusted client application, executing critical business logic 
is a design defect that cannot be mitigated by a single meas-
ure such as adjusting array limits.

5.4  Component fault detection model

The component fault detection is a state of the art paradigm 
of security by design technique. However, fault detection is 
a preliminary element of fault tolerance technology. There-
fore, fault detection and diagnosis-based fault tolerance tech-
nologies are hard to define separately. Many approaches have 
been introduced, such as fault detection methods based on 
the system’s internal data exchange and inter-component 
communication, but no approach covers the system‘s bro-
ken component risk analysis, especially when the code is not 
available. Therefore, under such circumstances, a technique 
that can model the component and system design on multi-
tier specification through the UML modeling is required.
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Fig. 7  Component fault detection model (CFDM)

We designed a model for a component fault detection 
scheme that detects faults based on component design 
specification, which utilizes test requirements and diag-
nostic specification of components, as mentioned in the 
diagram. It divides the model into system tier and compo-
nent tier, where component 1 to component N is modeled 
based on stated specifications, which then test and diagnose 
the overall design specification of the whole model for fault 
detection in system design or components as mentioned 
in Fig. 7.

Novelty of CFDM as a practical example
In order to test the component fault detection model, it is 

important to address the practical testing example. For this 
purpose, we have chosen the Air Control system in Fig. 8. 
The Applicability of the above-proposed CFD model fault 
detection is practiced through an Air Control System. This 

is based on two main components, operator user interface 
component and Control Station Component, in which sub-
components are component 1 (ON) and Component 2 (Off) 
connected with a contact point where component 3 supports 
the system. Having the assumption of fault tolerance, the 
applicability of component function fails during the opera-
tion to communicate with the main component in the system 
as depicted in the model. That failure shows faults in the 
system detected through UML Sec 2.0, keeping in view a 
design specification based on test requirements and diag-
nosis specification of component and system. At this stage, 
where system design is considered as a whole model as 
depicted in the component and system fault detection model, 
which illustrates the practical application of faults detected 
in component and system.
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5.5  Modeling the application and its components 
without fault

Component-based Software Engineering from different 
points of view with an emphasis on the various aspects of 
software design, such as various phases (design stage, com-
ponent as interchangeable design parts; components reported 
to a particular system model in the implementation phase, 
run time binary packages, distributed components), industry 
aspects (business components, product components, COTS 
components), and archives. (Rodríguez et al. 2016).

In  addition,  we  should  make  sure  that  every  ele-
ment of the software layout is explicit and comprehensive 
enough  to  explain  the  assumptions  and  planned  func-
tional  logic  in  the  application by  the designer  in order 
to enable the application and its components to be modelled.

Explicitly comment it is mandated that following infor-
mation  on  all  components  of  a  system  to  ensure  secu-
rity of software and its underlining logic.

1. The  intended  use  and  purpose of the compo-
nent  (if  the  component  code  is  usable,  the  func-
tional business logic can also be expressed in the com-
ponent by specifying a use contract).

2. Assumptions  and  logic  of  everything  out-
side its direct control made by each component.

3. Reference to all client-based components using clear-
cut documentation could have prevented the logic fault
within the above-mentioned case, for example, online
registration functionality (Note: here, the client does
not apply to the client–server user-end, but to any other
client-based component (code) that is considered imme-
diately dependent upon the component logic).

4. The risk analysis consists of three key steps to ensure
component-based security requirements. The first is the
detection of potential system design attacks; the second
is architectural risk analysis for component-based cor-
porate logic security; and the third is component-level
analysis.

5.6  Designing security by design application 
modeling

Designing the social commerce-based distributed system 
software in a tier is also extremely important since several 
attacks trigger design defects (subversion of attack) as men-
tioned in the above case study of e-Commerce applications. 
These logical defects usually apply not only to component-
based systems but also to structural defects where compo-
nent modeling is built to a set of system logic, in accord-
ance with corporate rules relating to a particular business 
or sector. It is necessary to clearly define the architectural 
design of topology, whereby the system is designed for use 

Fig. 8  UML Sec 2.0 modeling fault detection of air control system
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by clearly distinguishing the SDLC design level (Elio et al. 
2014; Lindström et al. 2015). The second stage focuses on 
the strategy and policy for application logic development 
that concentrates on how the components need to work under 
a given business rule and policy. The third stage refers to 
the development strategy for components that use dynamic 
web content to customize an individual’s experience within 
a website and provide users with more interactive details. 
Dynamic content can be rendered in several ways: static 
HTML files, Java script, or the rendered JSP file, using the 
component-supported environment, such as Java servlets 
in J2EE by invoking business logic hosted through middle-
ware for back-end business data access. In a normal scenario 
an application developer considers the approach, in which 
components are combined to be assembled for a particular 
business requirement and to create a solution. A composite 
application consists of new components these are created 
especially for business applications and existing components 
that are reused from other applications.

If the approach is theoretically justified, the concept of the 
Service Component-Oriented system development technique 
is a collective set of specifications that proposes a program-
ming model for developing applications and systems. This 

model promotes the previous approaches to implementing 
services and supporting the developing open standards like 
Web services.

Therefore, keeping in view theoretical justification: if we 
dissect a component structure, a simple component has two 
states; one is “Service” and other is “Reference”. A service 
is considered to be something that addresses the interface for 
a component, which keeps one or more operations, whereas 
a reference is a dependency based on a service (functional-
ity) that is required by another component.

We have modeled a system (Fig. 9) in a scenario in which 
techniques consist of system and component at two differ-
ent levels. The system level focuses on the design product, 
while specifications for individual components that par-
ticipate in system development are modelled as UML sec 
design approach. This is the multi-specification architecture 
of a component-based system in which different layers of 
components are modelled based on their business rules and 
processes, with execution within the system. The component 
integration strategy at run time is compared to its require-
ment and design specifications.

The component-oriented programming concept pro-
motes the implementation of service, where the security by 

Fig. 9  UML Sec 2.0 security by design approach multi-specification J2EE system modeling
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Fig. 10  V &V integration model for security by design testing

design technique supports the UML-based design model-
ling for system security at the design stage or while reus-
ing the component from an existing application. For this 
purpose, we have practiced the UML-based security by 
design system modelling through the concept of service 
component-oriented software engineering. In this exercise, 
Business Domain Components and service Components are 
being modelled based on a multi-tier specification of the 
architectural design of topology in which the system will 
be designed for deployment by separating each tier. The 
first tier consists of the Business System Interface, which is 
connected with a service component (rendering logic) that 
corresponds to the second tier: the Business Component and 
Application Component. From this stage, Business EDC and 
sub-component, as realized use cases, invoke mid-tier ser-
vice. Furthermore, this process corresponds with the back-
end service and application components. These components 
provide Consumer Service and Business Component service 
provider in order to process the system function (defined 
as the component’s business logic), as depicted in the fig-
ure given below. The component integration strategies at 
run time are also clearly defined through inter-connections 
among the all system and application components, while 
considering requirement and design specifications of service 
description.

6  A validation & verification of method 
integration testing model

To validate the security assurance process, the technique 
would follow the V & V integration method for security by 
design testing the approach that would be set as a test-bed 

model, which then has no need of all component realiza-
tions. Normally models are available at an earlier stage as 
compared to at their realization. This technique makes the 
process easier and makes it possible for earlier detection of 
design flaws, especially in the case of comparing/matching 
real time system testing.

In addition, adaptation and configuration is normally 
allowed by models as compared to realizations that are 
appropriate for system testing in unrelated conditions for 
assurance purposes. It is easier when models are used as 
an alternative of realizations, especially when exceptional 
behavior testing and broken components are conditional.

In addition, test quality is improved and the ability of 
models to change test conditions at a great rate improve the 
state of test execution. In return, not only is the allowed 
model-based testing simple and easy but it also lowers the 
chances of threat during the test process as mentioned in 
Fig. 10.

Theoretically justified by the design model and method of 
security assurance process, diagram 10 illustrates the graphi-
cal display of the V & V integration model for security by 
the design testing approach. It considers the components C1 
& Cn that are only illustrated above in the figure in which 
component C1 is shown by M1 model, whereas Cn is shown 
by realization Zn. In the IMZ is infrastructure integration 
model, both M1 and Zn need to be integrated, which refers to 
the model and its realization, so that the equation is rendered 
{M1, Zn} IMZ. Therefore, this initial depiction of the sys-
tem is considered for testing at an early system stage, which 
extracts from R & D, system requirements, and design, that 
are shown by the dashed arrow. The R (requirement) & D 
(design) systems of both specifications are captured in order 
to allow M1 model and Zn realization to be tested using 
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Integration of IMZ for the infrastructure integration model. 
The process of the model justifies above defines the secu-
rity assurance service that deal with the component-oriented 
applications in the context of the security assurance process 
methodology.

Hence, in the light of the V&V model, we have exem-
plified a case scenario of the “Domain Model System” for 
applicability to the proposed model in Fig. 11, which is dem-
onstrated with the UML modeling to detect the flaw or fault 
in the design. For this process, System component specifica-
tion is used through the scenario-based schema to generate 
event modeling for the system through equation {M1, Zn} 
IMZ integration testing. The diagram illustrates a compo-
nent and sub-component-based system, in which faults are 
detected, keeping in view the equation {M1, Zn} IMZ where 
all the components realization are not required, especially 
when exceptional behavior testing and broken components 
are conditions of the test. The information regarding the R 
& D of the Domain Model system are gathered with the 

specifications of M1 and Zn realization with C1 & Cn, 
respectively, to be tested, using integration IMZ. The threat 
model also explains the fault cause of errors in the process 
of communication (event-based messaging) that may fail and 
may cause underlying threat vulnerability of the applica-
tion logic. The technique of identifying vulnerability in the 
Domain Model System is achieved via matching a sequence 
of components and sub-components in a system application 
logic.

The graphical presentation of the above-proposed method 
of the V & V Integration model for security by design testing 
and experimental modeling of fault detection in component-
oriented-service is generated through the formula in the 
equation {M1, Zn} IMZ. However, it is important to explain 
the process through the projected model as it is defined here 
in Fig. 12. This model demonstrates the requirement and 
system design specification by formulating the properties 
of components that are used for realization and integration 

Fig. 11  V &V method for fault detection in component-oriented-service
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of the IMZ checker to be tested as defined in Fig. 12. This 
whole process validates the idea as explained in Sect. 6.

7  Discussion

The key point to consider is that the component itself could 
be considered as properly designed as long as the design 
specification of the component matched the n-tier architec-
ture e-Commerce applications with regard to each layer’s 
boundary profile condition (functional specification require-
ments). This complies with the current application logic in 
the purpose and actions of the overall system. The concern 
is that the component developer and the software develop-
ment company are likely to be individuals (this is the most 
common scenario!). In this sense, a validation process is 
needed to validate the design before implementing it when 

incorporating components into component software artifact 
models and functionally processing logic. This is based 
on interface specifications that are unwanted. So what is 
required? A component software integration process that 
refers to security risks model in the components compo-
sition at the design stage, may be incompatible with their 
semantics and operational behavior! The value of this lesson 
may help the development of the future generation system as 
well to help understandings of the basic rules of component 
semantics and operational behavior oriented integration. 
Throughout a component-based software solution develop-
ment, the Defense Software Community (DE Software Com-
munity) reuses components of the current system’s logic 
in view of the specification and role-performance of differ-
ent layer components in the specific solution, such as Arian 
Rocket Failure (ESA).

Fig. 12  Model-checking process to validate the proposed method of V &V
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Thindicates  that  component  software  compatibility 
based on component software  model  objects  was  sug-
gested, but the  designer  ignored  component  inter-
face  dr ive  logically  def ined  constraints.Those 
defined by using  the component used and offered  inter-
faces  from  the overall  logical  structure design via con-
tract strategy  during  the  composition. This may  have 
caused the solution failure that depended on functional-
ity related to particular boundary profile condition as com-
pared to design specific conditions that caused the (ESA) 
Mission Arian to fail.

8  Conclusion and future directions

The lesson from this case study is that developers must 
always consider the key point that the component must 
itself be correctly designed, as far as the design and speci-
fication of the component is concerned. It must match with 
respect to the boundary profile condition of each layer’s 
functional specification requirement within the architecture 
that respects existing application logic in the overall sys-
tem’s function as well as its behavior. Therefore, keeping 
in view this point, we have practiced a security assurance 
methodology for a service component-oriented modern 
generation e-Commerce social media application through 
threat modeling. This follows a component fault detection 
model novel technique with a further modeling component 
and its application using a UML secure design approach 
and developing a valid technique for design flaw detection. 
This will increase the level of assurance during the design 
component-based, rapidly developing future generations of 
social e-Commerce application software and deployment of 
business logic into the social commerce e-banking system. 
The proposed approach would also encourage the develop-
ers to design secure component-based applications while 
re-using existing components from the application’s busi-
ness logic and will thus ensure the security of the secure 
design-based modeling technique in the design method.

This research also opens a new direction for the social 
e-Commerce application using component-based software
techniques that may help developers understand faster
development and related security concerns of such sys-
tem requirements. The research also provides a lesson for
security modeling techniques through new methods that are
addressed here. This may help the developers design secure
social commerce systems at the enterprise level.
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CHAPTER 7: SOCIAL INTERACTION WITH SOFTWARE CONNECTORSAND THE 

ROLE OF FAÇADE-BASED COMPONENTS FOR SECURE APPLICATION LOGIC 

 
Introduction and Findings: Relationship between Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 

 
Introduction Note: Chapter 6 addresses a detailed case study-based problem solution in the context 

of social e-commerce that is used as a tool to close down the subject of the targeted audience in 

relation to the banking case study and proposed methodology that is justified through modeling 

techniques related to application logic. Chapter 7 covers and addresses the modeling techniques by 

using and incorporating security-modeling features into component service architecture to 

expanding the research work in Paper 5. This will be further reflected as a part of security feature- 

based UML Sec modeling for an example B2c ATM model demonstrated in the context of social 

interaction of e-commerce component-based application security modeling that justifies secure 

application logic. This chapter addresses -sub-question 5 and it makes a relationship to the thesis as 

defined in the structure of the thesis in Chapter 1 

 
Findings: This chapter provides UML-based modeling and suggests security through façade-based 

function describing an example of the B2c ATM model demonstrated in the context of social 

interaction of e-commerce component-based application logic in terms of the social medium of 

application human interaction. 
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Abstract— The paper represents a conceptual study of the social interaction model of ATMs by using 

integration in a UML model-based design for software architecture that deals with the secure component-

based software protection and communication patterns through facade based connector. The facade-based 

connector is developed separately from software components by using the correct contact pattern between 

components and the required security patterns that encapsulate the connection with other secure 

connectors. Each secure connector consists of both security architecture and contact patterns. It is 

constructed as a composite component even though connectors are usually used by component-based 

software development to encapsulate the mechanisms of communication with components. This paper 

addresses the security and privacy issues related to social interaction with the ATM model that may also 

be encapsulated in the software application logic through a secure facade based connector that is known as 

a security in a connector based social e-commerce B2c application. 

Keywords 
Computer Security, Component based Software, Social e-Commerce Applications, Façade Component, Con-
nectors Security, Security & Privacy. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Modern life is far more complex than any other kind of social order, and is primarily aimed at achieving individ-

ual objectives, thus fragmenting the social order and reducing the interaction that comes with social contact. 

Consequently, people rely on social media (e.g. email, social media and video conferencing) to maintain contact 

and with the passage of time, social e-commerce is also being used, such as social interaction with theATM bank-

ing model .This model has enabled a new era of shifting from traditional e-commerce to social e-commerce and 

Banking industries have adopted this model.This refers to human social interaction (Siricharoen 2019). However, 

the security of HCI related to social interaction is a very important issue requiring discussion among the research 

community. One example is social interaction using the ATM Banking security model. 

Click here to access/download;Manuscript;Faisal Social
commerce.pdf
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In modern era of software, the component-based software development method is widely used, especially in the 

distributed social e-commerce system, which has developed through components. Such systems or applications 

encapsulate the functionality of the business logic process. Apart from that, components also need connectors, 

which encapsulate the inter-communication of component process (Albassam et al. 2017). The UML 2 provides 

notation for modelling the component ports that are provided and the necessary interfaces in CBSAs asynchro-

nous communication or synchronous replication communication. The connector’s role within the component-

based application is that of a glue that encapsulates the inter-communication mechanisms to perform the func-

tionality that supports the application logic. This provides a major role in component based applications because 

some components within an application are without offered or required interfaces that need connector support to 

glue the connection in between the component interaction within the application. 

Current approaches for component-based development of social e-commerce often ignore the secure integration 

process designed by the security concept. There are currently two main methods for component integration. 

These current methods appear to use a composition process that falls into two main categories: (a) transmitting 

the message directly; (b) transferring the message indirectly. In these two methods, interaction of components is 

based directly on inter-communication which corresponds to the direct method call, performing two distinctive 

roles, both sender and recipient of a message. In this case, the recipient's identity is either known to the sender 

statically or evaluated dynamically during the execution time. 

The direct message transmission method calls for a component that is tightly coupled, in which there is no need 

of any glue code or connector as shown in figure 1 (a). On the other hand, indirect message transmission con-

nectors are exemplified as separate entities that are defined clearly in the component composition. They are usu-

ally glue codes or scripts, which pass messages indirectly between components. To make a connection from one 

component to another component, a connector provides the link, which provides a method to be notified by the 

former. In general, the data flow associated with the composition is isolated from the computation in the individ-

ual component, when the components are linked through the indirect message transfer figure 1 (b). This figure 

clearly illustrates that components do not directly call each other but connectors are called in the system method 

process during the loosely coupled application logic (Albassam et al.2017). 
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    Figure 1: Direct and Indirect component inter-communication model 
A pattern of security represents a common detection procedure performed by a security service. A secure con-

nector improves the management of complex software systems by distinguishing security concerns from software 

architecture applications concerns.Therefore, each component determines a relatively independent application 

logic that differs from that of other components. A connector performs functions as a means of communication 

between components on behalf of the components, which encapsulating the specific type of inter-communication 

between components.A secure design approach is used to encapsulate security functionality separately from the 

software components inside the connector (Shin et al. 2018). The connector’s  original function is to provide a 

framework to exchange messages between components in the software architecture. However, the function of 

connectors is expanded in this paper by adding security patterns as designed by the security concept to the con-

nectors via a secure session façade component acting with secure connectors. 

The idea of secure connectors is based on component principles, which include both basic components that en-

capsulate security patterns and message communication patterns, in which a secure connector is a composite 

component. The secure inter-connectors are designed using component principles and include composite modules 

that encapsulate the security patterns and message transmission patterns of the secure connector. A security pat-

tern object is encapsulated in a secure connector as a component to offer one or more security services to soft-

ware components to secure business application logic. 

2. Research Design

In this paper, we address the role of facade-based connectors in the development of secure business application 

logic in the domain of social e-commerce based applications using ATMs (B2c) example. According to software 

architecture theory, the functionality of an application is handled by components in a CBSA (Taylor et al. 2010) 

for concurrent and distributed systems, whereas the emphasis here is on coordination between components.For 

this purpose, a comprehensive review study is carried out and a solution is suggested in section 4. This work re-

lies on exploratory research analysis, which aims to create an idea of secure application logic, free from vulnera-

bility, to address the complexity of the business logic phenomenon in social e-commerce systems (B2 c). 
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2.1 Research Motivation 

In recent years, the number of ATM incidents has risen, particularly fraud involving malicious applications, in-

cluding Blackbox electrical devices. Black box is a term widely used to define technically advanced electronic 

devices, which are directly attached to an ATM in such a manner as to enable the offender to exercise control 

over the operation of the ATM. The key targets of these attacks are the data,  including the cardholder infor-

mation. In this case, the focus is the social interaction with the ATM and the ATM dispenser which is used for the 

provision of cash. These attacks disrupt authentic transactions with a genuine card and a PIN. Attacks on differ-

ent ATM models have been successful suppliers that run multiple ATM software versions.This paper addresses 

the security issues related to social e-commerce, particularly ATM Banking that may also be encapsulated in the 

software application logic through a facade-based connector that is called a security in connector-based applica-

tion. This approach can deal with attempted fraud involving the Black Box. This form of cyber crime is a sub-set 

of social crime.  Additionally, the Subversion Attack Vulnerability in application logic in B2c system  may be the 

cause of a component based event called the inter communication method. This leads to a process at the time, 

comprising loosely coupled or tightly coupled integration based on interfaces of components as defined in figure 

1.The solution defined related to this problem is modeled through B2c ATM case study fig.6-7.

     Figure 2: Social ATM Network and Software Process Environment Model 
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3. Review of Existing Work

According to Almeida 2017, due to the broad diffusion of Web 4.0 technology, e-Commerce is gaining momen-

tum. The focus of e-commerce applications has moved towards context awareness and personalisation in social 

mining, recommendations and data semantics. However, the design of such systems involves complex architec-

tures to accommodate smart behaviours. These systems still insure substantial non-functional properties such as 

flexibility, performance and scalability.Therefore, secure social e-commerce applications logic is an important 

aspect of such systems, and this has not previously been clearly or fully discussed by the research community. 

According to Shin, M. E et al. 2017, several methods have been proposed for the development of secure distrib-

uted software business applications. Many of the solutions that have been designed focus on protecting the com-

ponents of business applications , in order to provide an effective security service for the component. However, 

less consideration has been given to connectors that can be used to provide security services for the components 

of business applications. in particular, social interaction based communication through connectors.The action of 

connectors is used to bind or encapsulate communication process between components in software architecture. 

At this stage, security concerns can also be encapsulated in software connectors, which are classified as protec-

tion connectors, separate from application components that contain application logic in social e-commerce appli-

cations. 

According to Al-Azzani.S et al. 2012, for the simulation, the capturing and implementation of the security orien-

tated connector approach is used. Using software connectors, the security characteristics of a system design are 

defined. Connectors control and apply an extensible software security contract defined by components. Connect-

ors can assess what values the associated components should execute. Security relies on the connector core soft-

ware architecture to ensure that specific security requirements are taken into account during its design. In addi-

tion to addressing the problem from an architectural point of view, their work also provides a way to define and 

improve these stable connectors.Therefore, an opportunity is available to work on the social interaction of con-

nector approach, while designing component-based software for social e-commece applications. 

According to Shin, M. E et al. 2016, secure connectors are used for the implementation of a distributed business 

application in secure software architectures where components of business application may communicate with 

one another through various types of communication.This approach allows secure connectors to provide security 

services to business application modules built separately while focusing on separately built functional logic for 
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social interaction with software connectors. 

An approach for complex applications by designing application needs and designs independent of security re-

quirements and designs using the UML notation is defined in previous works (Shin, M. E et al. 2016) by the au-

thors. In cases of security use, security specifications are identified and inserted in artefacts of security services. 

If a system requires security services, cases of security use are applied at extension points from a non-secure 

business application scenario. Nevertheless, the writers paid relatively less attention to the secure technology en-

vironments in which secure software design would suit security requirements (Shin, M. E et al 2018). 

The composition of the component concept moves around the one or two components that have been combined. 

These encapsulate the composite properties, which can be either a tightly coupled or a loosely coupled integra-

tion. The idea of a secure connector is more likely to be designed to keep in view computer security aspects such 

as confidentiality, integrity, authentication, authorization, and non-repudiation. The need for the idea to extend 

over here is to protect business component based application a Facade component at the top of connector to se-

cure the application security in social e-commerce based ATMs (B2c) model. 

3.1 Component based Application Logic 

The term ‘business logic’ refers to a particular “service”; this service can be a withdraw payment service. This is 

defined by the business component class withdraw payment, which is handled through the component class busi-

ness logic. Each component has business logic offered by a business component that resides in the business do-

main. The concept of a ‘logical component’ can be defined as a sub-component or part of a sub-system; in both 

conditions, the component keeps its own identity (Nabi et al 2017). Certain steps need to be followed in order to 

perform a predefined action using application logic to operate a business process (Shin, M. E., et al 2016).The 

logical component-ware supports the process of application logic and each component’s business logic to devel-

op set of functionalities, which then further translate it into component’s business processing logic by integrating 

these components in the n-tier architecture. 

 

 

 

        Figure 3: Application Component with Business Logic 
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SOA is a method of designing software, in which services are provided to the components by application compo-

nents. The web based banking system is constructed /developed using two sorts of components in the business 

logic layer of the application. These two kinds of components are: (1) Business Processing Components; (2) 

Business Entity Components. The first category of components deals with service that is requested by end-users 

through the published user-interface. They decide the function of business entity components that definitely will 

be called or invoked and operated. They are persistent components that keep their state stored by the application 

and are part of application domain (Nabi et al 2017). 

Research explains that recent approaches of the component based social e-commerce banking system present a 

serious lack of security properties at the level of component based secure design applications, which may be con-

nector based logical security, The drawback here is that security is mainly designed as a component offer and the 

required interfaces glue based composition that has a gap of security from session development of transaction 

and encapsulate the functionality. At this stage, further design is needed to provide a secure session facade com-

ponent approach at the top of secure connectors by encapsulating the security functionality to minimize the com-

plexity of component based composite applications and business application logic (Nabi et al 2020). 

3.2 Taxonomy of Software Connector 

To properly understand the connector definition, the basic tasks a connector can perform must be defined and 

analysed; here, the software communication taxonomy provided in Shin et al (2017) can be used for guidance. 

We have chosen the connector tasks listed below, usually the core tasks, from the main service categories and the 

specific connector styles of this taxonomy. 

    Figure 4: Connector Role in Component Based System and Application Logic 

Data transmission and control: A link defines the protocols that can be used to track and/or transfer data (e.g. 

process call, event management and data stream). Each of these systems has certain features and characteristics, 
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for example local or remote procedure calls. As for RPC, it can be implemented with different types of middle-

ware. Event management may also be based on an event server, a consolidated event queue, and so on. 

Adapting the interface and converting the data: In consideration of the need to tie two (or even more) mod-

ules not originally designed to interoperate, an adapter in the connector specification is a good concept. As stated 

in Baker (2014), an adapter and/or data converter automatically or semi automatically generated mechanism is 

available to decide (and challenge) the alternative. 

Coordination of connectivity and communication: Method call ordering on the interface of a system is im-

portant in general (the definition of a protocol in (Gomaa 2011)). A functional feature specification (e.g. inter-

face, structure and design protocols (Plasil et al 1999) Wright CSP based adhesives and calculation) typically 

specifies the permissible orders. Another function of the connector is to manage the connector and match-enforce 

conformity with the system protocol (API set). For example, consider using a server node, which is used in a sin-

gle-threaded environment, for a multi-client threaded environment.Intercepting correspondence: Since connectors 

mediate all communications between components in the network, a component communication interception 

frame (without being aware of participants) may help implement various filters (including cryptography applica-

tions, data compression, load control, debugging). 

3.3 Connector Architecture and Lifecycle 

A simple or compound connector may consist of an architecture design framework. The interior elements of a 

basic connector architecture are instances of primitive elements only (figure 5a). Types of primitive elements 

(generic forms are typically used–the interface type is permitted as well as the property parameters) (Taha et al 

2017).A comprehensive specification of the semantics of each basic element type is provided by mapping the 

underlying context in addition to a functional specification in plain English. 

"The standard features of the RPC are stub or skeleton components." 

For example, their remote interface type (specified as property parameter) and the underlying application model 

parameterize each of the components. 

For each supported application platform (CORBA, Java RMI, etc.) there is mapping of stub and skeleton element 

types. Internal components of a composite connector are instances of other connector types and/or components 

(Figure 5b). This definition allows for the development of complex connectors that represent the hierarchical ex-

istence of component interactions with hierarchically organised architectures (Nabi 2011). 
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 Figure 5: Connectr Model (a) Simple Architecture (b) Compound Architecture 

4. An Approach Designing a Secure Facade Based Connector

Social e-commerce application model development components security services are interactive applications that 

can be applied through different security technologies to accomplish a security goal, such as authentication, au-

thorization, anonymity, completeness, compatibility and non-repudiation.A protection service can be implement-

ed using different security techniques, each addressing a particular security strategy that performs a security ser-

vice. For example, you can use a symmetrical encryption protection pattern or an asymmetric authentication en-

cryption template to construct a confidential security service (as mentioned in figure 6). 

A secure connector is created separately by analysing the transmission pattern of message and security patterns 

given by the application components. A secure connector is a distributed connector consisting of a secured 

transmission sender connector and a secure receiver inter-connector that is linked with a session based facade 

component acting with a connector, as shown in figure 6. 

   Figure 6: Designing Facade Based Secure Connector 
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The UML stereotype is used to identify each secure connection, which clearly identifies its position in the archi-

tecture of applications. A security controller, one or more security objects and a contact object are secure sender 

or receiver connectors, which are linked with the all other connectors encapsulated in by a security fa-

cade component. In this way, the secure session of transmission between the component and business logic is 

organised, which is displayed in figure 6. A security coordinator is designed to combine contact models and pro-

tection architectures, which are chosen to be used in a modular way, establishing the integration of the security 

pattern and the communication pattern through coordination among the connectors. 

 

The secure connector may be a sender security coordinator or a receiver coordinator, as shown in figure 6. When 

a communication pattern component (CPC) and one or more security pattern components (SPCs) are chosen for a 

connector, the security sender and receiver coordinators need to be configured for every reusable secure connect-

or. Therefore, a framework can be built for each contact style for the high-level security coordinator. For each 

interchangeable secure connector, the design is tailored according to the chosen security pattern(s). 

 

4.1 UML based ATM Secure Facade Based Connectors Modeling 

The example of social interaction with an ATM model is practiced through a facade based secure connector ap-

proach, demonstrating that composition connectors are n-ary connectors used to support component composition 

as it is explained in the below diagram. These connectors communicate and coordinate with each other through 

defined inter-connectors as shown in figure 7.The ATM client component establishes the session through the se-

cure facade component, which encapsulates the secure sender service based on secure connectors and then pro-

ceeds to the process of encryption and receiver decryption to be called by the mechanism. .The encryption tech-

nique is used for symmetric algorithm security pattern connector components, both encryptors   and decryptors, 

to provide the security for the business process of the ATM service method. The approach taken as a facade ses-

sion based connector condition supports the ATM process from client to server. 
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 Figure 7: UML Base ATM Secure Facade Connector Design Model 

The above mentioned figure 7 shows a secured synchronous response message Security Connector, which is used 

to validate a confidentiality service ATM application through a Personal Identification Number ( PIN). The cus-

tomer and ATM Server components synchronously and confidentially communicate with response sender / recep-

tor connectors through their protected, synchronous message transmission, each encapsulating a security service 

cryptography object and an element for decryption protection for a confidentiality function. 

A Security Sender Coordinator and a Security Receiver coordinator object, to coordinate security service objects, 

are included in the secure synchronous message communication with reply sender and receiver connectors. The 

synchronous message communication with response is encapsulated by a secure synchronous messages commu-

nication with the reply sender connector, while the secure message communication with the reply receiver con-

nector encapsulates synchronous message communications with the response receiver template item. 

From another conceptual study view, figure 7 displays an abstract and high-level layer overview of the secure 

façade connector with the SEP for service requests and a response, which can be used by an ATM network. This 

clearly illustrates the security pattern in a formulated function of connectors. The service request is encoded by 

SEO on the secure facade-sender connector; while the ATM client component transmits a service request to the 
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ATM server, so that the symmetric encryption authentication method for the SED component is chosen and then 

sent to the ATM server component, assuming that the ATM server component has the symmetrical encryption 

security pattern feature. 

 
 In the secure facade sender connector, the reply is encrypted by the SED component and sent to the ATM client 

component when the application logic processes any transactions made by the machine.The facade secure session 

manages the security for the component based application logic for the ATM service as it is depicted in diagram 

7. This approach is unique in its approach as it coordinates with all connectors of the application component and

their underlying security application functionality and logic to make it secure. 

It may be postulatetd that the facade session based approach is more secure as it has the capability to accommo-

date the security policy for application underlying logic and other glued components, which are integrated 

through a secure connector approach as defined in the above diagram. The practical application of this model has 

been tested in a Java bean business component environment in a banking organization to test the applicability of 

the proposed idea of a secure facade based component acting with a connector in ATM social e-commerce (B2c). 

4.2 Technical analysis of data transmission Packets in Proposed ATM Model 

This process is defined as the technical analysis view while having to follow the ATM data process in 

the event of social interaction.The back-end process protocol used, the length of  each packet and the 

additional information needed for each important packet is shown in figures 8 and 9. The packet num-

ber and time stamp have been clearly indicated to provide enough space for the relevant information to 

be displayed in the figure below. Additional packet captures will continue with the ATM startup that 

runs to get a clearer picture of which packets make up the initial contact with the server. It is also im-

portant to investigate the differences between startup contact packets and those that represent a custom-

er-initiated transaction, if any exists. 
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Figure 8: ATM Network Transmisson Packet Information 

The facade-based protected connector provides the service that is measured on each filtered data capture to con-

tain only the packets necessary for the ATM and the processing system transaction. The overhead packets have 

been eliminated, still leaving the packets that handled the transaction for each of the above mentioned processes 

and number of transactions. During each transaction, this technique is used to measure the packets are in terms of 

quantity, size and volume. There are some differences with the number and size of packets in relation to the 

ATM startup packet. The data obtained, however, can indicate some effects on the congested section of the net-

work connected with the ATM. 
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 Figure 9: ATM Authentication Packet Tramsmission Process 

The test transactions are carried out after checking that the ATM is confirmed to the authentication server fol-

lowed by the facade secure session. From the original authentication through the secure session facade connector, 

the ATM has an address of 192.168.0.7 and has an authentication key at IP address 206.71.17.21. These adresses 

are then used as buffers for each capture to a stream containing only packets and addresses from each transaction. 

In order to be checked, the system process model for the above mentioned facade session based functional novel 

method follow checking that the ATM is authenticated to the authentication server; the user should upload the 

XML scheme in a specific format to the model checking process. 

 In a certain format, the XML schema should be given. The schema can be accessed through a computational 

process. The SRS tool kit takes up this description and extracts the information involved (i.e. tables, attributes 

and their data types, main keys and interactions), stores the extracted data as items in classes generated for the 

phase in comparison process between input & output data. The arrangement of information into business plans 

makes this goal possible The below figure 10 displays the front –end process that perfoms the value of the ATM 

model process input and output test value. In this way, the proposed test process outcome will be analysed in a 

secure way, as mentioned in figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Extracted Information from XML Schema Scenario Based Validation  

Therefore, this is a logical technique; as the adequacy of the new connector design remains unexplored, we have 

attempted to fill this gap through the facade software connector approach that encapsulates the functionality of all 

other connectors and provides a secure communication pattern in the B2c social e-commerce application devel-

opment.  It is also important to run a comparision of this technique through the software connector perspective 

rather than the network associated protocol security because the issue identified is the facade based secure ap-

proach that consititutes the idea explained above. 

4.3 Centralizes Security Session Facade 

The application's security policies can be operated at the facade level of the session, because this is the clients ' 

level tier. The session facade’s coarse grain exposure is harder, more realistic, than at the participating compo-

nent level, to identify security policies at this level. 

Secure connector supports business components that provide sophisticated control points and security, which is 

easier to manage for session facade. This provides coarse grain access because relatively fewer coarse grain 

methods have to be handled securely. 

4.4 Security Analysis Using Session Facade 

The approach of using the session facade is a software design pattern through which we can encapsulate the steps 

of the session process in a single “session call” ( ) method. This is done at the level of session bean that delegates 

the multiple-steps process to encapsulate the calling functionality of secondary connectors in a frame to execute 
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the application processing logic. Within the session Facade implementation, the “identifycustomer” ( ) secure 

method is a remote call, whereas “findbycustomerID” ( ) and “getpassword” ( ) are local calls. It is important to 

note that the session facade improves the performance and security to simplify the interface to the client. This 

increases the benefits of facade based solutions in a secure connector design approach for B2c e-commerce solu-

tions. 

5.5 A Comparison of Software Connector Modeling Approaches 

The existing approaches based on some other methods (Shin et al 2018: Baker et al 2014: Shin et al 2016: Shin 

et al 2017; Shin et al 2016; Derdour et al 2015) shed light on the modeling of component connector interaction. 

Perry et al. provided a high-level description of the architecture function of software connectors (Perry et al 

2014). In order to define architectural components, including connectors, Kazman et al. proposed outside canon-

ical features (Kazman et al 2016). Finally, previous attempts had model connectors at the interdependency 

stage of the module. 

The software modelling languages typically define relations between the modules at the process call level and the 

access to shared data (Derdour et al 2015). For this purpose, architecture and description languages have been 

specifically developed to enable development of more complex and efficient connectors, such as UML Sec. We 

have used the power of UMLSec for modelling the ATM B2c architectural design through a façade based com-

ponent connector. This is empowered by existing ADLs primarily focused on checking the properties of model-

ling behaviour of each connector in the system. This helped to clearly define the connectors’ export services, 

their mechanics, interaction protocols and interaction usage and development constraints within the ATM exam-

ple in figure 6. As the adequacy of the new connector design remains unexplored, we have attempted to fill this 

gap through the façade software connector approach that encapsulates the other connector functionality and pro-

vide a secure communication pattern in B2c social e-commerce application development. 

5. Discussion

The approach suggested in this paper differs from other security approaches. Our approach employs secured a 

facade based connector that separates application issues from security issues in a secure software architecture for 

social distributed applications based on components. Communication problems are coordinated from security 
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issues within secure connectors. Suryanarayana, et al (2004) focuses on the trust management system where se-

curity services are embedded in free, unified application components in software protection technologies. 

This paper provides the secure connectors with protection between components, i.e. for stable interactions be-

tween application components. The secure facade based connectors provide security services for communication 

with other components to the application components. They also delegate the processes of authentication, author-

ization, confidentiality. Integrity and non-repudiation services can be built in protected connectors or delegated to 

internal and external security components via secure connectors  while processing the social interaction ATM 

(B2c) Model. 

Composing and managing the interactions is not a trivial activity in component-based design. In the present state-

of-the-art components-based models, the design and interface types are primarily port-to-port or method-call-

based. Both styles confer a dynamic pattern because, due to the number of system calls, ports and connectors, the 

number of contacts will drastically increase. A simple and coherent model with such a complexity is to be avoid-

ed logical functions actions are required. 

Since the facade of the session reflects the process for use cases, transaction processing on the facade level of the 

session is more rational. Similar to centralized security, centralized transaction management provides benefits. 

The facade provides a central position for the administration and interpretation of transaction power. Transaction 

processing on participating business components is much more relevant internally, in particular since it is smaller 

than the facade. However, the client has access to the Java bean business component indirectly through commu-

nication of secure connectors; those use a session facade to place the burden of demarcation on the client side 

tier. The function of connectors is expanded in this paper by adding security patterns as design side concept to the 

connectors via a secure session facade component acting with the secure connector’s social interaction with the 

ATM B2c Model. 

5.1 Research Contribution 

This paper addresses the security issues that may also be encapsulated in the software application logic through 

secure façade based connector that is called security in connector based component application. This approach 

can deal with the Subversion Attack Vulnerability in application logic that may cause of component event based 
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calling inter communication method. This leads to a process at the time of loosely coupled or tightly coupled in-

tegration based on interfaces of components as defined in figure 1.The solution defined related to this problem 

through the modeling ATM case study in figure 6 and 7, which is different from other approaches in this domain. 

6. Conclusion

This paper addresses the development of facade based secure connectors for the design of secure software archi-

tectures for social distributed commercial applications such as the ATM  Model. The secure connectors are built 

separately from the business application components and take into consideration the security services that appli-

cation components need, as well as the communication patterns for sending secure messages and replies between 

the components (if desired). 

The security services provided in software environments by the application components for business applications 

are designed to provide secure facade based connectors. These secure connectors contain security-related arte-

facts for the isolation of software modules from security services. The security artefacts are allowed only when 

application components need the required security resources, such as authentication, authorization, protection, 

confidentiality and non-repudiation. Through distinguishing security concerns from implementation problems, 

secure facade based process encapsulating the connector’s secure function that will make complex networks 

more easily maintained and flexible as mentioned in the ATM social e-commerce application example. 
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CHAPTER 8. RESEARCH RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 
 

8.1 Introduction-related thesis question and contribution to the research 
 
 

This figure displays the publications that informed the research questions and illustrate and 

highlights the main contribution of this research through this diagram that shows how application 

logic in banking applications can be secure. This can be done via the re-use of business 

component design specifications through the process of vulnerability identification, calcification 

and modeling. This Chapter also outlines the main goals of this process which have been covered 

in the following publications, that support each research thesis question as a contribution to the 

literature in this field. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.1: Security Assurance Model Projection of Thesis Contribution 
 
 

The above-mentioned diagram explains the research questions related to the contribution made 

by this thesis. 

 
For example, security assurance in the CBSD section as displayed in the figure explains the main 

research question and other parts represent the sub-questions related contribution/s. These five 

papers cover the aspects cited in the above-mentioned Diagram 8.1 
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• This main research question has been answered in terms of SCA that supports service- 

oriented application logic, in this Chapter, it is stated that existing literature that illustrates 

the background of modern research is significant to explore. This chapter carefully 

explains the nature of the problem and defines a model as a contribution which is 

mentioned in Figure 6. Analysis attack event process model that is a contribution to the 

review paper, while comparing other methods. 

 
• Research sub-questions 1 and 2 address the component-based logical vulnerability 

taxonomy, the main purpose of this is to address the relationship between technical and 

logical vulnerability and validates the proposed model for a CBSD taxonomy, which is a 

major contribution as presented in Chapters 4 A and 4B. These publications discuss the 

contract type and contract assurance gap-based problem. 

 
• Research Question 3 addresses the relationship to define how Question 3 was answered 

through proposed event-based attack modeling by using a case study-based modeling and 

designed solution about design flaws detection in real-world scenarios. This is presented 

in Chapter 5 which also demonstrates the modeling component of assurance-based 

integration. 

 
• This research question 4 address the relationship between the service-oriented component- 

based application logic that defines application logic vulnerability detection through 

proposed modeling in terms of social e-banking and proposed and validated modeling for 

CBSD-based business logic flaws. This is the major contribution of this thesis as well as 

this produced in the Q 1 publication that presents the specification-based integration. 

 
• In this thesis, research question 5 addresses social interaction in banking application logic 

based on connectors. A novel technique has been addressed and formulated the 

application-based logical vulnerability through a façade component connector that is its 

kind of new technique and recently accepted in IJNS Q 2 Journal. This presents logical 

solution assurance. 

Whereas the compound assurance in Figure 8.1 presents the overall contribution of solution 

strategy towards displaying the complete solution in CBSD security assurance. 
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Therefore, it is concluded that security assurance is based on the proposed model as displayed in 

Figure 8.1. The research thesis results and discussion section covers each paper, with a related 

explanation that shows how it matches with Diagram 8.1 and its contribution to the research. 

 
Research Thesis Results and Discussion 

 
 

The research thesis discussion raised a number of points in relation to the analysis and findings 

regarding each of the five papers. Further analysis is offered here to clarify our research 

contribution. 

 
Findings and Discussion Points 

 
 

The first and most important contribution is the analysis of requirements of event-based 

distributed system design, where SCA (service component architecture) is used. A service 

component paradigm allows for composite application development and application reusability. 

However, while creating service-oriented component application logic, security in event-based 

communication in components interaction models is usually emphasized on the top layer in SCA. 

As highlighted by Sonar Qube (2017), existing system analytics focusing on the service 

component do not focus on event attacks, and nor do they appropriately detect vulnerabilities 

component-by-component, as demonstrated in OWASP’s Orizon Project (2018) and Xanitizer 

(2017). 

 
This research has explained the concerns with composite applications and event-based attacks in 

the service component architectural paradigm. We have accomplished this goal by analyzing, 

assessing, and modeling strategies in-service component application functionality, as well as in 

application components that create, consume, and process events. 

 
The research paper has examined in depth the most recent security changes in the field of 

component inter-communication event base model for service component architecture. The study 

will assist users in comprehending the hazards and forms of attacks that a component-based 

application may encounter while working with application logic through event-based service in 

component architecture. Our research has established a new standard for future research in the 

event-based security paradigm. 

 
The primary contribution of this research is that it identifies current security efforts that do not 
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focus on event attacks nor correctly detect component-by-component inter-communication event 

models, and it produces a solution to the problem through three-dimensional methods analysis 

and comparison. It also paves the way for future research in this area by researchers, with the goal 

of making event-based distributed systems more secure. 

 
The thesis represents the second contribution in the field of application logic security 

vulnerabilities classification. 

 
New advancements in the field of e-commerce software technology have also offered numerous 

benefits; yet, the development process is always fraught, from the design phase to the 

implementation phase. Software flaws and defects exacerbate dependability and security 

concerns, requiring a solution in application business logic that is based on a logical component- 

ware combination. 

 
The study addresses the issue of logical vulnerability classification in component-based web 

applications by identifying Attack Group Method and categorizing two different types of 

vulnerabilities in component-based applications. Using an empirical methodology-based 

classification strategy for a logical group attack approach, a novel classification scheme is 

presented and built. 

 
The security dimensions are features and attributes of the system that impact the security group's 

ability to understand and make improvements to the system. This is based on a thorough grasp of 

the vulnerability category and its subclasses. 

 
The security dimensions have a direct impact on the security group's ability to analyze the attack 

vector in relation to an application or system security. This can be done both logically and 

technically, with each part of both being classified before the security issues are addressed. 

Based on our findings, the proposed model offers classification and characterization of two unique 

categories of vulnerability issues/problems: "Technical Vulnerabilities" and "Logical 

Vulnerabilities." These vulnerabilities are categorized according to the attack method, which is 

listed in the vulnerability model, and related to the attack pattern technique. 

 
The thesis represents the third research contribution as event–based attack modeling in the context 

of application logic vulnerability in a component-based banking application while re-using design 

specifications within existing component logic. This may cause a subversion attack in application 
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business logic. 
 
 

Through a novel vulnerability modeling technique, an Event that targets a specific system must 

be identified. In component-based application logic vulnerabilities, current research does not 

provide event attack modeling. To detect such flaws, it is crucial to determine which component 

set off the Event that allowed the system to be exploited. 

 
This study presents Event-Based Attack Modeling, which is particularly useful in the context of 

component-based software subversion logic attacks in the Business Application Logic category. 

This will aid in the creation and reuse of components based on the functional logic of current 

applications. 

 
Attack modeling is a very effective technique for analyzing attacks and preventing the situation 

from becoming worse. As a result, a variety of strategies have been developed to deal with attack 

modeling in the component-based system domain. Design flaws or logical flaws are examples of 

logical vulnerability. 

 
Noting the difficulty in identifying and modeling them, a technique that can deal with logical 

flaw-based vulnerabilities is necessary. In this work, we provide “Event Attack Modeling,” a 

unique modeling approach that employs the Uppaal Tool to model a vulnerability and its attack 

flow through an attack-triggered component within an application in a real-time scenario. 

 
The fourth contribution of this research is that it identifies security assurance methodologies in 

service component-oriented applications to be utilized through threat modeling and a novel 

component fault-detection model. 

 
Using a UML secure design approach, this concept is expanded to include the modeling 

component and its applications. The methodologies used in this research to validate the strategy 

include verification and validation for security by design testing in rapidly developed component- 

based social e-Commerce banking applications, to avoid the business logic design flaw problem. 

Modern social e-commerce practices are a subset of e-Commerce that emphasizes security 

framework protocols such as secure transactional protocols, cryptographic techniques, and 

sanitization criteria. These procedures are expected to ensure the stability of social e-commerce- 

based applications. The key challenge in designing these techniques is the composition of 

software components and integration flaws. The primary focus of these techniques is on software 
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component composition and integration problems, which are frequently overlooked in business 

application logic. These issues have the potential to negate the impact of modern information 

security approaches. The component's logic subversion on the server-side is the weakest link in 

social e-Commerce banking application logic security solutions. 

 
This paper covers a specific issue in application logic security known as a subversion attack, 

which can be classified as a design flaw. Many traditional security techniques routinely utilized 

in modern e-Commerce systems cannot overcome this type of security flaw. 

 
The security assurance methodology used in this research to validate the strategy includes 

verification and validation for security by design testing in rapidly developed component-based 

social media e-Commerce applications, to avoid the business logic design flaw problem. 

 
The fifth research contribution is that it describes a secure social distributed applications software 

architecture that contains components. Our approach uses a façade-based connector that isolates 

application logic difficulties from security problems. This research addresses security and privacy 

issues related to social interactions with the ATM model that may also be encapsulated in the 

software application logic through a secure façade-based connector that is known to increase 

security in a connector-based social e-commerce (B2c) application. This will target the 

Subversion Attack Vulnerability found in the application logic of B2c systems and may allow a 

component-based approach called the inter-communication method. 

 
This research work was developed in the context of our focusing on the modeling technique, by 

introducing security-modeling aspects into component service architecture in order to expand on 

the research work in paper 5 (Security assurance methodology). As anexample, the B2c ATM 

model will be featured as part of the security feature-based UML Sec modeling, in turn, was 

demonstrated through social interactions with e-commerce software security modeling that 

justifies the secure application logic. 

 
Within a secure socially distributed applications software architecture that contains components, 

our approach uses a façade-based connector that isolates application logic difficulties from 

security problems. 

 
Secure connectors that coordinate communication have security challenges. The trust 

management system is the focus of this method, which combines security services with open, 
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unified information defence technology application components and their underlying logic. 

Security connectors with component security, i.e. for reliable connections among application 

components, are also discussed in this article. Secure façade-based connectors ensure that a 

component's business logic communicates with other components in the application. 

 
They also assign authentication, permission and confidentiality procedures. Integrity and non- 

repudiation services can be inserted into secure connectors or transferred through secure 

connectors to internal and external security components during the processing of social 

interaction ATM (B2c). The façade serves as a focal point for the administration of transaction 

power and perception. Transaction processing through participating business components is far 

more important internally, especially because components are smaller than the façade. Through 

secure connector communication, the client has indirect access to the Java bean business 

component; these use a session façade to transfer the burden of demarcation to the client tier. 

 
Discussion 

 
 

Figure 8.1 projects that all publications based on the research questions illustrate and highlight 

the main contribution through this diagram, specifically how application logic in banking 

applications can be developed securely, while re-ing a business component design specification. 

 
This process is particularly can be used for the banking domain. However, an example of NASA 

project is presented, so there is the possibility of using this model for mission-critical systems 

may also be possible. The research findings can be applied to the development of new secure 

applications based on the existing business logic in the banking industry at the design, development and 

testing stages as presented in publication 5 (chapter 6) demonstrate the reusability of business 

components and validation model through Uppaal Tool and UML modeling. 

 
This explains the role of the model of each publication which expresses the contribution of this 

thesis. The model Figure 8.1 expresses the process of security assurance such as design speciation 

and contact type of component interface assurance, which then leads to specification that is based 

on integrity assurance which further formulates the logical structure of logical function of the 

component. This process defines the CBSD assurance process. This model depicts the overall 

process and makes links with the role defined in service component architecture-based social 

banking application logic. 



 

It is important to consider that such systems need security at the design stage, so that the logical 

structure of the application follows the component business logic of each. Any integration fault 

inevitably leads to a security flaw in the design. This causes a bypass of security mechanisms in 

ways defined in this research, and set out in case study examples exploring social interaction in 

e-commerce banking applications. 

 
Therefore, it is concluded that this research has covered the gap between design specification of 

business component integration faults and re-usability of business process functions of the 

component. The further gap that has been closed is CBSD-based social e- banking security in 

terms of design-based business logic, which is not discussed this before as projected in publication 

5 of this thesis. Future research and further implications are subject to continue in future for those 

who are interested in this research. 

 
Research Recommendations 

 
 

Therefore, in this case, bank developers needs to focus on the purpose and type of behaviour 

specification of re-used component in terms of requirement specification in each layer (an n-tier 

CBS application), component functional specification boundary conditions and knowledge of its 

defined interfaces within the systems, and if ignored design specification for each layer 

component. The failure to meet the required specifications as compared to its functional 

specification based on design specification, for the purpose it was designed, based on its current 

logical component-based composition in the system. This gave birth to the design flaw in the 

component ware. This all process of problem generated business logic vulnerability. This is a 

very serious violation of the principle “specification purpose” in component-oriented logical 

component-ware at the time of business interface-driven integration, while ignoring usage 

contract type specifications. It’s also a case of “Test by Contract”, which means not only that a 

design specification for the component is needed for consideration but also contract establishment 

among the interfaces and their designed logic throughout the process. Together this creates 

security assurance among the interface-focused designed components behaviour through e- 

process while developing component-oriented business logic. It is important to consider the 

boundary condition of logical attack falls in between functional specification and design 

specification. Therefore, our proposed solution will help to mitigate the attack triggering method 

“Event-based-generated” e-process flow to violate business logic. 

 
This research will recommend following the developers to create business logic free from flaws, 
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while using existing logic. 
 
 

8.2 Conclusion 
 
 

The service component architecture provides a foundation to develop application logic design and 

event-based communication in service composite applications. At the same time, there are 

security issues regarding service integration and composite application component re-use, which 

often suggests a design flaw in service component-oriented application logic design. The research 

has proved that it is difficult in service component architecture to reuse the design specifications 

of existing system component logic, while reusing design specifications to integrate new services 

through business application logic. 

 
Specifically in the banking domain, it is evident that system design that uses existing components 

for another service must organize design specification and business process integration according 

to the business logic of each component. 

 
Therefore, it is imperative to design a solution based on a methodology that will strengthen 

security. A design method approach for service component-oriented e-commerce applications can 

be considered in the context of social e-commerce banking case studies by using a modeling 

methodology that helps to generate and automate the vulnerability through attack scenario 

modeling (UML Sec & Uppaal Tool) as presented in this thesis. 

 
The research findings are based on the research contribution from Papers 1 to 5 is to propose a 

security assurance approach for service-component-focused business logic by reusing core 

service logic. It will also resolve the disparity between traditional viewpoints and security 

requirements in e-commerce systems in the context of its sub-set social e-commerce. It will 

increase the degree of security assurance by design modeling such a practice. When practicing 

the design of service component-focused applications within the e-commerce domain we will use 

currently available components and deploy business logic into service-based systems. 

 
A second contribution of the research is that it proposes and defines a new taxonomic system of 

logical vulnerabilities in service component-based middle-tier services, which are often the result 

of design defects due to COTS or in-house software modules for service integration. The third 

point of contribution is that attack modeling in the scenario of logical attacks by event-based 

attack causes feature detection. The fourth contribution is derived from the approach in paper 5, 
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which targets the security assurance methodology through security modeling UML - see 

technique. The fifth contribution will be reflected in more depth as part of security feature-based 

UM - see modeling for a B2c ATM social interaction model. 

 
This thesis carefully examines a pressing issue in component-based service-oriented application 

logic reuse and security. Other researchers have not succeeded in solving the issues set out above. 

This indicates a clear research gap, which has been comprehensively addressed through this series 

of research publications. As a result, and given its technical nature, the proposed work when 

completed will be a significant achievement in the domain of components and services-based 

solutions, as well as strengthening their integrity and level of assurance in this domain. 

 
8.2.1 Future Research Direction 

 
 

This research opens a gateway for further research findings for researchers through the taxonomy 

which helps to further improve the technique in terms of flaw-free CBS-based J2EE application 

logic development and especially social interaction interim of social medium-based banking 

application security through enhancing the suggested model in this research to make more secure 

banking online. 
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